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FOREWORD

This volume contains the majority of the talks and short

contributions delivered at the Symposium on Lepton and Hadron

Interactions, Visegrad, 17-20 September 1979. The meeting was

devoted to new developments in lepton and hadron interactions

such as weak neutral currents, e e" annihilation, topics in QCD

etc.

The Symposium has been organized and supported by the Eotvos

University, Central Research Institute for Physics, Roland Eotvos

Physical Society and the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, within

the framework of Triangle Collaboration. Organizers: F. Csikor,

Z. Horvath, E. Lendvai, T. Nagy, A. PatkSs, G. Pocsik (EV),

G. Pinter (CRIP).

Many thanks are due to the lecturers for the material in the

volume, and to CRIP for the publication. We express our sincere

gratitude to the supporting Institutions for financial support.

Budapest, 2nd January 1980

G. Pocsik
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RECENT ADVANCES IN NEUTRAL CURRENTS

Paul Musset

CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

ABSTRACT

The present experimental results on neutral currents are reviewed, with

an emphasis on recent experiments. Neutral currents exhibit a universal be-

haviour, and their well-defined properties are revealed in several domains

of physics and over a large range of energies. A comparison is made with the

predictions of the unified theory of weak and electromagnetic interactions.

Some issues, which are not yet solved, are also discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The main properties of neutral currents begin to be well-known and

are now the subject of precise experiments. It took a long time to explore

the neutral current properties, and this is the reflection of great

experimental difficulties.

The neutral current signal was first observed and separated

in the Gargamelle neutrino experiment. This was followed by confirmation

from other experiments ' . The fields of experimental investigations

of neutral currents and their limitations are the following:

a) in neutrino-nucleon reactions, the incident and outgoing neutrinos

remain undetected. The energy-momentum balance is hardly usable. The

separation of events is still the major difficulty;

b) in neutrino-electron reactions, neutral currents effects are

extremely weak, because cross sections are proportional to the target mass

in the case of point-like targets. Only a few handfuls of events have been

collected so far over the whole world;

c) in the electron-nucleon high energy interactions, it was recently

possible to beautifully accomplish the difficult task of observing the

small (̂ 10 ) interference effect between the weak and the electromagnetic

currents. Together with neutrino-nucleon reactions, the electron-nucleon

interactions are now among the most precisely known;
••8

d) in atomic physics, tiny effects, of the order of 10 radian at

most, for the rotation of the plane of polarization of light, are expected.

Electron-nuclei interactions are very small because the energy is very low

and the overlap between electron and nuclei quite reduced, except in very

heavy nuclei;

The first experiments in atomic physics failed to observe any parity-

violation effect for several years, and only recently a new experiment

detected such an effect.

c) Recently the neutral current neutrino desintegration of the deuteron

has also been detected in a reactor experiment}
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All these experiments are in good agreement with the most simple version

of the Weinberg-Salam Theory , and can be fitted with one parameter only,

with the exception of the unsettled situation of atomic physics. This

indicates both the universal character of the neutral current phenomena,

and the validity of the SU(2) H U(l) theory.

Experimental results have been accumulated at an accelerated rate over

the last years, and only a selection of the most precise and of the most

recent results will be presented. The author apologizes in advance for not

quoting all the valuable experimental results.

2. INCLUSIVE NEUTRINO-NUCLEON REACTIONS

In these reactions V N •* v X and V N •* V X, the structure of the

leptonic current is completely specified by the (right) left handedness

of the (anti)neutrino. Consequently, the reactions are used to study

the structure of the hadronic current. Most theoretical models assume

the neutral current to be diagonal , and the experiments are in agreement

with this assumption.

The strangeness-changing neutral current reactions are limited by.

experiments to be less than 10 that of the charged current reactions

by the long-known absence of the K? + p p decay . The charm changing

neutral current reaction is limited by experiments to be less than ̂ 2%

that of the ordinary neutral current reaction mainly by the non-observation

of charm production in the corresponding neutrino and antineutrino

reactions. Also charm decay into a pair of electrons C •*• e + e + H

is not seen at a level less than 2% relative to C + e + v + H.

Neutral current reactions on nucleons mainly provide information on

u and d quark currents (see Appendix). Reactions on nuclei, which are
2 2 2 2almost isoscalar targets, give tL + d and u R + d_ . They are not able

to give detailed information on the s, c and other quark currents because

of the smallness of the sea contribution.
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2.1. Total cross sections

It has become customary to express the results as ratios R and R

of neutral-to-charged current cross sections for neutrinos and antineutrinos.

Such ratios are less sensitive to systematic errors than absolute cross-

sections.

-[11 1' 13]Previous measurements of R and R * "' were, to a large extent,

limited in precision by statistics. This is no longer the case with the

new big apparatus used by the CDHS and CHARM collaborations. There,

systematic^ become the limiting factor. The two experiments made use of

the narrow band beams at the SPS. This beam is much more appropriate

to NC studies than the wide-band beam. This narrow-band beam has a

rather short decay path so that the radial position of the interaction

gives the total neutrino energy, with a two-fold ambiguity corresponding

to n and K decays. The ambiguity is suppressed when the measured

energy is higher than that deduced from radial position.
[14]The CDHS collaboration recently doubled their statistics . In

order to extract the NC signal, the distribution in length of the events

is used, because a muon is generally much more penetrating than a hadron

(fig. 1). The main problem in neutrinos is the tail of charged current

events with a low energy muon, i.e. large y events (the hadronic energy

cut is 10 GeV). The contribution of these events to the NC signal is

calculated by extrapolation. In the antineutrino run, the main problem

is the presence of a wide-band background, the evaluation of which is made

by taking data with a "closed collimator". Normal narrow-band beam events

are then suppressed. The contribution of neutrinos from the Ke, decays

are also important.

In the CHARM experiment , owing to its finer grain, the separation

between CC and NC is made on an event basis, and the energy cut is varied

from 2 to 17 GeV, depending on the radial position of the interaction

vertex. Table 1 gives the main corrections applied to the number of events

in these two experiments, and Table 2 gives the summary of the measurements

of R and R. Note that the CC sample contains both the AS * 1 and the AC - 1
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reactions. Consequently, a corresponding subtraction has to be made when

a comparison is made with current models.

Table 1

Background/Experiment

WBB

CC

Ke3

V

0.8%

6.7%

7.0%

CHARM
V

4.4%

2.4%

2%

CDHS
V

3.9%

17.8%

11.6%

V

30.4%

7.1%

5.7%

Table 2

Experiment

GGM

HPWF

CIFT

ABCLOS

CDHS

CHARM

R

0.26 + 0.04

0.28 ± 0.03

0.28 + 0.03

0.32 ± 0.03

0.307 ± 0.008
(±0.003)

0.30 ± 0.02
(±0.006)

R

0.39 ± 0.06

0.39 ± 0.10

0.35 + 0.11

0.35 ± 0.07

0.373 ± 0.025
(±0.014)

0.39 ± 0.02
(±0.014)

We will not enter into the model-independant analysis of NC couplings,

which is treated by Sehgal . We only give the best estimate of the

mixing angle 0 in the SU(2) H U(l) one parameter model of Weinberg-Salam.
w

The model is implemented with the quark-parton model, the GIM mechanism,

and QCD effects. Some theoretical uncertainty still remains, the magnitude

of which can be appreciated by two calculations. One makes use of
[18]

experimental data on various quark contributions and the other applies

QCD techniques (fig. 2). The residual error due to this sort of uncertainty

is about 0.005 on sin2e . The results of CDHS gives sinZ0w " 0.228 + 0.018.
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from ref. [18].
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Whereas the CHARM results are not definitive, we deliberately use

their numbers to get the corresponding value sin26 • 0.240 ± 0.020.

We then tentatively obtain from these inclusive reactions:

2
w - 0.233 ± 0.013.

Note that the measurement of R is a- more severe constraint on sin26 than R.
w

This is due to two reasons: first, R is better measured and secondly

the dependance of R on sinz6 is quite small in the region sin29 » 0.25.

2.2. Differential cross sections

The main results come from the CHARM experiment where 9 200 neutrino

and 2 700 antineutrino events are obtained. For a given radial position

of the interaction vertex, two neutrino energies are possible in the narrow

band beam. The events are weighted assuming the probability P that the

event is of energy E and assuming an a-priori y distribution. After a

few iterations, the output ideograms are shown to converge independantly

from the a-priori assumption. This is verified in the CC y distribution

\ for which the average error obtained this way is Ay • 0.22.

Preliminary results (fig. 3) show a good agreement between the expected

distribution for sin26 » 0.25 and the observed one. Note that the ratio
w

NC/CC is also useful in this case to reduce systematic errors.

The x-distributions (fig. 4), are also checked to be compatible for NC

and for CC events. The sea contribution is not detectable with the present

precision.

Note that whereas R and R are much more powerful means of measuring

j the properties of the neutral current, and in particular of measuring

I sin2O , the measurement of the x and y distributions are a very useful
\f W

check of the consistency of our overall picture of the neutral current

': phenomenon.

j
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Fig. 4: Preliminary x-distributions for the NC/CC ratios for neutrinos
and antineutrinos from the CHARM collaboration.

2.3. Inclusive reactions on neutron3 and protons

The reactions on neutrons and protons would be able, in principle,

to separate the contributions from the u and d quark, i.e. to measure
2 2 2 2 — —u , d , u , d by the measurement of the four quantities R , R , R , R .
L i i K ' K n p n p

The data on these quantities are nevertheless much less precise than

the data on "isoscalar" targets. The first measurement of R [19]
was

done in the 15' and gave R = 0.48 ± 0.17. More recently, the ABCMO

collaboration working with BEBC analyzed a large sample of NC on

hydrogen. The main difficulties of the experiment were the presence of

a background of hadrons produced in the walls and an imperfect separation

of NC-CC events due to the limited acceptance of the muon identifier.

The analysis of the sample of events was done as 'a function of the hadron

transverse momentum because background events have small P (fig. 5).

The corrected values of R shows no dependance over P with the value

R - 0.52 ± 0.04 for E „ > 5 GeV.
P H

This result is in good agreement with that expected from current values

of sin2e .

-The ratio of neutron to proton NC cross section has been measured

by the Gargamelie propane collaboration. Only the inelastic channel

was investigated with the following result:
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R - O 7fi + 0* 1 5

n/p -0.13

This result is in agreement with what is expected from the current

value of sin20w, if the contribution of the elastic reactions on neutron

and proton are also evaluated in the same model. The corresponding ratio

for antineutrinos was first measured in the 15' chamber filled with a mixture

of neon and hydrogen, by the F1IM collaboration^33''

n/p 0.64 ± 0.18 for a ^ 15%
85% ratio.

Corrections are included for reinteractions in the nuclei. The

measured value can be compared to the value calculated in the Weinberg-Salam

model: 1.015, i.e. a two standard deviations from the measured value.

With the present degree of precision, the studies on neutrons and protons

can only be used as checks of the overall consistency of the property

•of neutral currents.
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Fig. 5: Raw and corrected values for the R as a function of the cut on
the minimum transverse momentum.
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3. SINGLE PION PRODUCTION BY NEUTRINOS

Reactions v + n-»-V + n+TT° ;v + p-*v + p + it°
,— —» o - - o
v + n-»-v + n + 7i jv + p-^v + p + ir

. [22]
were among the first reactions observed by the Gargamelle freon collaboration

The charged ratio TT /TT was also used to show that the neutral

current has to be a mixture of isoscalar and isovector with a preponderant

isovector contribution, by a model-independant analysis. These indications

were confirmed by the use of a light propane mixture in Gargamelle which

renders possible the clear separation of the A(1232).

Furthermore the analysis of the channels Vpir , vnff , vpiT , vpir

in terms of the isovector and isoscalar amplitudes shows the.presence of an

isoscalar term at the level of two standard deviations. More recently

the comparison of single TT production by V and v in the Gargamelle propane

[21]
experiments confirmed the presence of the vector-axial vector interference.

The data ohcained by various experiments, the Columbia-Illinois-Rockefeller

collaboration ", the Aachen-Padova collaboration and the Gargamelle freon
[22l

collaboration are not in excellent agreement; note however that different

cuts - and different nuclei - are used. The results obtained in the light

propane mixture are obviously less affected by nuclear effects. If the Adler

model is used, a value of sin20 « 0.22 ± 0.09 can be extracted from these
' w

data. Values of sin29 can also be extracted from the other experiments,

with larger corrections. None of these experiments give a value of sin28

significantly different from the current value. In terms of the "model-

independant" analysis, the single pion channel fixes the sign of UjtL

to be negative.

4. ELASTIC REACTIONS

The reactions V + p •+ v + p and "v + p •*• \? + p
V ^ [27]

were first observed at the BNL accelerator by the Columbia-Illinois-Rockefeller
[28]

collaboration and the Harvard-Pennsylvania-Wisconsin collaboration

[29] [30]
The Gargamelle freon collaboration and the Aachen-Padova collaborations

also measured these cross-sections.
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The most precise results were recently obtained by Harvard-Pennsylvania-

BNL collaboration

R , - 0.11 ± 0.02 and R , = 0.19 + 0.05
el el

The value of sin26 is given mainly by the neutrino measurement R .,

sin26 = 0.25 ± 0.06 and it is in good agreement with the current value.
w

In terms of the "model independant" analysis, this reaction gives a

negative sign for the product u u .

la K

5. CHARGE RATIOS IM INCLUSIVE REACTIONS

The charge ratios in inclusive reactions
„ V + N •» V • 7T* + X . - V + N " » - V + 7 r + + X

R = and R

c v + N •> V + tr~ + X c 5̂ + N -)- \; + TT~ + X

can be used to test neutral current coupling constants, with the assumption

that there exists a region called the quark fragmentation region, in which

the composition of the hadronic system reflects the composition of the
[31]

quark produced in the primary interaction

.2 1 2 . Tr+ ,,2 1 ,2. nir-(uT + -r u_) D + (d + -T- d,,) D
L 3 R u L 3 R u

R
c

2

ir-

ir+

> ( d L H C

u

R
C - 2 1 2. nr , .2 1 2. WH

(UR + 3 \> Du + (dR + 3 V Du

TT+
D and D are the fragmentation functions,
u u 6

[32]
The Gargamelle freon collaboration data Rc = 0.77 ± 0.1A

and R = 1.64 ± 0.36, were used in connection with these relations to

disentangle possible solutions for the coupling constants. Nevertheless,

because of the low energy of the data, new results obtained at higher
[33]

energy are welcome. The FIIM collaboration obtained R - 1.59 ± 0.27,
C [

after all corrections had been made (fig. 6). The ABCDLOS collaboration

in BEBC obtained R * 1.07 ± 0.17 and R - 1.54 ± 0.45. The averages of
c c
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of these measurements (Z > 0.3) are:

R 0.75 + 0.12 R 1.38 + 0.18

The previous results,obtained at lower energy, are thus confirmed with an

increased precision by the new data at higher energy. Used in connection

with the data from the inclusive reactions, the charge ratios are able to
2 2 2 2 .

separate u , d , u , d in the model-independant analysis.
L L K K

100 f -n-,-T

in

o
iX.
H
u.
O
a:
UJ
CD
5

POSITIVE
TRACKS

10-

NEGATIVE
TRACKS

\

II
0.5 1.0 0.5 1.0

z

Fig. 6: Distribution in the Z variable for antineutrinos as measured by
the FIIM collaboration in the 15' chamber.

6. ELECTRON NUCLEON SCATTERING

The interference of the neutral weak current with the electromagnetic

current gives rise to a parity violating effect. This effect was observed

at SLAC in the scattering of polarized electrons on deuterium and hydrogen,

through an asymetry A between right and left-handed differential cross sections

A
 qR " gL
A =

The polarization of electrons (about 40%) is obtained at the source

by photo-emission induced by a circularly polarized light.
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A rapid random reversal of polarization eliminates systematic effects

and a slow reversal provides a set of measurements with various degrees

of polarization (Fig. 7) according to the position of the polarizer.

o
X

jr.

IO

a Cererii

. ShO*e,

0

:••• C o ^ ! . '

Center

/

1

Pn?m
Ornntoiion

90 IJegroijil

•

Fig. 7: Experimental asymmetry as a function of the change in polarization.
This change is caused by the rotation of the linear polarizer
prism. The data are for 19.A GeV and D2.

Due to the precession in the beam transport" system, the polarization

varies with energy from 0 to its maximum value and a scanning in energy also

confirms the reality of the effect (Fig. 8).

CM
O

16.2 19.4 22.2
E o (GeV)

Fig. 8: The experimental asymmetry as a function of the beam energy,
due to the precession in the beam transport system.
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This experiment is thus in a very good position to control any

systematic error. The only remaining systematic effect is due to the

change in energy for the two opposite polarizations and is of the order
_2

of 5.10 in the measured asymmetry. It was subtracted from the result.

Previous results gave: A/Q2 = -(9.5 ± 1.6) 10~5 (GeV/c)2 for D,

and A/Q2 = -(9.7 ± 2.7) 10~5 (CeV/c)2 for H

A more recent experiment has extended the measurements at various

values of the inelasticity y. Combined with previous results, they provide

more stringent tests of specific theoretical models.

In the quark-parton mode, and with spin \ target:
2

A/Q has the form

The experiment (fig. 9) gives the fitted values:

a^^ = (-9.7 + 2.6) 10"5

a2 = (4.9 + 8.1) 10~
5

This result is in good agreement with the original Weinberg-Salam model

which predicts a small value for a.. The main interest of the new

experiment is to exclude the so-called hybrid model, in which leptons

exist in doublets similarly to the original model, but which in addition

contains a heavy neutral lepton together with the right-electron in the

same doublet. For this model a. = 0 and a. is large. This model would

explain the non-observation of parity violation in atoms whilst being

compatible with all the neutrino results.

Within the Weinberg-Salam model, the fit to the measurements gives

sin2e - 0.224 ± 0.020
w

where half of the error is attributed to uncertainties related to the

theoretical model.

It is quite remarkable that the precise measurement of this small

effect now provides data comparable in precision to the measurements

made in neutrino beams.
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7. DEUTERQN DISINTEGRATION

The semi-leptonic interaction has been extended to the domain of very
[37]

low energy with the recent observation of the neutrino-disintegration of

the deuteron induced by neutral currents

v + D - * v + n + p

The charged current induced reaction was also observed in the same

experiment.

V + D - > e + n + n.

In the experiment a 268 kg target of heavy water is exposed to the
13 _2 -i -

2.5 10 cm s V flux of the 2000 MW Savannah River reactor. Neutrons

are detected by Hfi counters through the reaction n + H •*• p + H.
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The detector is enclosed in a Pb-Cd shield and immersed in a 22 000 litres

anticoincidence liquid scintillator. Lead, concrete and water surround

the anticoincidence detector.

The main backgrounds to the NC channel, i.e. event with one neutron

detected, are the reactor neutrino background 12.7 ± 1 ev/day and a non-

neutrino background estimated to be < 3 ev/day. Furthermore (20 ± 6) ev/day

are expected from the CC reaction.

The final NC signal is then 71 ± 6 - 1 2 . 7 + 3 - 20 ± 6 = (38+9)ev./day.

The NC and CC cross sections are respectively

ONC =• (3.8 + 0.9) 10"
A5cm2

acc =• (1.5 ± 0.4) 1O~
45 cm2

[38]
in good agreement with the prediction of the Weinberg-Salam model

°NC = 5'10"45 Cm2

Improvements on the flux measurement, presently known to 10-30%,

and on statistics are expected in the future.

8. NEUTRINO-ELECTRON SCATTERING

The neutral current processesv + e •+ V + e and V + e •»• V + e
MM MM

have long been known to be exceptionnally interesting. Only leptons are

involved in the reactions and, since the neutrino current is well defined

experiments can test the nature of the electron current. The processes
v + e •+ V + e and v + e •*• V + e contain both neutral current and
e e e e

charged current contributions.

All these processes are difficult to study, because of the low value of

the cross section, in the 10 cm region. The scarcity of the phenomenon

now also makes the separation of the signal from background critical.

Most of the experiments are limited presently by low statistics and by the

background separation. A continuous effort has been made using various

techniques to detect these reactions. Nevertheless, only a limited number

of events have been observed in the world.
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Table 3

Experiment

GGM - PS1- 9^

. _ [40]
A-P

GGM - SPS t 4 l ]

BNL-Columbia

CHARM C A 3 ]

[ 44 j
ITEPIHEP

V-M-W-O-F[A51

<V
2 GeV

2 GeV

35 GeV

25 GeV

35 GeV

6 GeV

25 GeV

No. of
candidates

1

11

9

11

11

1

46

Background

0.3 + 0.1

3

0.5 + 0.2

0.5 ± 0.5

4.5 + 1.4

0.2

12

Signal

0.7

8

8.5

1>Q5

6.5

0.8

34

a/E 10"42

< 3 (90%)

1.1 ± 0.6

2'A - o'.9

1.8 ± 0.8

2.6 ± 1.6

<3.8 (90%)

1.4 ± 0.3*

Table 3 gives the results of all the neutrino and antineutrino electron

scattering. The most recent results are obtained in the Gargamelle experiment

at theSPS, the CHARM collaboration at the SPS and the MWDF collaboration at

Fermilab. The increased statistics in the Gargamelle experiment do not confirm

the first trend of a high cross-section, since no new event has been found

since the Tokyo Conference.

The charm experiment has obtained its first result and intends to improve

the background rejection in the future. The V-M-W-0-F experiment has also

obtained its first result, with the highest statistics so far collected (34
19

events in the signal for"' 10 protons on the target!). The apparatus was

specifically aimed at this measurement and in particular was capable of an

angular resolution of ̂  5 mrad.

Combining the results gives, by a normal procedure:

c

which corresponds to

a/E = 1.48 + 0.24 1O~42 cm2/GeV

Sin2G = 0.24 ± 0.04
w 2

* the error 0.3 is calculated with only the statistical fluctuation on the
observed number of events (46). It assumes no cohtribution from the
flux measurement, from the background calculation, and from the estimate
of the efficiency (54%).
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Since we are dealing with small numbers, we have also used as a check

a slightly different procedure, in which numbers of events are added. The

numbers are allowed to fluctuate according to Poisson's law.

This check gives similar results:

a/E = 1.45 ± 0,26
t

sin26 =0.24 t 0.04
w 7

Table 4 gives the results for antineutrinos:

Table 4

Experiment E-
No. of
candidates

Background Signal a/E

CGM PSU J 2 3

' A.P. P S U 0 ] 2 | 7

[47]
GGM SPS J 30 | 0

BEBC T S T ^ ^ O i 1

i IVFMMS l J25 I 0

0.4 + 0.1

1.4 ± 1.0

0.2

0.5 ± 0.15

0.2 + 0.2

2.6 1 t'
I

9.6 j 2.2 + 1.1

0 ;' < 2.7 (90%)

0.5 ; < 3.5 (90%)

0 j < 2 (90%)

Here we only use a procedure which combines the number of events for

all experiments. To avoid bias it is necessary to include those in which

no signal is seen.

We then find: c/E = (1.3 ***°) 10~A2 cm2/GeV

which corresponds to sin28 = 0.23 _O°23"

In resume, the situation in the purely leptonic neutral currents reaction

is now settled. All experiments are compatible between themselves, and the

best value of sinz0 from these measurements is
w

sin29 *CO.24 + 0.04.
w

Let us recall the result obtained at the Savannah River reactor. This

experiment measured the recoil electrons from the reaction v + e -*• v + e
e e

in two bands of energy 1.5 < E < 3 MeV and 3 < E < 4.5 MeV for which
e e
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-42 2the cross sections are respectively (4.7 ± 1.4) 10 cm E/GeV and
—42 2(9.2 ± 2.4) 10 cm E/GeV. The experiment cannot*directly establish

the existence of a neutral current contribution since a pure V-A charged

current would correspond to cross sections of 0.87 ± 0.25 and 1.7 ± 0.44

in the same units. It is nevertheless able to give a measurement of

sin20 in the framework of the Weinberg-Salam model :
w

sin29w = 0.29 ± 0.05.

9. PARITY NON CONSERVATION IN ATOMS

Atomic physics is still the last place where the question of neutral

current is not settled. Indeed, for a few years, and still until last

year, experiments at Oxford and Seattle failed to observe any parity

violation effects, down to a level much below that expected from universal

couplings of neutral currents, and in particular from the Weinberg-Salam

theory.

The first positive evidence came from the Novosibirsk experiment,

and more recently an evidence was also obtained in the Berkeley experiment.

The principle of looking for parity violation in atoms, suggested by Zelldovich

for hydrogen^5o^was extended to heavy atoms when neutral currents were

discovered. The effect is believed there to be enhanced by a Z factor

with respect to light atoms. The vector current effects of the hadronic

currents add up on nucleons of a heavy nucleon, whereas the axial vector

current effects are proportional to the total spin of the nucleus which is

a small number. Consequently, the effect is proportional to

g. (electron) x gv (nucleons).

[52]In most experiments and interference between a normally forbidden

E. transition and a magnetic dipole transition M^ between the same two

states is looked for as evidence of parity violation.
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Whereas the first suggestion was to look for a circular polarization

dependance of the transition rate, the first experimental results at Oxford,

Seattle, Novosibirsk, were obtained by observing the optical rotation

of the plane of polarized light which is caused by the E.M. interference

in bismuth. In the Berkeley experiment, a forbidden M. transition in

Thallium is chosen in order to enhance the signal and the interference is

detected through circular dichroism, i.e. a dependance of the absorption

cross-section on the circular polarization.

The first results at Seattle and Oxford were compatible with
—8

a nil effect. For Seattle a rotation of (-0.7 ± 3.2) 10 rad was measured

whereas an effect of (17 to 35) 10 rad was expected, according to various

calculations. For Oxford a rotation of (2.7 ± 4.7) 10 rad was measured,

whereas the theory predicted -30. In fact these discrepancies could be

lowered, by may-be a factor two, because of new values of sinz9 and the

uncertainties in the atomic physics calculation.

Both experiments have been improved, and a new result was given in 1978
—8 *

by the Seattle experiment: R = (-1.1 ± 1.9) 10 rad, whereas the new
•*8

theoretical evaluation was (-14) 10 rad. At the same conference

the first positive result was given by the Novosibirsk experiment, •"

R = (-22 + 6) ' 10~8 rad whereas the predicted value was -2O-1O~8 rad.

Note that the Novosibirsk and the Oxford experiments use the same line at

6477 8. A recent improvement gave R /R . - 1.07 ± 0.14, i.e. a very
6 Xp C SL L C •

good agreement with the theory.

[571 aL " aR -3
The Berkeley experiment gives an asymmetry 6 » •» (4.2 ± 1.6) 10

L R

in good agreement with the predicted value 6 • (2.6 ± 0.6) 10" .

In resume, two atomic physics experiments gave a positive result well

comparable to other results obtained in very different fields. Two other

atomic physics experiments do not see the effect, but most probably the effect

has to be attributed to instrumental effects in these difficult experiments.
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At a recent seminar in Cargese , the Novosibirsk experiment

confirmed their result with improved precision. The Oxford experiment

has an improved version from which the definitive result is not extracted.

If they make a plausible assumption about a systematic effect in the

previous experiment, they do obtain a parity violation effect, but at a

level about <g that of the Novosibirsk one. The Seattle experiment has

not given definitive results, since positive results are not seen in a

repetitive way.

CONCLUSIONS

The observation of the neutral current phenomenon in various reactions

and in a wide range of energy clearly indicates the universality of this

interaction. It is quite remarkable that apart from some atomic experiments,

all the data are described with only one parameter in the mixing angle Gw,

a very strong support to the unified theory of weak and electromagnetic

interactions. Combining the most precise results, i.e. the results on

inclusive neutrino reactions and the electron-deuteron scattering, with

the most model-independant one, i.e. the V e scattering, we obtained:

sin20 - 0.231 ± 0.010.w

An even more precise measurement of sin26 would be much appreciated,
W [58]

especially in view of the predictions of grand unified theories
One can still wonder if alternatives to the mechanism of spontaneously

[59]

broken gauge symmetry may exist. . The observation of Zo, the measure-

ment of its mass, and the observation of Higgs particles would obviously

be the best experimental approaches to these problems.
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APPENDIX

PARAMETRISATION OF NEUTRAL CURRENT COUPLINGS

The hadronic and leptonic current are supposed to be composed of

vector and axial parts. In addition, the hadronic current is supposed

to be composed of isovector and vector parts.

1. Hadronic neutral current

Two possible sets are generally used: a, $, Y, 6;

a: vector-isovector in W-S: a - 1-2 sin26
. w

g: axial vector-isovector 3 " 1

y: vector-isoscalar Y * - "? sin28
i w

&: axial vector isoscalar 5 = 0

u , UL, d , d are respectively the left and right couplings to the u and
L R L R

d quarks. The two sets of constants are related by:

uT = H (a+B+Y+6) in W-S: u = -fc (1 - •=• sin26 )
L L J w
d, = k (-a-3+Y+6) d, « k (-1 + •=• sin29 )
L L 3 w

l / n 2 . 2
u_ = \ (a-B+Y-o) u_ » - -z sin 8
R R 3 w

d_ = \ (-ot+B+Y-5) d_ • -z sin29
R R J w

2. Leptonic neutral current

The two vector and axial vector coupling constants are denoted {> and g

(for v e scattering)

entails

Vu Ve
v.. •*• v_ entails gy •*• g + 1 ; g.-> g. + 1

In the W-S model g » - \ + 2 sin26 ; g
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ISSUES IN NEUTRAL CURRENTS

L.M. Sehgal

I I I . Physikalisches Institut, Technische Hochschule,
Aachen, W. Germany

Experiments appear to have established that the

ef fec t ive Lagrangian governing the neutral current interact ions

of neutr inos,electrons and quarks is

- -"% [ V « » « *
with the parameter sin & equal to 0.23±.015. ' The objective
evidence on which this conclusion is based is summarised in
Table 1 which shows how ten empirically determined quantities
characterising the neutral current interaction agree with the
expectations based on the structure (1).

An interaction of the form (1) arises as a low
energy consequence of the gauge theory based on weak isospin
and weak hypercharge (SU(2), X U(l)) with the gauge symmetry

2 1broken by a scalar Higgs doublet. ' Weak interactions in this
theory are mediated by intermediate bosons W-.Z whose masses
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are given by

37-3 G«V M 37-3 <r*V
M -- , My = —

and whose couplings to the weak currents are

* e e -

(3)

An obvious goal of future research is to discover these quanta
in reactions such as p"p—*(Z or W)+ e+e"—>Z^-»X,e+e"—*-
W+W" etc. An accompanying goal is to look for the scalar neutral
Higgs particle (with its tell-tale pattern of couplings) .which
would provide confirmation that the intermediate bosons (and
the fermions )indeed derive their masses from the phenomenon of
spontaneous symmetry-breaking.

Even below the threshold for producing these
quanta, certain effects are predicted that might become obser-
vable if experiments are done with sufficient precision. One
of these effects is the existence of radiative corrections to
the lowest order amplitude given by the effective Lagrangian (1)
Consider as an example the scattering of a neutrino vfrom a
quark q. The amplitude due to single Z exchange (Fig.la), for
low momentrm transfer, is

The inclusion of higher order diagrams such as those shown in
Fig.lb will ,-roduce a small modification. The corrected ampli-
tude may be written as
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where the four coefficients a,b,c,d have the following orders
of magnitude:

a = l+ff(oO,b=0r(oC ),
c=sin2d +0(<* ), d = 0(«* ) . (6)

One must therefore expect small deviations from the symmetry
properties embodied in the lowest order amplitude (4). In
particular, the extraction of the parameter sin © from a meas-
urement of neutrino-quark scattering will be subject to 0{o( )
uncertainties unless radiative corrections are incorporated.
While these corrections have not yet been fully calculated,
some partial results are available. The coefficient b .which
represents a radiatively induced isoscalar axial term in the
neutral current, has been calculated by Mohapatra and Senjanovic: '

# - 00OG .

Likewise, Sakakibara ' has estimated the ratio c/a to be

® - 0.004-

which illustrates the size of .radiative correction to determi-
nations of the mixing parameter. As another example, higher
order corrections can produce an apparent difference in the
value of sin 9 measured with v« and Ue beams, the difference
being '

There remains,of course,the possibility that the
standard theory is not true in all detail,and so we must watch
for deviations,not only in the properties of the weak quanta

but also at the level of the low-energy Lagrangian. Within the
context of gauge theories one can imagine,for instance,that the
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symmetry group is SU(2) L X SU(2) R X U(l) rather than SU(2)LXU(1),
the quanta associated with SU(2)R being heavy and mixing little
with those of SU(2),. Such a variant has been discussed here
by Ecker.6)

In a more general context,Bjorken ' has discussed
a class of (non-renormalizabie) models based on a global SU(2)
symmetry, in which the weak quanta coupling to the charged and
neutral currents are allowed to have an arbitrary spectrum (dis-
crete or continuous) .One corsequence of such an approach is
that the low-energy Lagrangian for neutral current phenomena is
slightly different from that given in (1):

do)

the coefficient A of the extra term being ^ 0, and vanishing
in the special case of a single neutral boson. Since this add-
itional term is parity-conserving.it would have remained undetected
in neutrino reactions as well as in the SLAC asymmetry measure-
ments. A limit on X may be obtained from the absolute cross
section of e+e"—*/*"]/*" , and an analysis of PETRA measurements
by de Groot et al gives '

X ^ 0.15 (11)

In the domain of weak quanta, the Bjorken
generalization yields the following predictions.

(i) If the deviation from locality in charged current
processes is expressed by an effective propagator (1+Cf/(A )~
then the effective mass f*- is bounded by

4
" (12)

Thus evidence of nonlocality in charged current processes must
appear below this energy value.
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(ii) While the effective mass of the neutral current
propagator cannot be bounded, a bound can be obtained on the
contribution of the neutral Z-quanta to the cross section for
e+e"—Vail. Denoting by R ^ ^ f s ) the weak contribution to
R(s), Bjorken finds

U tijiJLX^ ] (13)

(iii) If one restricts oneself to a discrete triplet of
weak quanta, the following mass relation is obtained between
the charged and neutral intermediate bosons:

~ D VKT̂ J = ̂  0 (14)
This relation is obviously fulfilled by the masses in the
standard theory (Eq.(2)). In the present generalization,
a large range of masses is possible. A particular model of this
class has been studied by Hung and Sakurai. '

To sum up, it would appear that we are on the
threshold of a new era of weak interaction physics in which
the focus will be on the structure of the nonlocality of the
weak interaction. The standard theory, which has emerged
triumphant in its confrontaticii with low energy data, will
meet new challenges as experiments begin to probe this
structure. And there may yet be surprises ahead.
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Table 1

Empirical status of neutral current couplings and comparison
with the standard model.

Data

u L
2 +dL

2=.29+.O2
2 + d 2 =.O3±.O1

u 2 =.ll±.O3

d L
2 =.18±.O3

.. 2 =.03+..015
UR

dR
2 =.OO±.O15

sign u. d.=negati ve

sign uLuR=negative

cL =-.25+.O5

C R =±.25+.O5

Standard Model(sin2fl =.23)

.30

.03

.12

.18

.024

.006

negative

negative

-.27

+.23

-.04

These couplings are defined by the following effective Lagrangians

-- - # *̂ e \?
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Figure Caption:

Fig.l. Diagrams contributing to neutrino-quark scattering,
a. Lowest order, b. Higher orders.
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LEFT-RIGHT SYMMETRIC MODELS OF THE WEAK AND
ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERACTIONS

E. Lendvai

Institute for Theoretical Physics, Roland Eb'tvos University
Budapest

Introduction

Comparing the experiments with the calculations in the
Weinberg-Salam-GIM SU, x U, model [l,2], we conclude that

• there is a very good agreement with all.the experiments/
'. although there are several unsatisfactory aspects of the

model on both theoretical and phenomenological side:
\\
i

; a/ the observed parity violation in low energy weak interaction

is put in by hand into the theory,

b/ the model cannot support CP violation observed in K°

decays, and on the other hand, cannot suppress strong

CP violation,

c/ we have to accomodate more leptons and quarks but adding

more weak isospin doublets to the standard model, the

• Cabibbo form of universality becomes highly unnatural

J,' owing to the proliferation of mixing angles,

! d/ the purely left-handed neutrino's in the model are not in

agreement with the quark-lepton symmetry.
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!

] Alternative gauge theories providing elegant resolution

of the above unsatisfactory aspects have been proposed \_3 ]

based on left right symmetric gauge groups. In these theories
r

'. the weak interactions involve both left and right-handed

\ currents in symmetric form. As a result/ the basic weak

J Hamiltonian is invariant under space reflection; the theory

is parity conserving before spontaneous symmetry breaking and

i also afterwards, at asymptotic high energies. The asymmetry

in the low energy charged current weak interactions, i.e.

predominance of the left handed interactions over the right-

handed ones, is a consequence of spontaneous symmetry breaking,

: thus in LR symmetric theories we have a conceptually different

picture of parity violation in weak interactions at low energies.

| While in purely left handed theories the suppression of strong

CP violation arising from QCD effects requires very light

bosons of spin zero /axions/, or massless quarks, in left-

right symmetric theories they could be automatically

suppressed.

Weak CP violation acquires an interesting structure in these

theories, the left-right symmetric gauge model provides a

framework for relating the flavour mixing angles /such as the
i
J Cabibbo angle/ and the CP violating phases to the quark mass

ratios through natural zeroth order relations.
I
j In what follows we survey the existing left-right symmetric

models and discuss their experimental consequences.
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SU2L x SU2R x Uĵ  Gauge model [3 ]

The minimal left-right symmetric extension of SU,T X U,

is the SU2L x SU-R
 x ui group. Let us suppose, that there are

2N quark flavors, N of them have electric charge Q = +j , and

the rest Q = -j . We assign them to doublets under the group

SU2L x SU2R x Ul "*"n a left~ri9nt symmetric manner; the left-

handed doublets belong to ( •$, 0, •=•) , and the right handed ones

to the ( 0, -j, j ) representation of the group:

Vi

The lepton doublets of the type ^ 4 ) transform as {\iO, -•!]

4 ) as l o, j ( -i).

We require the gauge invariant Lagrangian to be invariant

under the discrete Lj? R transformation of the form

L *? R •• "M" • 22 v , ^u *-* W

This leads to the equality of the two SU- gauge couplings

g =g =g. The general weak Lagrangian of the quarks is:

Prior to spontaneous breakdown of the gauge symmetry, the gauge

bosons are massless; therefore the theory conserves parity.

Also, since v^ and <yift transform as doublets under different

groups, all fermions are massless at this stage. The fermions
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get masses from the Higgs mechanism.

Fermion-Mass Generation

We can generate masses for the fermions on different ways

[4] depending on the choices of the Higgs multiplets, and

their symmetry transformation properties.

a/ Manifest Left-Right Symmetry

In this case the Higgs multiplet that generates masses to

the fermions belongs to the (7, j, 0)-representation of the

gauge group. How we take only one such multiplet i>, with its

associated complex conjugate representation

For the transformation property of the multiplet 0 under the

discrete LR transformation we choose

The most general gauge invariant Yukawa coupling involving 0

and 0 is:

•4

We choose now f <; and *»i. to be real. From the requirement

for Ly to be left-right symmetric, we get

Giving non-zero vacuum expection value to 0
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where in general "» and " are complex, the mass matrix for

the up and down type quarks:

From the LR symmetry requirement for ^y , we get

So, in this case, for v- and *• are real, r\ are real

symmetric matrices. Therefore they could be diagonalized by a

single orthogonal transformation on both left and right-handed

quarks:

thus the left- and right-handed Cabibbo angles are equal.

b/ Pseudo-Manifest Left-Right Symmetry

In the case of complex C4/} the matrices N can be

diagonalized by a biunitary transformation:

From M = M ' ,

where |< is a diagonal unitary matrix. Since t< can be absorbed
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by redefining the fields, -̂i.rt. are parametrized by real angles

0t,ft and phases Sua and one gets

in the mode of symmetry breaking the left and right- handed

Cabibbo angles are equal, but now there is a CP violating phase.

This situation does not change even when we include

several 0-type multiplets to generate the fermion masses, as

long as their left-right transformation properties are the same

as here.

c/ Unorthodox Left-Right Symmetry

Let us change now the definition of the LR symmetry for

the Higgs multiplet to

L ti" ft, •- (|> <l' 4>

The left-right symmetry of the fermion Yukawa couplings demand

that

For real <4I> it yields

. r

-- M

i.e. the mass matrices for the up and down type quarks are

related. We get the following relation:

( H H ) * M M
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from which it follows that the eigenvalues of the I,= j and

I,= —j sectors are equal i.e.

d/ Non-Manifest Left-Right Symmetry:

d.l. Complex Yvikawa Couplings and Complex <•<!>>

If we choose the Yukawa coupling constants tij. and k»j

to be complex, then for the Lagrangian to be LR Symmetric,

we must have

In this case the fermion mass matrix neither symmetric nor

hermitian and thus the diagonalizing left- and right- unitary

transformations are in general not related. So, in this case

the left and right Cabibbo angles and phases are not related,

the left-right symmetry is completely disappeared from charged

weak interactions.

d.2. Generalized Left-Right Symmetry, More Than One 0

Another way to make the left- and right-flavor mixing angles

different is to have at least two complex multiplets with the

representation content ( ̂, ^, 0 ) , and change the definition

of LR symmetry. Define the LR transformation:
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L ? ft -. *, r *a , <t>,£ d>.

Then the Higgs-fermion couplings must satisfy

After spontaneous symmetry breaking <><!>«> : I 0 M,• \/and we get

the following fermion mass matrices for the up and down quarksi

I*)

Thus, the mass matrices for up and down fermions are independent

and non-symmetric; one needs a biorthogonal transformation

L

to diagonalize them. This will lead to different left and right

flavor mixing angles.

Symmetry Breaking and Vector Boson Mass Matrices

As we have seen in the previous section to generate masses

to the fermions we need at least one Higgs multiplet of the

type 0 = ( ̂, ô  o) with the vacuum expectation value:

/

After this first step, the symmetry of the theory is broken

down to U-,_+R x U,v i.e. there are two massless neutral vector

bosons. But we must break down the symmetry to U, so that we

have only one massless neutral vector boson, the photon. There
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are three alternative ways of breaking the symmetry down to U, ,

of course we may use several of them, each differing in the

choice of the Higgs fields.

a/ XL--(i-
a'^) and *« : (o. \. 1 ) Higgs Fields

The most general form of the vacuum expectation values are

With the constraint <.Xt> = < *,iV one obtains a neutral

current structure which is parity conserving i.e. one of the

neutral gauge bosons has only axial vector coupling to the

fermions and leptons, and the second gauge boson has only vector

coupling to the quarks and leptons. For C2L> * .̂̂ •i> one

has the most general structure of the neutral currents.

b/ <oL •- (1, o, -2) and <Sft = ( >>, V * ) Higgs Fields.

The most general vacuum expectation values are:

Here we can say the same as in the case a/. For <. Gt > - <<T,*>

one has again the parity conserving neutral current structure,

while C 6L > * < G"Q > gives the most general structure of

neutral currents.

c/ <? •- (i< i • " 2 ) Higgs Field.

The most general vacuum expectation value is:
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In this case we obtain the same parity conserving neutral

current structure as with O O ' C K R ) , but the important

difference is that the parity conserving neutral current

structure obtained in this case is "natural". /Note that due

to the nonzero hypercharge, the Higgs fields <$ do not contribute

to the fermion mass matrices./

d/ To construct phenomenologically viable models, it is some-

times necessary to include other triplet Higgs fields with

zero hypercharge i.e. StsC*i0|O) and 5* -- C o, A, O) Higgs

fields with the following vacuum expectation values:

This types of vacuum expectation values contribute only to the

charged vector boson mass matrix, and make the right handed

charged W boson much heavier than the left handed one. This is

certainly required in the four quark model to suppress the

unwanted right handed charged current. However, in the

multiquark models, one may dispense with <5L and <5R Higgs

multiplets if W^~ only connect the known light fermions

to heavy ones.

The mass matrices and eigenvalues /without the fields

S x. , € R , since these give the same as Xu,** / are:
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• "1

2 H M,

w,
1 \s "*

\ •fikW1

«.% n* •» a 1

- 2 I

"•'+ "."• a.*") * CC* X«

((vt
r- x )̂ + $ cc- tj^j7u^7 J

I)

The e i g e n s t a t e s are

W,,

where

\A/tt'

vt*-C •« it?-**1
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and

~ -

±

e •

X

The parameters in the charged sectors are

and In the neutral sector /their number Is 4 without e/.

These parameters span the general parameter space. In the

charged sector we have one coupling constant, g, and a two

dimensional symmetric matrix determined by its two eigenvalues

and an angle corresponding to the rotation of the eigenvectors,

Similary, in the neutral sector we have two coupling
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constants, g and g', and a symmetric three dimensional matrix

determined by its three eigenvalue and the three rotation angles

but in this case we have a contraint, the definite structure of

the photon.
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Extended Left-Right Symmetric Models

So far we have considered the simplest left-right

symmetric gauge theory based on the group SU2_ * SU2R x U,_

Now we will discuss very briefly extensions of this model

to the group of type GL x GR x U*

a/ SU2L x SU2R x u l L x U 1 R gauge theory f5j

Imposing the left-right discrete symmetry, we are left only

wiht two gauge coupling constants: 9 ^ ^ =9/ and S T ^ R " 9 ' * T h e

quarks and leptons are assigned to the group as follows.

and

Q ) • (l.v.o / Q ) ^ (•.!.•.-«)

The following Higgs multiplets are chosen to give masses to

leptons, and quarks, respertively

The neutral current structure is determined by the doublets,

L '• V » • it ft • V ' I ' I ) ,

while the multiplets
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enable us to make nu. + » n^. + . We choose

two other Higgs multiplets which enable us to pass to two

interesting subgroups of SU 2 L x Sl£R x U,^ x U^_

and

A - -i)

Taking the vacuum expectation values

<*.>• (J) , /!> • < :

the various lower synunetry groups arising from the sponta-

neous symmetry breaking are:

?> •«»

SU, K U,LVR
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In these models, one can have natural parity conserving

neutral current structure; neutrino neutral currents of this

model go into the WS-GIM model at small momentum transfer

for certain parameter choices. The most interesting feature

of this model is that since one of the neutral vector

bosons masses /axial vector/ is not fixed by the parameters

determined from the neutrino .neutral current data, one of

the neutral vector bosons could be very light and can show up

at PEP and PETRA energies.

b/ SU3Ii x SU,R Gauge Theory

• If we want to understand electric charge quantiza-

tion and yet maintain the gross features of the previously

described left-right symmetric models; SU3- x SU,R is a

natural and the simplest choice for the weak gauge group.

Coupled with the color SU3C of the strong interactions, the

gauge group SU3L x SU3R x SU3C could well provide a starting

point for the description of all elementary particle interac-

tions. Moreover, this group is also a subgroup of the

exceptional unifying group E, f7j.

c/ SU4L x SU4R x U 1 + R gauge theory

This model is the straightfroward extension of the

S.U2L x SU2R x V± model. All the (*•"} and (Vj)representations

of SU2LxS02Rx U^ are replaced by ^4,0^ and (0,4^ . This model,

as the previous one, can explain the electric charge quantiza-

tion, too. The model with its extension to SU4LxSU4RxSU4c [8]
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could be a unifying group of all interactions.

d/ Grand Unification

Various possible ways of incorporating SU2IxSU2_xU,

within a higher unifying group including strong interactions

have been suggested. The most interesting two groups are

SO1O r**]an(3 [SU4l C*O]«Several of the main different features

of these models are:

1. Proton is necessarily unstable in the S0 1 Q model, while

in the \SV.\ unifying group proton is stable as long as

quarks are assumed to have fractional charges.

2. The SU2LxSU2Rx U1Lx U 1 R is not a subgroup of S01Q, whereas

it is one of LSU/J . Thus observations of more than two

neutral Z-type bosons would mean evidence against the S0,Q

group.

3. [su/] leads to chiral quantum chromodynamics, while S0.Q

does not.
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Summary of the Left-Right Symmetric Models

We have reviewed very briefly the left-right symmetric

gauge models of weak and electromagnetic interactions. We

have shown that these models can not only reproduce the

results of the standard SU2LxU, WS-GIM model but provide us

with a conceptuallly different picture of weak interactions.

Neutrino neutral currents in these models are the same as

those of the WS-GIM model in the limit of small momentum

transfers. At the same time left-right symmetric gauge

theories become parity conserving at high momentum transfer

whereas in WS-GIM model parity violation persist at all

energies. In the LR symmetric models parity and CP violation

owe their origin to the same mechanism which gives mass to

all the fermions and gauge bosons. These models provide a

basis for relating the mixing angles to the fermion masses.

Comparison with Experiments

For the comparison of the predictions of the SU2L

x SU2R x U^model with the experiments a full analysis has

been done by Liede, Maalampi and Roos til] .

Since with the Higgs multiplets 5u=(L,O,o) ,

^a =(P'l' o) we can change the masses of the charged vector

bosons, independently of the neutral vector, we need to take

care only of the neutral sector. Their analysis has been done

by the method of least squares taking into consideration

twelve constraints getting from the following experiments:
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Inclusive neutrino scattering on isoscalar target

Pion semi inclusive neutrino scattering

-V + W -> "V + U + hadrons

Elastic neutrino scattering on protons I*1* 1 •

v / * + V " > v / ' + \ * ' - + + hadrons
r \ /

Inclusive neutrino scattering on protons

Elastic scattering on electrons

Polarized electron assymetry in scattering on deuterium

4*4 0 -> t ^ 0 ^ + hadrons

As we have seen before, the number of parameters in

the neutral sector without the coupling constant is four:

m i , m 2 and the two mixing angles 9 and <j> . Choosing

an other parametrization
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the parameter regions are

Special Types of Models

Let us consider special cases representing subspaces

of the full four dimensional parameter space.

Model DGG+ 17 /parameters Q^, m ,/ m_2'/
In this model ^ t*o which corresponds to the condition

<

Since K has to be real, it follows

The ± signs corresponds to the + sign of the above

expression.

Model PRS + [ 4S] /parameters 9W , m ?< , m a /

In this model the charged bosons are diagonal in the gauge

group basis, which corresponds to KK'=O.

In addition here b-^0 too. Although these parameters corres-

pond to the charged sector, these conditions also do relate

K2 to 9 w, m2l, and mz2. We get
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2
From the reality of K we get:

A

for the region of the masses.

Model MS [T.<\] /parameters 0 W, m ^ /

2
We can get this model from the previous one by fixing K to
its lowest value:

Then we have the subsidiary condition <

thus we get a two-parameter model.

Model V I1'] /parameters &w ,
 (Vyv?2 /

An SUp x U-, vector model can be obtained in the limit

in ~ >

of the model DGG+ . /In this limit K
2 -•> «»**?/ /

Model WS /parameter 0w, /

The standard WS model can be deduced analogously to the vector

model the limit

AjV\ ̂  -•> IXJ

of the DGG_model, with the additional constraint

The WS model can also be found as the limit of PRS + model

wiht the above value of w^ which makes PRS and PRS_ coincide

and when *«? is growing indefinitely.

Results of the Analysis

- Since the SLAC asymmetry experiments established parity to

be violated, the parity conserving models /such as MS and V/

can be excluded.
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- The more general SU 2 L x SU 2 R x U-^ models all find m ^ , to

be very heavy in agreement with the WS model. /The best fit

corresponds to *0»1©lu = 0.2H* , *»*,•••, **»t = 86 <i»v /.

2 2
The PRS models become g K independent as m , is

allowed to increase indefinitely. The DGG model, on the other
2 2

hand, will find a minimum for a constant value of g K at

large ro_j. The confidence region in the remaining (**»«»//k**t ŵ)

space is drawn in Fig. 1. Similarly, the confidence region in

the (."**•.,**>?») space is indicated in Fig 2. /Here the sin 9*

dependence can be ignored because of the strong (mitt Mi* £ w )

correlations. For the general model also g K is strongly
2

correlated to m ?a and to sin 9* , so, this figure contains

the essentials^ of the full space allowed./ _

In the following figures the forward-backward

asymmetry in the f*«*-»/*V*" reaction is plotted for high

energies in the different models. In the last figure the

prediction of this asymmetry is compared with the only

experimental points so far that of SLAC asymmetry experiment.

As we have seen, not only the WS-GIM model but also

its left-right symmetric extension SU2, x SU 2 R x U, , and many

other extensions with suitable parameters containing the

SU 2 L x U^ subgroup are in a good agreement with the present low

energy experiments.

To determine the right model, we have to make

experiments at energies high enough where the effects of the

other gauge bosons - if there are any - could be measurable.

The most favourable experiments are designed in et e~

annihilation having the simplest structure; we can get pure

weak effects here. As an example let us see now in more detail

the e + e~ annihilation into the simplest final state /*/*"

in models with more than one neutral vector boson.
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To be more general in this calculation we do not

assume the t-f* universality and give various tests for its

validity.

We assume the incident e~, e beams have the four

momenta (?< °- ".^and {%,°.°, " *) , respectively, the

production angles of /*•" are -Pi f with respect to e™ .

For the transverse - longitudinal transition /TL/ the dif-

ferential cross section coining from f, 2± exchanges is

where ^,^t means the transverse polarization of the «,e
+beam,

and *«*,*»«. the helicity of p-~,p.* . The exchange *£> provides

the LT cross section. In the above expression the functions

F are defined as follows:

F, -- \c,vv\\ | g V A | \ I c,hv\\ K A j '
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p
the j-th Z boson is of mass m € and of width »j , the vector

and axial vector couplings of Z to &, and /* are g v A ,

^* respectively. In case of e -/*. universality

W'^JU whence G Vh =G A V and F 2
= FV F4 = F6' F5 = F9 -

Thus GVA- C3.V =£0 is a measure of the non-universiality.

For a longitudinal - longitudinal transition /LL/ the

differential cross section has to form

Table 1 shows all the experimental possibilities leading to

F, , here fA,Bj= ( * (U««V) / ft 2 c«,S } , ( A \ . A ^ V t a ^ .

In (h,B)j.h and B can be distinguished by angular dependence

/forward - backward, charge asymmetry etc/, a single {A)k
can be extracted by azimuthal asymmetry. Two brackets can be

identified by various polarization asymmetries for the initial

and/or final states.

If the order weak effects are negligible - far

from the resonances -, neglecting also fj one can write:

»=<•

-.2

Assuming that there exists only one 2 boson, one relation

holds ( S V V - A H A A - CV*CAV /off and on resonsnce/,
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F,, » 2 \Zl (

F, -- Uvvl'- U.J1- K*,!1* UA*

where

F-,0 - 2 <U ( Cty,V QA«, - Cw» ClAV >

i
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and its lack would imply more than one "2

In general, any of F4#Ffi, F2=fFg, Fg+F9 means «-/* non

universality; in the case of one 2 boson the only

remaining sufficient condition to the «-/* non- universality

is F4*F6.

However, if" one finds ^v sCy* and «- and /* are

symmetrically coupled to 1 , one must consider also other

processes.
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Figure captions

1. 90 % confidence region contours of models DGG,
PRS and WS in fsin 0 W , m , ) space at m ^ = <*> .

2. 90 % confidence regions of the general model and models
DGG, PRS. in (m^ , m , ) space. The sin ®w dependence
is ignored on account of the sfrong fsin Qw , m ? ) -
correlation.

FB

3. Asymmetry A as a function of central mass energy for

models DGG, PRS_ and WS /the cross-hatched region/. The

curves correspond to maximum and minimum asymmetry over

the 90 % confidence region in the parameter space
Fig. 1. and 2.

FB

4. Asymmetry A as a function of central mass energy for

the general model and model PRS + /the cross-hatched

region/. The curves correspond to maximum and minimum

asymmetry cv.er the 90 % confidence region in the

parameter space Fig. 1. and 2.
FB

5. Asymmetry A as a function of central mass energy for
the general model and models DGG, PRS and WS in the
low energy region. The curves correspond to maximum and
minimum asymmetry ower the 90 % confidence region in
the parameter space Fig. 1. and 2. The SLAC result in
drawn on the figure.
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TABLE 1

Test determining the functions F*

polarization

polarization^

of /*>"

no

/u/

transverse

/T/

longitudinal

/L/

no

/u/
transverse

m
longitudinal

/V

HI
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PHENOMENOLOGY OF NEUTRAL CURRENTS

IN EXPANDED GAUGE THEORIES

G. Ecker*

Institut fUr Theoretische Physik
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Austria

ABSTRACT

After a brief summary of the present status of neutral currents the

Lagrangian for neutral current interactions is derived for a general gauge

group. Theories based on SU(2) x U(1) x G for arbitrary G are discussed in

more detail where some of the phenomenological neutral.current parameters for

small q are constrained to be the same as for SU(2) x l)(l). Tests for such a

structure at PETRA and PEP are proposed. The most general model based on

SU(2)L x SU(2)R x 0(1) is confronted with all available data on neutral cur-

rent processes leading to a lower bound on the mass of the heavier Z boson.

•Supported in part by "Fonds zur Forderung der wissenschaftlichen
Forschung in Osterreich", Project Nr. 3800.
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I . Introduction

The combined efforts of experiment and theory in the past six years

to unveil the structure of the neutral current have yielded the following

three main resul ts :

1. Determination'of 9 phenomenological neutral current parameters

There are 13 coupling constants relevant for present-day phenomeno-

logy (q2 = 0) which are defined in the Appendix.. Of these, the following

9 parameters are now experimentally known: the 4 neut'rino-hadron couplings

a, 0, y, S, the 2 neutrino-electron couplings g , g (up to a VA-ambiguity

interchanging g and g ) and the parity violating electron-hadron couplings

a, y, 3 6 + 5 . S t i l l lacking i s a separate determination of 0 and 0 and of'

the electron-muon couplings h ».h , h . For up-to-date reviews of the '
VV VA An

experimental situation see Refs. [1,2,3].

2. Evidence for factorization

Assuming electron-muon universality there are 7 primitive coupling

constants for each Z boson which define the corresponding currents for

neutrinos, electrons (muons), up and down quarks. If the neutral current

interactions are generated by the exchange of a single Z boson the 13

phenomenological neutral current parameters are therefore not independent,

but one obtains 6 factorization relations [4] among them. At present, only

two of these relations can be tested and a recent analysis of Hung and

Sakurai [5] shows that they are indeed fulfilled within rather large errors.

3. Agreement with the standard model [6] (sin28w = 0.23 ± 0.01) [7]

In fact, from the model independent determinations of neutral current

parameters we -may conclude that of all the models based on the gauge group

SU(2) x U(l) practically only the standard model can account for the data.

Of course, there is s t i l l room for small modifications even within SU(2) x

x U(l). In particular, the isoscalar neutrino-hadron couplings y, & are

somewhat larger than expected, but they are not yet known to sufficient

accuracy to draw any definite conclusions. In ordar to increase the pre-

cision for sin20u larger statistics alone will not be sufficient, but i t
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will be essential to include radiative corrections for neutral current

processes [8].

At this stage, it is rather tempting to conclude that all relevant'

questions concerning neutral currents have now been answered. In this talk,

I would like to argue in favour of a different attitude. The apparent

success of the standard model suggests to use it as a kind of reference

model. The main purpose of neutral current phenomenology in the near

future, i.e. before the Z bosons are directly produced, would then be to

pin down possible deviations from this reference point. In view of the

experimental situation and within the gauge theory framework any essential

modification of the standard model implies a gauge group larger than SU(2) *

x 0(1). Such expanded gauge theories contain at least two neutral vector

bosons leading in general to a violation of the factorization relations.

It should be kept in mind that only one third of those relations have so

far been tested with rather low accuracy. From a theoretical point of

view, it may be necessary to enlarge the gauge group of quantum flavour

dynamics in order to understand certain aspects of the fermion mass matrix

such as the Cabibbo angle [9]. There are indications [10] that the left-

right symmetric models based on SU(2). * SU(2)_ x.U(l) are more promising

.in this respect than the standard model.

In the main part of this talk, the effective neutral current

Lagrangian for arbitrary q2 will be derived for a general gauge theory

following the work of Georgi and Weinberg [11] and of Costa, d'Anna and

Marcolungo [12]. In the spirit of investigating possible deviations from

the standard model I shall then turn to gauge groups of the form SU(2) x

x U(l) x G where some of the phenomenological neutral current parameters

are constrained to be the same as in the standard model. With forthcoming

results from PETRA and PEP tests for such a structure should be feasible.

The theoretically appealing left-right symmetric models based on SU(2) x

x SU(2)_ x u(l) are discussed in full generality. A comparison with all
R

available neutral current data leads to a lower bound on the mass of the

heavier Z boson.
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II. Neutral Currents for General Gauge Theories

The Lagrangian relevant for electromagnetic and neutral current

interactions has the general form

with N+l hermitian gauge fields Av, gauge coupling constants g , repre-
sentations t of the hermitian, commuting generators T in the space of
fermions i|> and a mass operator u2 given in the so-called generator basis

<a|n2|6> " »J3 • • (2)

Since u2 is non-diagonal in general we also have to consider the diagonal
up

basis |z > where

with M 2 • 0, M2 > 0. The physical vector boson fields are then

z j = < 2 J B > AJ • o a B AJ ' ' . . (4) ;

where Ẑ  = Â  denotes the electromagnetic field, Ẑ 1 the massive Z boson
fields and 0 „ i s the orthogonal .matrix which diagonalizes u 2 . .

ap dp
The electromagnetic interaction i s therefore given by

Lem * 'I 9a°oa*Yw V ^ " **
% k

where Q is the charge operator. In a unified theory Q has the general
)

form

Q - C o Tffl (6)

+) Greek indices range from 0 ,1 , . . . ,N , Latin indices from 1,. . . ,N and the

summation convention i s used.
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with constants C . From (5) one then obtains [11]
a

pa = °oa = i f (7)

and orthogonality of 0 implies

e2 I - | = 1 . (8)

The neu t r a l cur ren t Lagrangian

L s ) c O ifcv t i|>Z — —• ) M Z Z (9)

NC ot i d y ci i 2 j i i |ix

l e a d s t o an e f f e c t i v e f o u r - f e r m i o n Lagrangian [ 1 1 , 1 2 ]

NC < q * " ~ ~2

with

Aa0(q2) =• I *a i ^ . (11)

A g(q2) i s nothing but the matrix representation in the generator basis

of the inverse of ii2-q2 in the subspace orthogonal to the photon. In

other words,

A(q2) = (1-P) [(l-P)(p2-q2)(l-P)]"1d-P) (12)

where

P = |z > <Z I = 1 - |z.> <Z. I . (13)

i o o' ' i i1

Equ.(11) is rather inconvenient for practical applications because it

requires the explicit diagonalization of the mass matrix. Arranging the

generators T in such a way that T contributes nontrivially to the charge

operator (C ̂  0) we can express A(q2) in a different way as

A(q2) * (l-P)(l-R)[(l-R){p2-q2(l-P)}(l-R)]~1(l-R)(1-P) (14) .
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with a projector R =• |0> <o|. In the generator basis A(q2) is represented

by

v q 2 ) - ?aj s» <»
z-^t (15)

where

| | (16)

with the vector p defined in (7). The notation <M2-q2C>7,, i s to indicate
that the f irst row and column of the matrix between brackets must be
omitted before taking the inverse. The proof of the equivalence of (12)
and (14) i s straightforward [11,12] keeping in mind

Pp2 - U2P - 0 , pQ y 0 . (17)

Performing the inversion in (15) we may write

<w2_q2c>-^ = u"1 Ad<u2-q2C>jk . (18)

where Ad denotes the adjoint matrix and

D • det (1-R) [u2-q2(l-P)] (1-R) . (19)

Since D is a polynomial of degree N in q2 the zeroes of which are

the poles of the propagator A(q2) we have

D - c n (M2-q2) (20)
i x

where c i s a constant defined as

c = det (l-R)U-P) (1-R) . (21)

Calculating this determinant one finds c = p2 which shows explicitly the
necessity of C j* O for Equ.(14) to be well-defined.

0 x
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Putting everything together one obtains the effective neutral current

Lagrangian for a general gauge theory valid for arbitrary q2

,eff, 1

2P2

(M2-q2

jk

(22)

which is much better suited for applications than the original form in

Equ. (10).

III. Gauge Theories Based on SU(2) * u(l) x G

The general gauge theory with more than one Z boson contains at least

14 primitive neutral current couplings compared to the 13 phenomenological

parameters experimentally accessible for q2 « M2. Moreover, in looking

for possible deviations from the reference model it seems more appropriate

to concentrate on special gauge theories which allow for a natural approach

to the standard model•

Such a framework was suggested by Georgi and Weinberg [11] in the

form of gauge groups SU(2) x u(l) x G with arbitrary G where the spontane-

ous breaking occurs through Higgs fields which transform trivially under

either SU(2) or G. Diagonalizing the mass matrix in the G sector without

loss of generality we get

"oN

'oN

(23)

+) In the vicinity of a pole M? should, of course, be replaced by Ml-i

where T. is the total width of the i-th Z boson.
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where a « 0 refers to U( l ) , a - 1 to SU(2) and a » 2 , . . . , N to the remain-

ing factor G. From (22) one then obtains, sett ing q2 •= O and normalizing

Cj « 1 as usual,

2

2V1 ' 2 • ' (24)

If we now assume [11] in addition that the neutrino i s neutral under

G a l l neutrino neutral current couplings are seen to be the same as for

SU(2) x u( l ) (see App.) i f we identify

g i GF
p a . s i n 2 0 w , : - • • • - .

The specif ic structure of the mass matrix (23) furthermore implies

the following inequalit ies [11,13]:

1) p2 <.M2 _< JJ2 < M2 <_ . . . < yf < M2
1 2 N

vl P} ' (26)

2) M? < min < M̂
1 2 " Zo

where M_ i s the mass of the single Z boson in the standard model. Whether
zo

the second inequality holds under more general assumptions has recently

been investigated by Mendez [14].

The remaining 7 phenomenological neutral current parameters can now

be read off (24) where one should keep in mind that with our assumptions

'iL - *±I. * 'UL " ° ' ^ L ^ I L ' U ' 2 N> ' ( 2 7 )

Thus one finds [13]

r 1 /JfnaG;1 j ^ c t ^ [ c ^ t ^ t J ) 2p2] ( p , ) " 2« 2gAa,r1 - /JfnaG;1 j ^ c . t ^ [ c ^ t ^ - tJR) - 2p2] (p.,,)
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- 1- 2gv6K

^ r. " I
Y = 29 f lY

K

h = q2

W v
-1

hVA = ¥
- 1

- I

N

i=2

-1
N

t r f ^04- x<.

i=2
( C i t lR + 2 p i ) 2 t e I I l l> ' a

- 1

-2

-2

-2

-2

(28)

The above relations are written in such a way as to reproduce the
factorization relations [4] if the G couplings vanish. Let us turn
immediately to the electron-muon couplings which are much more constrained
than the electron-quark sector. There are no data so far for the ep para-
meters except for an upper limit [15]

which implies

AA

PiPi

(90% c . l . ) ,

2)

or, taking account of p£ < cos20 (i > 2),

26
COS0,

w
GeV (i > 2) .

In order to test the specific form of Equs. (28) for

it is convenient to define the following three observables

(29)

(30)

(31)

# h
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(32)

Note that the D. (j = 1,2,3) are defined in terms of measurable

quantities (including K) and that they are unaffected by the VA ambiguity

• for g , g . It is obvious from (28) that there must be at least two Z

bosons if at least one D. ? O. However, the specific structure assumed

for the gauge theory as expressed in Eqs.(28) implies much more [13]:

1) Dj >.0j

2) D3 >. 0;

3) 4(D3+D|) £ (g^-gj-)2 + 2D1(gZ+g|) + D
2;

4) either Dj >_ Ig^-g^l or D3 + D?, <.• Dj max (g^gA) • (33)

There is in addition a Cauchy inequality which in principle allows

for a test if there are more than two Z.bosons /rom data at q2 = O only

(see Ref. [13] for more details). The feasibility of all these tests .will

depend, of course, on the magnitude of the G couplings. Since from ve

scattering we know that gygA - O both h and either h or h.^ should be

very sensitive to G.

Now that we have experimental information not only on the neutrino

couplings but also on some of the parity violating electron-quark couplings

which also agree with the standard model it is an interesting question

whether it is possible with a nontrivial G (i.e. at least one C. > 0 for

i >_ 2) to have all 13 low energy parameters coincide with those of SU(2) *

x U(l). Looking at (28) we find that this is indeed possible for all para-

meters except h if not only the neutrino, but all the fermions are

neutral under G. Therefore, the present experimental information cannot

distinguish between SU(2) x u(l) and such minimal extensions no matter

how accurate the data be.

This observation has also been made recently by de Groot, Gounaris

and Schildknecht [16] who investigate the simplest such model based on
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SU(2) x u(l) x u(l) in some detail. In addition to K and sin2©., the model
w

is easily seen to have two parameters which may be chosen as the masses

of the two Z bosons. Except for the general constraint

Ml < MZ < M2 (34)

o

the authors of Ref. [16] find that the most stringent limit on the masses

comes from the weak contribution to the anomalous magnetic moment of the

muon which yields

Mj I 39 GeV . " (35)

It is clear that with a Z mass as low as 40 GeV the reaction e e~ •+

•+• y+n" will behave quite differently from the standard model already at

PETRA/PEP energies.

IV. SU(2)T x SU(2)O
IJ R

In the last part of this talk I want to discuss the theoretically

very appealing left-right symmetric models based on SU(2) * SU(2)_ x Ui

in full generality, i.e. without any assumptions about the mass matrix.

In the same notation as before the model is characterized by (I. is the

third component of weak iscspin)

cl " C2

< 3 6 )

T t= T — T
T2 X3R I3

+) Recent unpublished measurements of the Bhabha cross-section at PETRA

[17] may push up the lower limit on M..
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implying also p2 = p 2 which I shall denote sin20T_.

Prom (22) one obtains the effective Lagrangian

(37)

which contains the following four parameters: sin20._ and4the mass matrix

elements y?r y|' ^^2*
 T'le m a s s e s °f the Z bosons are easily derived' from

(19), (20) to be

M l ,2 " [2(1-2sin20LR)]~1{cos20LR(u2+li§) + 2sin20LRn2
2 + S)

(38)

D - lcos\R[vl+\i2
2) + 2sin20L Ry2

2]2 - 4(l-2sin20LR) (y2y2-^2> . .

In the l imit p2 •*• », a l l other parameters fixed, we have SU(2). x SU(2)_ x

x 0(1) -»• SU(2)L x U(l), 0LR ->• 0W, M^* Mz , M2 ->•<».

The neutral current parameters for which data are presently available

can be read off (37):

a =• X(l-2sin20L R)(l-r1) B

Y = -2X sin2eLRll-ri)/3 6 = 0

gy = X(2sin20L R-- | )( l-r1) gA = -X(l+r],)/2 (39)

= X(2sin20LR- 1) ( l - r 2 ) I = X(4sin20LR-l) ( l - r 2 )

Y = 2X s in 2 0 L R ( l - r 2 ) /3 fi" -

where
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rl = |J12^'i2 r2 = U1^P2 ' '40'

Note that unlike the previous example based on SU(2) x u(l) x u(l)

the model is in principle completely determined by the neutral current

parameters at q2 = O. In order to find out how this looks in practice I

have used all neutral current data as of the Bergen conference in a

least squares fit to determine the parameters of the model. A similar,

very detailed analysis was performed about a year ago by I. Liede, J.

Maalampi and M. Boos [19].

Both for physical and statistical reasons it is more convenient to

use the following set of parameters: sin2O._, M,, M./M,,, y?o/
M2i- The

results of the analysis are shown in Figs. 1, 2, 3 where all domains are

lo contours. Fig. 1 shows that y2 = 0 is within one standard deviation

which can be realized if spontaneous symmetry breaking occurs through

Higgs fields which transform as singlets under either SU(2). or SU(2)_.
L • R

In Figs . 2 , 3 resul ts are shown both for the fu l l model and for the special
case u2 = 0 . The main resul ts for the fu l l model are

• 1 2 '
i

s in 2 0 L R = 0.25 + 0.02 , j

(41) : ,

M,/M2 < O.47 (2a l imit) . j
I

i

The upper limit on the mass ratio of the neutral vector bosons should j

be compared to the existing limit [20] on the mass ratio of the charged

vector bosons from low energy charged current data:

< 0.36 (2a limit) . (42)
R

+) For lack of sufficient information only the low energy Gargamelle re- '

suits [18] were used for the analysis of semi-inclusive pion produc-

tion. However, the high energy data [1,2,3] are fully consistent with

the earlier measurements. Theoretical uncertainties in the analysis

of deep inelastic neutrino scattering were taken into consideration

in the error analysis.
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- The results of this analysis as expressed in (41) demonstrate that

the predictions for e e •+ y H at PETRA/PEP energies will be very

similar to those of the standard model.

V. Summary

It was the purpose of this talk to present arguments why neutral

current phenomenology is still interesting. Rather than being too com-

placent about the successes of the standard model it seems worthwhile

to try and detect possible deviations from it. In this context, the

following points seem worth repeating:

1. Natural extensions of the standard model in the form of gauge groups

SU(2) x U(l) x G provide a useful parametrization of possible viola-

tions of the factorization relations due to single Z boson exchange.

2. Such an extended gauge structure, if it exists, should be detectable

especially in the reaction e e -+ u p at existing storage rings.

3. Within that class of gauge theories it is possible to have models which

are practically indistinguishable from the standard model at q2 = 0,

but which may have drastically different q2 behaviour already at

PETRA/PEP energies.

4. Neutral current data yield an upper limit of 0.47 (95% c.l.) for the

ratio of neutral vector boson masses ill the general left-right symmetric

modelbased on SU(2). x SU(2)_ x u(l). This value is comparable to the

limit for the charged W bosons. The q2 behaviour of neutral current

couplings at PETRA/PEP energies is practically the same as in the

standard model.
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Appendix

Assuming e|i.universality and neglecting parity conserving electron-

quark couplings there are 13 observable parameters in neutral current

interactions at low momentum transfer (q2 « M2) which are defined by the

following effective Lagrangians:

G P - X
Lin = VY (l+Yc)v{uY,(a+BY = )u - dy. (a+ByJd + UY,(Y+6YJU +
vq 2/5" A 5 A 5

+ dY,(Y+«Y,)d} , (A.I)
A b

G F - X

V=~ a v

Leq = - ~ {i

+ ey e[?f(uYxYsu-dYAY5d) + %(uYxY5u+dYxY5<i)]} t (A-3)

(ey Ye+iJY YjP)> • (A.4)

Assuming s t r i c t universal i ty for the left-handed f i e lds the neutrino

neutral current parameters take the following form for SU(2) x U( l ) :

Y * *» 3
2 s:Ln_v

(A.5)

6 =

, 1
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where I . denotes the third component of weak isospin for a right-handed
JR

fermion and

2 COS20W) . ' (A.6)

The standard model [6] i s characterized by I® = 1^ » I - = o, K • 1.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1: Best f i t value (x) and la contour for the nondlagonal mass
matrix element û  (normalized to M|, where M. i s the mass of
the heavier Z boson) versus M., the mass of the lighter Z
boson in the general left-right symmetric model based on

1 SU(2)L xSU(2)R x 0(1).

Fig. 2: Best f i t value (x) and la contour (full curve) for sin26,_
and ML in the full model. Also shown are the la contour for
M?2 • 0 (broken curve) and the prediction of the standard
model (dash-dotted curve).

Fig. 3: Best f i t value (x) and la contour (full curve) for M. versus
M./M-. Also shown are the la contour for u?, m 0 (broken
curve) and the 20 upper limit for M./M, in the full model
(dash-dotted l ine) . • '
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MASSES OF GAUGE BOSONS IN EXPANDED
ELECTRO-WEAK GAUGE THEORIES
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Department of Theoretical Physics,
1 Keble Road, Oxford, England

ABSTRACT

It is shown that under certain general constraint* the mass of the

neutral (charged) gauge boson of the standard model is an upper bound of the

mass of the lightest neutral (charged) boson in all expanded gauge models

which at low energy have the same phenomenology as the standard model in the

semi-leptonic sector. This result is independent of the mechanism that gen-

erates the masses in the theory.

*0n leave from and address after October 1979: Departament de Ffsica
Thebrica, Universitat Autbnoma de Barcelona, Bellaterra (Barcelona),
Spain.
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1. Introduction.

The standard model of Glashow-Weinberg-Salam-Ward of weak and

electromagnetic interactions has been very successful in accounting for

all the present phenomenology- of neutral current neutrino processes

and parity violation in electron-nucleon scattering. The standard model

has, of course, the nice properties which are conrnon to all gauge models

(renormalizability, unification, etc.) but? it has also the aesthetic

property of simplicity. Indeed, it is based on the smallest possible

gauge group in order to include electromagnetic and weak (charged and

neutral current) interactions, the fermions are placed in the simplest

possible representation required by the charged current phenomenology

and the Higgs sector is also the simplest possible in order to generate

the masses in the model.

However, before the convincing results of the SLAC experiments on

polarized electron-nucleon scattering there was need for considering

other models. The confusion (not yet completely settled) in the results
[2 ]on parity violating effects in heavy atoms was a motivation for the

appearance of many reconciling models based on larger groups. The common

feature of those models was that they agreed with the standard model in

the neutrino sector.

This fact was the starting point of a general study by Georgi and

Vfeinberg . They proved that it is possible to build models based on the

gauge group SIX2) x U(l) x 6 having the same neutrino phenomenology as in

the standard model. The recipe to achieve this is, essentially, to force

the neutrino to be a singlet under the sub-group 6 and to introduce two

systems of Higgs fields which are singlets under SU(2) and 6 respectively.
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As a by-product such models have the property that at least one neutral

gauge boson is lighter than the Z-boson of the standard model.

This last result is the motivation of the work presented here. In the

Georgi and Weinberg proof the choice made in the Higgs sector plays a

crucial role. One can ask whether this property of one neutral gauge

boson being lighter than the Z of the standard model is only true for the

Georgi-Weinberg type models or it is true for any model which agrees with

the standard model in the low energy phenomenology, regardless of the

Higgs structure.

In the next sections we shall prove that this is indeed the case

provided that the agreement with the standard model exists in the neutrino

and electron semi-leptonic sectors and e-u universality is assumed.

In Section 2 we shall put this result in a more precise way and the

proof will be given in Section 3. In Section 4 we will consider the effects

of generalizations in the fermion representation and Section 5 is devoted

to the conclusions.

2. Statement of the Theorem.

Consider a gauge theory of electro-weak interactions based on an

effective gauge group G. By effective we mean that G is not much more

strongly broken than the standard model although it may be contained in a

larger grand unifying group which is very strongly broken (In practice this

means that the gauge.bosons corresponding to the generators of G have

acquired masses of the order of ̂  100 GeV).

We make the following hypothesis:

(i) The group G contains SU(2) of "weak isospin" as a sub-group although
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not necessarily as a factor sub-group (i.e. G is not necessarily of the

form SU(2) x . . . ) .

(ii) The fermions are placed in multiplets of G which contain SU(2)-sub-

multiplets and, as far as the left-handed components of the "ordinary"
it

fermions (i.e. v ,eT >v,.,uT ,uT ,d.' ,c. ,XJ) are concerned, these SU(2)-sub-
e l i M i i L L i L i L i

multiplets are the standard model iso-doublets.

(iii)The low energy (q -*• 0) phenomenology of the model in the semi-

leptonic charged current sector and the v p, v n, ep, en neutral current

sectors is the same as in the standard model.

(iv) Electron-muon universality.

With the above hypothesis one can prove the following property:

The mass of the Z-boson of the standard model is an upper (lower) bound

for the mass of the lightest (heaviest) neutral boson of the model. Similarly,

the mass of the standard W*-boson is an upper (lower) bound for the mass of

the lightest (heaviest) charged boson of the model.

Before going into the proof some comments on the above assumptions

should be made.

Assumptions (i) and (ii) are satisfied by practically all existing

models since they are strongly supported by experiment. It is hard to

imagine any model which does not satisfy them. Perhaps, the only

modifications that could be introduced are mixing between ordinary and

heavy fermions and/or enlargement of the isomultiplets containing the

ordinary left-handed fermions keeping its third component of weak isospin

unchanged. The effects of these modifications will be considered in

Section 4.

ft

dJ and X£ are the Cabibbo-GIM mixed states.
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Assumption (iii) is, actually, too restrictive in order to prove

the theorem. In fact, it is enough to assume that the agreement between

both models occurs for the left-handed components of the fermions only

(i.e. vu>
eL>uTJ

c*i>cT'^T? arK*» as ^ar> as **le e^ectrcn neutral current

sector is concerned, it is enough to have the agreement in the parity-violating

part of the effective Lagrangian (which is, actually, the only measurable

part at low energy). Therefore, any model which agrees with the standard

model in the above sectors but differs from it in the right-handed sector

and/or in the parity conserving part of the electron sector, would still

satisfy the theorem. It should be emphasised, on the other hand, that

the agreement between both models is separately required for p and n targets

or equivalently u and d quarks (in practice, proton targets and isoscalar

targets).

Assumption (iv) is the most uncertain from the phenomenological

point of view, since it has only been tested in the charged current

sector. This assumption is crucial because the left-handed components

of the lepton beams in the available experiments (v and e,) do not

belong to the same isomultiplet, otherwise assumption (iv) would be

unnecessary.

Notice, finally, that nothing is assumed about the pure leptonic

sector. The agreement in this sector is not necessary in order to prove

the theorem.

3. Proof of the Theorem.

3.1 Neutral current sector.

In the expanded model the electric charge operator, Q, is given as a

linear combination of the diagonal neutral generators, t i a n d T3» of G
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Eqn. (1) implies the following expressions for the electromagnetic

current, photon field and electric charge of the positron

-U"i+2H^r'/z,
where sin8,, is by definition

sin6w = e/g.

In the above expressions j. , w. and g^ are respectively the current,

gauge field and coupling constant corresponding to the neutral generator

t£. So are jK W^ and g with respect to the SU(2) generator Tg.

Obviously, if the model has to do with the real world the photon

field, Ay, must be an eigenstate of the mass matrix with zero eigenvalue.

We can now define the Z field as the (normalized) linear combination
3

of A and W which is orthogonal to A,. We have (see fig. 1)

(2)

and the corresponding current (including the coupling constant) is then

given by

cos

The last two expressions are identical to those of the standard model.

Notice however that, unlike in the standard model, the Z field is not

necessarily a mass eigenstate.
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In addition, we can define a set of linear combinations of gauge

fields which are orthogonal to each other and to A and Z . Denoting

these combinations by Z. (i > 2) and the corresponding currents (including

the coupling constants) by J. the interaction Lagrangian can be expressed

where N.D. stands for the contribution of non-diagonal neutral currents to

the Lagrangian. The four-fermion effect ion Lagrangian for weak neutral

currents can then be written

The "propagator matrix", A, is the inverse of the mass matrix. Its

eigenvalues are the inverses of the squares of the masses of the physical

gauge bosons and it is a real, symmetric and positive definite matrix.

The crucial point of this proof is to realize that the currents

J. (i > 2) do not involve the operator Tg and, consequently, they do not

distinguish between fermions belonging to the same SU(2)-sub-multiplet.
3

This is obvious since Z- fields are orthogonal to W which, by definition

of Z , is contained in the plane defined by A and Z (see fig. 1).

Starting with the gauge group SU(2) x U(l) and following the above

steps we would reach the standard model neutral current effective

Lagrangian and eq. (3) would read in this case

MC _ J. -t- -rj<

£(« ~ H ^ T L > 00

where H,/Ov is the mass of the Z-boson of the standard model which is

related to the Fermi constant in the following way

hh =
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Using eqs. (3) and (4), hypothesis ( i i i ) of section 2 can be

expressed

n2(£>

for Zq = v u, , v d. , eTu, and e,dT.

Since the standard model does not involve non-diagonal neutral currents

we conclude that in the expanded model they are very weakly coupled and/or

they induce transitions involving heavy fermions not yet produced.

Therefore, these non-diagonal neutral currents can not make any contribution

to the l.h.s. of eq. (5).

Moreover, the four processes v ,u, , vd., eTu_ and etd, test the
y u |i L L b JLJIJ

sensitivity to Tg of the two contracted currents of the effective

Lagrangian. It is obvious that only the first term of eq. (3), namely

A11J. Jlr, can pass this test since, as we mentioned before, the currents

J. (i * 2) are insensitive to T3. Thus, only this term can make a non-

vanishing contribution to the l.h.s. of eq. (5), i.e.

for the four processes considered. From eqs. (5) and (6) we have then
•1

It should be emphasized that eq. (6) is in general not true for

other processes involving other fermions. Notice also that e-y

universality is essential since v and e7 do not belong to the same

isomultiplet and they could in principle couple differently to J^u(i > 2)

which would invalidate the above argument.

possibilities can now be distinguished

a) The Z field, defined by eq. (2) is a mass eigenstate with mass

In this case A,,- = VL and eq. (7) implies
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y (8)

The masses of the remaining bosons are unconstrained and the theorem

is then trivially satisfied.

b) The Z field is not a mass eigenstate but, rather, a linear
(k)combination of mass eigenstates, R , of mass M. , i . e .

with

I | M j 2 = l • (9)
In this case A11 is given by"

From eqs. (7), (9) and (10) we get the desired result

where M . (M ) is the minimum(maximum) eigenvalue of the neutral bosonm m max °

mass matrix. The theorem is then proved for the neutral current sector.

3.2 Charged current sector.

The argument follows the same lines as in the previous case although

it is considerably more simple. The charged current interaction Lagrangian

can be written

where JT and VT are respectively the current (including the coupling

constant) and the gauge field corresponding to the SU(2) operator T ±,

i.e.

In general A.. = I uiuj^C where u^ is the k-th component of Z. field
fc (k)

in the basis of the eigenstates R .
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(12)

and similarly are J7 and WT with respect to the remaining charged

operators of the gauge group G.

The effective charged current Lagrangian is then

In the case of the standard model this effective lagrangian is

simply

j is the mass of the W-boson of the standard model which

satisfies

If both Lagrangians give the same natrix elements for the ordinary charged

current processes we must conclude that the currents Jju(i > 2) are very

weakly coupled to the ordinary fermions and/or they induce transitions

involving heavy fermions not yet produced. Therefore the agreement

between both models implies

* (13)

Again we can distinguish two possibilities

a) The W* field defined in eq. (12) is a mass eigenstate in which case
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we have

b) The W~ field is not a mass eigenstate. We have then

wU. ^ ' V t S ) l *v"4* ' (15)

where M • (M ) are now the minimum(maximum) eigenvalue of thenun jnax

charged boson mass matrix. The theorem is then proved for the charged

current sector.

4. Modifications in the Isomultiplets Involving Ordinary Fermions.

We shall consider here the effects on the above results when

hypothesis (ii) of section 2 is relaxed by allowing the left-handed

components of heavy fermions to be included in the SU(2)-sub-multiplets

which contain the left-handed components of ordinary fermions. This can

be done by mixing ordinary and heavy fermions and/or enlarging the

SU(2)-sub-multiplets. Of course, these modifications must preserve the

universality of weak interactions which in practice means that the same

mixing angles and/or enlargements have to be introduced in all isomultiplets

of ordinary fermions. .

A natural mixing (i.e. when all mutually orthogonal mixed combinations

have the same third component of weak isospin) does not affect the

neutral current sector of the left-handed fermions since the mixing angles

drop out and, therefore, eqs. (8) and (11) remain unchanged. On the

contrary, the effective Lagrangian of the charged current sector is

modified by a factor |cos<J>| where <|> is the mixing anrjle. In order to

keep the strength of the interaction unchanged &** must be accordingly
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modified and H^o) in eis. (1H) and (15) must be replaced by

If an unnatural mixing (i.e. when the mutually orthogonal mixed

combinations have different third components of weak isospin) is allowed

the charged current sector would be affected as in the previous case.

However, the neutral current sector would also be modified since the

mixing angles would no longer drop out. This would re-scale M^/oj in

eqs. (8) and (11) by a factor which can be greater or less than unity

depending on the exact mixing pattern.

Finally, the enlargement of an isomultiplet keeping the third

component of weak isospin of the left-handed ordinary fermions unchanged

would not affect the neutral current sector which is sensitive to T,

but not to T . On the contrary, the charged current effective Lagrangian

would toe affected by a factor (T+l/2)2 and H^e) in eqs. (14) and (15)

would be accordingly replaced by (T+l/2)HAj/s\- Notice that this factor,

which is 1 in the standard model where T=l/2, would be at least 2 for all

non-trivial enlargements, where T > 3/2.

Obviously, if we have mixing and enlargement the effect would be

the superposition of the above effects.

5. Conclusions.

In the previous sections we have proved that it is a necessary

condition for any electro-weak gauge model which at low energy agrees

with the standard model in the neutrino and electron semileptonic

sectors that the lightest neutral (charged) gauge boson is lighter than

the Z(VT)-boson of the standard model. The conditions that the model has
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to satisfy in order to prove this result are, essentially, e-y

universality and that the gauge group must contain an SU(2) sub-

group of weak isospin under which the left-handed components of the ordinary

fermions behave like in the standard model.

The phenomenological implication of this result is that if the

hypothesis made are correct at least one neutral gauge boson should be

discovered with mass less than or equal to the mass of the standard

Z-boson. If no neutral boson is found within this range of masses we will

be forced to consider alternatives to the hypothesis made.

Of course one possibility is that gauge theories have nothing to do

with the real world and/or electromagnetic and weak interactions are

not unified forcing us to consider other alternatives'" J. If we do not

give up the unifying gauge principle, the only way out would be in any

of the hypothesis (i), (ii) or (iv) of section 2. As we mentioned there,

assumptions (i) and (ii) seem very well established by the present

phenomenology and only an unnatural mixing among ordinary and heavy

fermions could explain the negative result. This, however does not seem

a very reasonable possibility.

The other possible way out is to give up e-y universality. This is

at present the less unreasonable alternative since the muon neutral

current sector has not yet been tested. It might well be that in an

expanded gauge model one of the new neutral generators could distinguish

between electrons and muons spoiling, thus, the e-y universality (e-y

universality in the charged current sector would not be affected). In any

case, when the production of Z-bosons will be experimentally possible we

will, hopefully, have better experimental information about the validity

of the hypothesis made in section 2.
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Similar considerations can be made about the charged bosons. If

the hypothesis made are correct at least one should be discovered with mass

less than or equal to the mass of the standard W" boson. In this case

e-p universality is firmly established and only an enlargement of the

isomultiplets could explain a negative result (mixing would, in fact,

reduce this upper bound). Again, we hope that more information about these

points will be available when the production of W~-bosons will be

experimentally possible.

Finally, it should be noticed that the Higgs sector would be in

general complicated in these expanded models. .The simplicity in the Higgs

sector is, in fact, a very strong constrain for model building. However,

the above results have been obtained using the gauge bosons mass matrix

without any reference to how it has been generated. Hie results are,

thus, independent of the exact mechanism which generates the masses in

the theory.
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Fig. 1. Geometrical visualization of the neutral gauge fields (and

currents). The Lorentz indices have been suppressed for simplicity.
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1. MOTIVATION

Any theoretical description of weak interactions has to be

tested against experimental data on leptonic, semileptonic and

nonleptonic weak interactions of elementary particles. Nonleptonic

weak interactions of baryons /or hyperons/ can be tested in inter-

actions which either conserve or violate strangeness S /hyper-

charge/ . Schematically, any nonleptonic weak interaction Hamil-

tonian can be decomposed into two pieces, a AS=O and a AS=1 piece:

HNL = HNL ( A S = 1 ) + HNL(AS<=0) ' (1-1}

It is well known that the study of the AS=1 piece constitutes an

important part of elementary-particle theory [1].

AS=O nonleptonic weak processes are accessible through the

study of parity violation (PV) in nuclear physics and nuclear

reactions. The Hamiltonian HMT (AS=O) is used to deduce PV nuclear

"Partially supported by RZNR, Sarajevo.

**Alexander von Ilumboldt fellow, on leave of absence from
the "Rudjer BoSkovic" Institute, Zagreb, Croatia,
Yugoslavia.
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potentials, which then serve as an input in nuclear physics calcu-
lations. For additional details, we refer the reader to some of
the numerous reviews [2].

An important component of PV nuclear potentials is PV pion
exchange. This can be calculated once the PV NNn vertex is known.
The NNn weak vertex, however, is closely associated with nonlep-
tonic hyperon decays ̂
Processes such as

n •*• p + n~ (n°) (1.2.a)

E" -»• n + ix~ (SJ (1.2 .b)

are obviously connected through SU(3) rotation. Thus, any tech-
nique useful in the theoretical description of the process (1.2b)
can be employed to calculate the NNn weak amplitude (1.2a). A gen-
eral outline of the theoretical methods is shown symbolically in
Fig. 1.

We study the outlined problem using the weak-interaction
WS-GIM model. We use it as a basis from which we deduce the effec-
tive weak Hamiltonian with QCD "hard"-gluon corrections. Such a
procedure /or approximation/ is already well known [3, 4]. In or-
der to provide some information on this topic, we sketch perti-
nent details in the appendix.

Introduction of additional four-quark operators into the ef-
fective weak Hamiltonian is based on the concept that unequal
quark masses are felt in calculating QCD corrections /i.e. SU(4)
flavour symmetry breaking/ [5], Operators of that type /they con-
tain currents with lefthanded and right-handed helicities/ appear
naturally, even without flavour breaking, in the AS=O sector of
the weak Hamiltonian [6, 7]. This is due to the fact that neutral
currents, which contribute to AS=O processes, contain both right-
-handed and left-handed components. Operators with mixed heli-
cities have a marked influence on the calculated value of the PV
NNn amplitude. This amplitude is increased 5-10 times in com-
parison with the values obtained without such operators. Thus,
PV nuclear processes may serve as a check for the method used in
evaluating the matrix elements of such operators.
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The influence of strong interactions was calculated in two

steps. A renormalization group equation was used to calculate

short-range corrections, leading to the effective Hamiltonian.

Four-quark operators appearing in the effective Hamiltonian were

then sandwiched between baryon /hyperon/ states which were de-

scribed as being built up of valence quarks only. In our approach,

we used the MIT bag model [8]. We hope that in this way long-range

influences of strong interactions will also be felt.

However, it is also desirable to check the whole procedure

independently. This can be achieved by systematic calculations of

nonleptonic hyperon decay amplitudes which have been measured [9],

If these amplitudes could be reasonably accurately reproduced /up

to a factor of two, for example, would already be sufficient for

our purpose/, then we would be able to make convincing predictions

about the PV NNn vertex. Similarity between the two processes sug-

gests that the scheme which works in one case may be reliable for

the other one. Thus, even if the scheme suggested for nonleptonic

hyperon decays [3, 5] might have some fundamental shortcomings,

it may be regarded as a parametrization of experimental data.

Such a parametrization can then be easily continued or extended

from the AS=1 to the AS=O sector.

In the next sections we give an outline of our results for

AS=1 and AS=O transitions, which is based on several previous

papers [6, 10, 11]. However, the presentation adopted in this

paper is intended to be complementary to some extent to the al-

ready published papers. We discuss general concepts underlying

our scheme, without entering into calculational details.

2. NONLEPTONIC HYPERON DECAY AMPLITUDES

The strangeness-changing (AS=1) effective weak Hamiltonian

which includes symmetry-breaking effects was calculated in ref.

[5] as follows:

H^ff(AS=l) = /2 Gp sin6c cos0c I ck0k ; ck=ck (K-^K^)

The operators appearing in the above expression are the fol-

lowing:
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" ¥
°2 - ' W (5LV + (5LUL» (5LSL»

+ 2(drs_) (sTs ) : ; HJLJ}» AI =
L L L L —a

°3 - :

- 3 (dLsL) (sLsL) : ; ({22>, AI = ±) ,

°4 = : (5L8L) (^LUL) + ( 5 L V (5LSL) " (5LSL) ̂ i/V ! ;

({27}, AI = |) , £

- (2.1)

0 5 = : ̂ L^ sL (qR^
a<3R)

 ! » ({13}, AI = ̂ ) , ?

Og =
 :^ L

s
L(5 Rq R): ; ({8_}, AI = j)

The above expressions assume the summation over colour indices.

The summation over indices i in 0c and 0c denotes the summation

over all flavours. The coefficients C. were calculated by solving

the Callan-Szymanzik equation in the region of asymptotic free-

dom.* The coefficients P and y, appearing in the equation, were

calculated using one-loop diagrams. Fig. 2 shows some examples of

such diagrams. Complete calculation includes all crossed diagrams

and also diagrams with more gluon legs. SU(4) symmetry breaking

effects are felt in the S=l transitions mostly through diagrams

b) and c). For SU(4) symmetry, i.e. m =m, the contributions from

two closed loops cancel each other through the GIM mechanism.

SU(4) symmetry breaking via quark masses renders this mechanism

inoperable [5]. The Callan-Szymanzik equation has to be integrat-

ed over the running mass parameter uR in two regions:

•For some additional discussion see Appendix.
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U

a)

K

Fig. 2.

The open circle symbolizes the operator
°K from the expansion (2.1), The full
lines are quarks and the wavy lines are
bosons. The lines denoted by u and o
indicate light quarks and charmed quark.

uR

m

(i)

(ii)

In region (i), both loops contribute to the coefficients in the
Callan-Szymanzik equation and their contributions cancel through
the GIM mechanism. In region <ii), loop b) can contribute, lead-
ing to the quark-gluon operators [4]

(2.2)

Baryonic matrix elements of these operators are /via the equation

of motion/ equivalent to the matrix element of the operators 0^ f.

...,0,.* The operator Og* then emerge as the effect of the QCD

renormalization procedure which requires that the operator 0{A)

"Diagrams b and c with quark lines attached to the gluon
leg /or legs/ by, for example, the equation of motion
are known in the literature as "penguin" diagrams.

* #In the AS-0 sector, the operator Og is present even
without QCD corrections. This will be discussed in sect. 3.
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be inserted in the renormalization diagrams, analogous to those

shown in Fig. 2. Final results for the coefficients C^ are rather

lengthy. For example,

CX = -,cJ
/b(0.98 K ^ + O . O I ,^8)+O.O4 KJ2'* (K°

 A2-K% '30) ,

g m "25 g mc "w

9< v
\* • J /

—a £ - = 1 + «=• 7=r
g2(m2) ^ 4 n

c

The exponents multiplying the constants K, and <2 in expressions

(2.3) do not depend explicitly on the choice of the renormaliza-

tion mass u • They are determined by the colour and flavour struc-i

ture of the theory.* The constants K. depend on the renormaliza-

tion parameter U and 9(lO •

Using expression (2.1), we calculate nonleptonic hyperon de-

cay amplitudes in the standard way [1]. The s-wave parity-violat-
Q

ing (PV) amplitude A receives the contribution A from the current-

-algebra commutator (ETC) term, which is of the form

A (B. •*• Bfn) = £=£ a ^ -*• Bfn) ,
TC

(2.4)

F f k
(B. •*• B^n) = sinB- cose_ I c. a (B. •*• B,n) .i f 2/j C C fc-1 K i f

GF f k
sinB cose I c a

Using the MIT bag model [ 8 ] , we have calculated the matrix e l -
k

ements a o i the operators 0k between the baryon states B^ and

We have to add to expression (2.4) the separable contribution

<BfTl|OK|Bi> « LK<Bf|q ir^q2|B i><n[q3r^q4|O> . (2.5)

'However, the mechanism of SIT(4) flavour symmetry
breaking is influenced by the choice of u .
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Such separation follows either directly from the form of the oper-

ator O or/and by the use of Fierz transformation. The constant

factor LK and the operators r are entirely determined by the form
K

of 0 . The general form of separable contributions is

A

B-
= ± 4 GF

 cos6C sin6C fn(mi
'if

*if (2.6)

[Cl-2(o2+c3) (c6+
(ms+mu) (md+mu)

The quantities appearing in (2.6) correspond to the form factors

of the current already known from experiments. We list them in

Table 1. Formula (2.6) also contains separable contributions to

the p-wave decay amplitudes B; these amplitudes also receive con-

tributions from the baryon pole terms B [1]:

BP(A°) = 2g(A+N)

BP(E")

JE * i * f + d
J (2-N) (A+2) SI (A-N)2N

a a
d S°A

/J (E-S) (2+A) /2 . (S-A)2S

S P
(2.7)

2g<2+N)

2g(S+N) [-

9

f 0

(A-N) (S+A)

Additional details can be found in ref. [11], Numerical values of

all contributions are shown in Table 2. We have used the follow-

ing values:
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Table 1.

Conatants and current form factors used
in the calculation of A* and B&

-if

-if

-If

v i f

hf

A !

1

- 2

- 1

3

" • § •

•-I

- 2

- 1

-1

-i(3f-6)
/6

"i
- 2/2"

JL
/2

- 1

(-F-D)

si "
1

- 2

- 1

- 1

(-F+B)

0

0

0

• '

• '

rtL̂  = 100 GeV ,

m = 2 GeV ,c

U = 0 . 5 GeV ,

2 , 2.
g (u ) _ T

4n '

(2.8a)

F + D = gft = 1.25

0.65
F + D

(2.8b)

JKNA = ^A A + N
g E £ + N

4 . 2 MeV ,

7 . 5 MeV ,

m = 150 MeV .

"Vl

m.

f+d - 1
f=0.345 (2.8c)

(2.8d)



Table 2.

Numerical values of hyperon decay amplitudes corresponding to separable and
nonseparable contributions of various operators {i.e. 0~, 02> 0^, 0. and 0^ 0„).

A(A°)xlo7

A(HJ

A(£J

A(Z*)

B(A°)xlO7

B(5l)
B (=J)
B(ZJ

Bag

°l-°4
i.9

-3.8

-3.3

4.7

0

7.5

13.1

16.6

0.8

24.4

contribution

°5'°6

O.O

0.1

O.O

-0.1

0

0.4

-1.2

-0.1

-0.2

-0.4

Total

1.9

-3.7

-3.3

4.6

0

7.9

11.9

16.5

0.6

24.0

Separable contribution

°l-°4

-0.6

0.7

O.2

-0.7

0

5.1

-1.4

0.5

-2.3

0

°5'°6

0.9

-1.0

-0.7

l.O

0

6.9

-1.9

2.2

-3.0

0

Total

0.3

-0.3

-0.5

0.3

0

' 12.0

-3.3

2.7

-5.3

0

Theor.

total

2.2

• -4.0

-3.8

4.9

0

19.9

8.6

19.2

-4.7

24.0

Exp.*

3.2

-4.4

-3.2

4.2

0.1

21.6

14.5

26.0

-1.4

41.3

oo
i

*ref. [9]
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The bag-model parameters used in the calculation are the same as

those in ref. [8]. The schematic values (2.8a), chosen for the

QCD parameters, are close to those found in the literature [3, 4,

5, 12]; they indicate that one is able to get only some feeling

of the order of magnitude of these parameters. It is fortunate

that an overall comparison of the calculated and experimental

values is independent, to a certain extent, of the precise values

of the parameters listed in expression (2.8) [11].

A similar calculation, based on the same Hu and arriving at

the same conclusions, was carried out in ref. [13]. In this re-

ference, the results obtained using the bag-model procedure agree

exactly analytically with the results we have obtained in this

work.

Differences are in the calculation of separable contributions.

Ref. [13] used current algebra [7, 14] to calculate s-waves, and

a K-meson pole to estimate p-waves. The enhancement factor C,. (Cg)

was treated as an adjustable parameter. All these variations did

not much influence the overall conclusion.

3. THE PARITY-VIOLATING NNn AMPLITUDE

We have calculated [6] the AS=O nonleptonic effective weak

Hamiltonian as follows:*

Hw (charged) = / | Gp sin
2ec [-C^* C 2 | O2+C£O5+C£Og ] ,

^(neutral) = / j Gp(l-2 sin
2ew) |

'A GF !

°2

*A completely equivalent result was calculated in ref.
[7] with some differences in definitions and notation.

( 3 a )
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°5 * ^

°6 - '

°2> '

°8 * " J °1 + I °2

The method of calculating QCD corrections with SU(4) flavour sym-

metry breaking effects included is analogous to that outlined in

sect. 2. In Table 3 we list the constants C..

The values in the first row correspond to the unrenormalized

or "bare" Weinberg-Salam model. The constants in the second row

correspond to u <UR
<m

w(E), i.e. to unbroken SU(4) flavour symmetry,

The values in the third row correspond to broken SU(4) symmetry,

i.e. m <uR<Mw(A) and u <Uo<m (B). The contribution of charged cur-

rents corresponds exactly to the AS=1 case, because we are con-

cerned only with different components of a 20- and a 84-dimen-

sional representation of SU(4) flavour. Inclusion of neutral cur-

rents, which can contribute to AS=O transitions, leads to an en-

tirely different situation. In such a situation, the operator 0-

is already present in the "bare" model. QCD corrections strongly

induce 0,., While strengthening the 0, contribution by about 40%.

This is independent of SU(4) breaking.*

As stressed in sect. 1, AS=O processes present a very good

check of calculations of separable contributions from the oper-

ators Or and 0,. These contributions are analogous to those ap-

pearing in (2.6) and can be written in the form

Ap <n-> = / 1 GF V A y > K n J O
md"mu

One should keep in mind that the operators O5 and 0$ from
(3.1) and the corresponding operators from (2.1) are AS»O
AS»I components of the same general -operator transforming
as 15 in SU(4) .



Table 3.

C. constants corresponding to various dynamical assumptions.

w i t h o u t QCD

QCD, ~E

QCD, A + B

representation,
current

C l

1

2.71

2.59

2O,charged

C2

1

0.61

0.43

84,charged

C5 C6 C7 C8

0 1 1 0

0.85 1.37 1.40 -0.68

0.81 1.38 1.38 -0.66

15, neutral

c' r'C5 C6

0 0

O 0

-0.06 . -0.01

20+84 ,charged

C5 C6

0 0

O 0

-0.03 -O.005

20+84,neutral

to

I
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a;- (1 - 2 sin2ew)(C« + if C») ,

ay = -fsin
2ew(C6 + ± | C5) .

Values of these contributions depend on the choice of quark

masses. For any reasonable value of quark masses, the contribu-

tion coming from the operators 0_ and 0- is very large. In Tables

4 and 5 we summarize some interesting values of contribution to

the amplitude.

Should nuclear PV measurements provide predicted values for

the strong PV pion-exchange potential, this would be a strong

piece of evidence for flavour symmetry breaking. It is useful to

stress that symmetry breaking, as given in expression (3.2), is

relatively insensitive to QCD renormalization effects. The stan-

dard value for the PV NNn amplitude (n-*-p+rc ) is [2]

Ac(n°) ^ 5xio"
8 . (3.3)

Our new values are in the range

25xio"8 <̂  Aws (n°) <_ 3OxlO~
8 (8OxlO~8) * (3.4)

There are various experiments which can be used as tests for the

prediction (3.4). For example:

i) Asymmetry A in the angular distribution of photons emit

ted in the n+p->-d+Y process**

AY =0.5 C^xio"
8 ,

C n = 1 for (3.3) ,

5 < Cu < 6 (16) for (3.4)

•The upper limit is based on papers [7J where dif-
ferent parameters were chosen.

**Existing experimental values are not yet accurate enough:
A (exp) - (6±21)xio~8, P (exp) =• (-0.7+2.0) x]0"3 [15].



Table 4.

Separable and nonseparable contributions to the A(n°) amplitudes,
including semi-empirical values ~

Hw

ws

WS+QCD
(B)

WS+QCD
(A + B)

WS+QCD
(A + B)
(empiric)

10

0

0

0.

1.

8 A
P

5

61

Penguin

(n°)x 10

0

0

2.

8.

contributions

8 V*->x'

2

23

108

3.

22.

21.

18.

Vn-'y

8

4

5

65

Total
penguin
contribution

1O8 Ap(n°)

3.8

22.4

24.2

28.5

Total
bag
contribution

108 W»->
-0.75

0.67

0.84

0.62

1 0 8 Atotal(n-)

3.0

23.1

25.0

29.1

10
U)

r
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Table g.

Dependence of the A (n't) amplitude on quark
ma88 splitting, for penguin contributions

from representation 15.

HM
W

ws

QCD
(E)CE=1O

QCD
(E)CE=8

QCD
(A+B)cA=3.6

CB=2.3

10 8 Ap(n°)

m,-m =3.3 MeV
a u

3.8

26.6

22.4

21.5

1O8 Ap(n°)

m^-m =1.3 MeV

11.5

80

67.2

65.6

ii) Circular polarization of photons, P , emitted in the
18 *

AI=1 decay of F. The predicted value for P is

2xlO~3 < |Py| < 3xlO~
3(9xlO~3) **

Many other experiments can be used to test the above prediction.

For further information, we refer the reader to some review

papers [2].

4. OUTLOOK

Our procedure is based on three assumptions:

i) short-range QCD effects can be calculated by the renor-

malization group method;

ii) other strong interaction effects are included by using

a valence quark model for hadrons, experimental form factors and

See footnote on page 122.
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strong coupling constants;

iii) two steps outlined in i) and ii) are compatible with

each other.

Although various plausible /or implausible 1?/ arguments can

be given in favour of such a scheme, a rigorous derivation /or

proof/ is not yet feasible. However, theoretical values, based on

i), ii) and iii), can be tested against experimental data. Non-

leptonic hyperon decays have already been discussed. Nonleptonic

kaon decays [5, 13] can also be explained. Using the same para-

meters as defined in sect. 2, we have recently calculated a Q~

lifetime which is only 8% smaller than the experimental value.

All this indicates that a workable parametrization has been ob-

tained for a large amount of experimental data.

Such a parametrization lends credibility to theoretical predic-

tions of nuclear parity-violating potentials.

APPENDIX

The main aim of this short note is to sketch procedure of

calculating the effective weak Hamiltonian. Such an approach was

envisaged by Wilson about 10 years ago [16]; later on, it was

developed into the present form by the authors of ref. [3],

Intermediate vector-boson /IVB/ exchanges contribute the

following terms to the nonleptonic effective weak Hamiltonian:

-^m2, jd4x DF(x,m2)T(l£(x)l£(0)) . (Al)

Weak currents I , appearing in the time-ordered products, are

model-dependent.

The IVB propagator D(x,m) vanishes exponentially for large x:

D(x,m) -v exp(-m(-x2)1/2)/(mx2)3/4 ,
(A2)

x >> 1/m
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As IIL ̂  70-100 GeV, it seems natural to use the short-distance

Wilson expansion for the product of currents:

T(Kx)KO)) - I Fn(x
2)On . (A3)

n

Here 0n are the same appropriate local operators containing quark

and gluon fields. It can be shown [3] that for our purpose the

main contribution comes from the operators of dimension 6. These

are mostly four-quark operators and are similar to the local pro-

duct of two currents. "The C-number function F can be calculated
n

by solving the Callan-Szymanzik equation [17]:

where u is the renormalization mass. The functions |3 and Y can

be calculated in the one-loop approximation for small running

coupling constant g (p.) .

We have to consider the irreducible vacuum to vacuum vertex

r = I Fn(x
2UQ)<O|T(Onq(p1)q(p2)q(p3)5(p4))|O> . (A5)

n o

This vertex contains four-quark fields q(i), which are of import-

ance in our description of nonleptonic decays. Fig. 3 shows an

outline of this situation. The full lines correspond to the quark

motion inside baryons /hadrons/. It is interesting to note that

the kinetic energy of the quarks inside the hadron could be

rather large. A typical quark kinetic energy in the MIT bag model

is about 0.5 GeV.

The magnitude of the renormalization mass u determines the

value of the running coupling constant g(u)• At the onset of

scaling, which corresponds to y, = U % 1 GeV, the coupling con-

stant is small wnough, so that asymptotic freedom, inherent in

the QCD structure, is felt.

In principle, physical quantities, such as r (A5), should

not depend on the renormalization scheme. Formally speaking, both

the coefficients F and the matrix elements of the operators 0

depend on p..
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(A6)

The implicit u dependence of the matrix elements in (A5) exactly
compensates the u dependence of the coefficients.

Fig. 3.

The ovals symbolize hadrons, while the full lines
correspond to quarks. The box bordered by dashed
lines closes the area in which short-distance QCD

effects are to be considered.

The "good" choice of uQ should be close to the typical mass scale
of the problem, so that short-distance /or hard/ gluon exchange
effects are contained mostly in the coefficients and not in the
matrix elements. However, U Q has to be high enough (u>u ), so

Q

that the calculation of the coefficients P and
in the one-loop approximation.

The solution of (A4) is of the form [3]

can be performed

(A7)

Here dn depends on the operator 0 R, while b is determined by the
number of quark colours and flavours.
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1. Historical Introduction

The discovery of the T-lepton in 1975 came as a great surprise to

the community of particle physicists in much the same way as the discovery

of the muon. It is illustrative to compare the events following these

discoveries, in particular the characteristic time scales. In both cases,

a new type of meson had been predicted theoretically. In 1935, Hideki

Yukawa postulated the existence of a quantum of nuclear forces, but he

buried his prediction in a not very widely read journal . Thus, Andersen
2)

and Ne.'dermeyer did not know of this prediction, when they observed

"penetrating particles" in the cosmic radiation. Their mass was deter-

mined to be about 240 electron masses in rough agreement with Yukawa's
4)

prediction. Street and Stevenson called them "mesotrons" . In 1939, three

years after their first observation, Bhabha wrote an article in which

he suggested a better name: mesons. Another year later, 4 years after the

discovery, Tomonaga and Araki predicted theoretically that the capture
th;
7)

rate for Yukawa's mesons should be bigger than their decay rate ; Euler

and Heisenberg had estimated its life-time

Measurements of the capture rate in matter finally ruled out the

identification of this particle with Yukawa's quantum and after the

unfortunate war, the ir-meson was discovered when Occhialini, Powell and
9)Perkins observed nuclear fission and emission of mesons which decayed

into "secondary mesons".

A comparison of these 11 years with the events after the discovery

of the third charged lepton, the T, is breathtaking. Here again, a new

type of meson, the charmed meson, had been predicted. Instead/ Perl and

his group found a lepton , But already in the following year, the D-

meson was identified and by now all properties of the T-lepton are'so

well known that we can use it as a probe to study strong interactions'in

its hadronic decay modes.
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2. Recapitulation of T'S Properties

Let us recall that the T has been discovered by the process

e + + e~ + T + + T" (1)

in which the T'S are only seen through their decay products. The production

cross-section can be computed by Quantum Electrodynamics and is

where s is - as usual - the square of the total C.M.S. energy. By verify-

ing eq. (2), we identify the T as a pointlike lepton, just as. ]i and e.

Its spin is 1/2 and no experiment forbids the assumption* that T is a

sequential lepton of the third generation. Thus we can write down, its

complete Lagrangian

L = T(ij8-m ) T + eTY T A W + - a - T Y , ( 1 + Y C ) V W + h.c. -

T T U "l/2

X

where H is the hypothetical Higgs-particle/ 0 is the Salam-Weinberg
w

mixing angle and

(4)

Corroboration of this Lagrangian stems from several experiments. The V-A

nature of the charged weak current is tested through the Michel parameter,
12)

which has been measured by DELCO to be

p = 0.72 ± 0.15 (5)

to be compared to the theoretical prediction 3/4. It will take some time

before the accuracy of the corresponding value for |l-decay is reached,
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i

p = 0.7518 ± 0.0026 . (6)

The present value for the T-mass Is

in = 1782 + 2. MeV (7)
T — 4

which Is obtained by accurate measurements of the T T threshold. It lies

below the threshold of charmed particle production and can therefore

cleanly be observed. The mass of the neutrino v Is presently limited

by 250 MeV.

The T has two possible, purely leptonlc decay modes

T •+ u + v + v (8a)

T" ->• e" + v + v (8b)

and the corresponding decay rate is

G2ra5

r(T~ •+ i" + v.+v ) -' — {(l-K2)(l-8K+K2)-12K2lnK} (9a)
1 T 192TT3

K - (mA/mT)
2 . (9b)

(Notice in passing that a paraelectron (heavy electron with opposite

lepton number) would show an electronic branching ratio twice as large

as eq.(9) which is clearly ruled out by experiment. Likewise, for a

paramuon the muonic branching ratio would be twice as large, again in

contradiction with measurements.)

In order to predict the leptonic branching ratio, we have1 to compute

hadronic decay modes also. Define the spectral functions by

(2TT)3 f 6(i°(P-k) <o|j^(O)|k> <k|jx(O)|o> -

PvPX PvPX

P2
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where the sum/integral goes over all intermediate states (whose variables

are represented by k) and j. is the hadronic charged weak current (for
A

details see reference 13).
The hadronic decay rate of T is then computed to be

<32m3 l „ ,2
hadr.) = - j ^ J / d n - ^ i — - * {(i+2n) p(n) + P'(n)> (ID •

where

n - — (12)

and t is the total invariant energy square of the hadronic system.

Single hadron final states can be readily computed either from eq.

(11) or directly. For example, the decay

T •*• v + if (13)

has a decay rate (0 is the Cabibbo angle)

c •
G2f2nr! cos20+ V T + ir") - £_!_ £ . (14)

The continuum contribution can be obtained by relating p and p' to

measured quantities. The most naive and straightforward way is to assume

pion pole dominance for p', vanishing Cabibbo angle and equality of

vector and axial vector contributions to the continuum part of p. CVC

tells us

PV - 2pV, m ' (15)

and SU- relates the isovector part pj. _ to the total electromagneticj ex.m. -
spectral function: '

pel.m. = I Pel.m. '

But the total electromagnetic spectral function is measurable through
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.in.

so that we obtain'

G2m5
G m

•*• v + cont.) = — - / dnd-n2)d+2n) R(n) . (18)
T 64TT3 o

Needless to say, that each assumption on the way to eq.(18) can be im-

proved upon. But the overall .agreement of individual branching ratios is

sufficiently comforting, so that we can trust our basic picture of the

T as just a third generation sequential lepton. We can then take the

leptonic branching ratio as the input and obtain information on hadrons

by measuring their branching ratios in T-decay.

The world average (as of August 1979) for the leptonic branching

ratio of T is '

~ •*• jT\J v )
=-±-• (18.2 ± 0.8)% . (19)

• all)

14)
Based on a branching ratio of 18%, Kawamoto and Sanda have computed

various other hadronic branching ratios. In Table 1, we confront them
• 1 2 )

with the present world average of experimental results

Table 1. Some hadronic branching ratios

T •*• V + ...

•n

P

K, K«

3n(A.)

Theory (%)

1O

22

% 1

' * 10 (8.1)

Exp. world aver

9.8 ± 1.4

21.5 ± 3.4

0.07± O.O6

10.8 ± 3.4
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3. The T as a Probe for Strong Interactions

Fischer, Wess and Wagner have used the hadronic branching ratios
j

1 of T to test chiral dynamics using the method of phenomenological

Xagrangians. For low hadronic invariant mass they only use pion chiral

] dynamics. For higher invariant mass they include the p as a final state

•j interaction. Quoting verbatim: "The most interesting consequence of this

J approach is that the decay T •*• v3w does not need an A enhancement".

The problem of getting information on A from r-decay has been

' frequently investigated. I shall take as an example the paper by Bartl

,i and Paver . They discuss the decay

T •+ V + 7T + p (20)

' in the context of a current algebra model based on higher commutators °

involving the divergence of the axial vector current. Unfortunately,

they cannot exclude the case with no A. present in the final state.

Again quoting verbatim "we are intimately very reluctant to accept this

possibility, due to the rather obscure implications it might give rise

to. We would conclude therefore that presumably clear evidence for the

existence of the A cannot be obtained from considering T •*• (3ir)v decay

only, at least as long as the experimental uncertainties have the present

size".

A different approach in the same line of thought has been taken by

Nachtmann and Wetzel . They calculate the hadronic decay rate of the

T in the framework of quantum chromodynamics. With a value of 0.5 GeV

for the strong interaction scale parameter, they predict

r<T + v ev )
-O.148± 0.015 (2!)

slightly off the current best value as given by eq.(19).

I have presented these three examples to show the powerful progress

in particle physics which transforms a newly discovered phenomenon within

a few years into a tool to investigate other fields. The x is but one

example, neutral currents and many other discoveries have gone the same

inspiring way.
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ABSTRACT

Some phenomenological recurrence equations suggested recently for lepton
and quark generations are reviewed. They predict the charged lepton of. the
fourth generation at 28.5 GeV and the up and down quarks of that hypothetic
generation at about 2SO GeV and 62 GeV, respectively. The top quark, I.e.
the up quark of the third generation, is predicted at about 20 GeV.
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1. Introduction

Let me start my talk with a remark which will help to locate

what I am going to say in the various scenarios proposed recently

for particle physics.

It seems that our discipline arrives now at some crossroads

and the choice of its next itinerary will depend on a number of

crucial high-energy experiments as well as on their theoretical

interpretation and eventual new ideas. Let. me mention the follow-

ing possibilities:

(i) There are only few leptons and quarks (e.g. three gen-

erations of them, if using the language of the standard model).

Then the grand unification schemes with a few repetitions of the

basic multiplet may provide a natural description of the situa-

tion (e.g. SU(5) scheme with three repetitions of the 5*(5) 10

multiplet). Of course, an uneasy question arises what is the

reason of cutting further repetitions. This question, however,

would not be so officious if all leptons and quarks belonged to

one basic supermultiplet.

(ii) There are many leptons and quarks. Then the composite

models of leptons and quarks seem a priori natural, though such

models may turn out very different from all our hitherto pre-

vailing ideas. The possible existence of a few really elementary

building blocks of matter may in principle help to avoid the ex-

pected troubles connected with too numerous neutrinos and too

heavy or too numerous charged leptons (as e.g. the undesirable

vashing out of the Z° width, if indeed a neat peak of Z° appears,
2 2 2

and the too large deviation of m-./nucos 8W from 1). However,

these troubles persist if the standard Weinberg-Salam theory has

still to work effectively for all composite leptons and quarks.

Thus the case (ii), if true, may provide us with a clear antinomy

between theory and experiment leading hopefully to a real progress

in our ideas. Then, one may even dream of an analogy to the clas-
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sical-physics ultraviolet catastrophe with the black-body spectrum

which brought PlanckS revolution.

In this lecture I wanted to present to you some phenomenologi-

cal recurrence formulae for lepton and quark generations which

organize in a way their presently known spectrum and give precise

predictions for its possible extensions. So, if true, these for-,

mulae describe the phenomenological spectral law for leptons and

quarks. One may certainly argue that at the present stage such a

phenomenological approach is needed. At the end of the lecture I

would like to comment on an item concerning the problem of com-

positeness of leptons and quarks, namely, on the anti-intuitive

possibility of composite massless neutrinos.

2. -Possible spectrum law for leptons and quarks

Let us numerate the leptons

vg, e~, v^, p", vT, T~,... (1)

or quarks

u, d, c, s, (t), b,... (2)

with nonnegative integers n = 0,1,2,3,4,5,... . Then, if we

introduce the quantum number N = 1,2,3,... labelling the ele-

mentary fermion generations [1] as they appear in the standard

model, i.e.

V V
t

y i x , . .

uM = u, c, (t),...N

dN = d, s, b,...
(3)

we obtain the relationship

2N-2 for v or VL.

n = (4)

2N-1 for \, or dM

In a recent work [2] it was suggested that the mass m(n) and

electric charge Q(n) of leptons or quarks satisfy some second-
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order difference equations in the discrete space of n. In terms

of the difference operator A defined by relation

Af(n) = f(n+l)-f(n) (5)

equivalent to

. (A+l)f(n) = f(n+l), . (6)

the conjectured equations are

(A+l)2m(n) = A2m(n)+eQ2(n) (7)

and

(A+l)2Q(n) = Q(n), (8)

where A and e denote universal constants for leptons or quarks,

separately. Eqs. (7) and (8) are simply equivalent to the follow-

ing recurrence formulae

m(n+2) » X2m(n)+£Q2(n) (9)

and

Q(n+2) = Q(n), (10)

respectively. Eq. (10) is obviously true for the presently known

leptons and quarks (if using their ordering (l) and (2) in the

n-space). It expresses the splitting of lepton or quark spectrum

into two equicharge branches with n=2N-2 and n=2N-l (cf. Eq.(4)).

Eq. (9), on the other hand, is the simplest possible conjecture

that can be made for m(n) in terms of m(n) and Q (n) only, if the

above mentioned splitting is true.

The general solution of the coupled difference equations (7)

and (8) is

m(n) = [A++(-l)
nA ]Xn- ̂ i ^ UU

+ ' A -1
and

Q(n) = B++(-l)
nB_> (12)
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where A , A_ and B , B_ are integration constants. Imposing on

the solution (11) and (12) the physical boundary conditions (being

our input),

and

m(o) = 0 or m , m(l) - m or m.

Q(o) = 0 or 2/3, Q(l) - -1 or -1/3,

(13)

(14)

we obtain uniquely the following mass and charge spectra of lep-

tons or quarks:

mS
_e \x2N-2 £__

X2-l X2-l

(15)

or
2N-2

y2N-2 1 e

2/3,

V
(16)

In the case of leptons, the free parameters X and e can be

determined from the masses m. =m and m. =m . Using the DELCO

value [3] 1^=1782^ MeV one gits 3

\ - 3 993 + O- 0 0 4 ~ 4 E = 97 51 + 0* 0 1 MeV (17)

Then one can predict the following masses for the next two lepton

doublets (v^, H.) and (v5, A g):

mi = 0, m, = 28.5+°^ G e V fV4 *4 -U.D

45.5*JQ GeV.
(18)

We can see that our recurrence formulae predict a sequence

of lepton doublets (vN, JL,) (N=l,2,3,...) consisting of massless
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neutrinos vN and massive charged leptons &N with rapidly rising

masses like exp(2fcnXN) = exp(2.769 N). The problem of termination

of this sequence lies already beyond the phenomenological recur-

rence formulae (9) and (10). Later on, we will comment on this

problem. At any rate, the discovery of the next charged lepton

SL. or its antiparticle with the high mass a 28.5 GeV would be

crucial for testing our recurrence formulae.

In the case of quarks, the free parameters X and e cannot be

determined with equal precision since at present the quark masses

are not known well enough. Moreover, in this case there is also a

troubling ambiguity in the choice between the current and consti-

tuent masses. Nevertheless, some implications of our recurrence

formulae seem to be fairly justified. Namely, we can see from Eq.

(9) that

mc-muA
2 = mt-mcA

2 =

(19)

= 4(ms-mdX
2) = 4(mb-msX

2) = | e.

Putting in Eq. (19) m » m and mb»in, we obtain

5T - 5T " x +1' mc - 4 ms * 9 £' mu - ° - md" (20>c s

Hence, taking m a 1.5 GeV and m. * 5 GeV we get the estimationc o

ms
0.38 GeV, mt ~ 4mfa a 20 GeV (21)

and

X - 3 . 5 , E - 3 . 4 GeV (22)

So we predict toponium tt at about 40 GeV. The prediction for the

next quark doublet (u., d.) is then

m z 250 GeV, m, z 62 GeV. (23)
U4 a4

The comparison of values Xis4 and X~3.5 obtained for leptons

and quarks, respectively, may suggest the following interpreta-

tion of the value of coefficient X in formula (9). Since X

measures in this formula the ability of the particle to submit
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to the mass excitation m(n)->-m(n+l) generated by the mass itself

and since this ability is likely to be proportional to the number

of the particle's internal degrees of freedom in Minkowski space/

the value X=4 obtained for leptons suggests that for a bare Dirac

particle (possessing four degrees of freedom in Minkowski space)

A is just equal to this number,

X = 4. (24)

On the other hand, due to their strong interactions quarks are

more composite particles than leptons (in the sense of their re-

normalization) . Assuming that constituent quarks possess about

50% current-gluon admixture to their current-quark content [4]

one should expect for them

X s ̂  = 3 t 5'

since X=3 is a natural value of X for a bare vector particle

(having three degrees of freedom in Minkowski space). Notice that

the admixture of about 40% would give a slightly larger X ~ 3•6

leading through Eq. (20) to the values m s 5.2 GeV and m. « 21 GeV.

We can see that our recurrence formulae imply a sequence of

massive quark doublets (uN,dN) (N=l,2,3,... ) with rapidly grow-

ing masses like exp(2£nAN)=exp(2.5lN) (if X=3.5). Again, these

phenomenological formulae say nothing about the problem of ter-

mination of this sequence.

3. Termination of lepton and quark spectra

There is a number of arguments against leptons and quarks

being too numerous and/or too heavy [5]. Perhaps the most re-

strictive are the mass shifts of W~ and Z° coming from fermion

vacuum-polarization loops [6]. For instance, the one-loop correc-

tion from the particular lepton doublet (vN, JL.) with massless

v gives in the standard Weinberg-Salam theory the following

formula:
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* cos
(26)

while in the leading approximation one gets only 1. On the other

hand, the l.h.s. of Eq. (26) can be obtained from the measured

ratio of neutral-current to charged-current induced processes.

The recently quoted value for the l.h.s. of Eq. (26) is 1.004+0.018

[ 5 ], giving the bound

m0 ~ 450 GeV. (27)

In terms of our recurrence formulae it would imply that

N < 5 . (28)

(cf. Eq. (18)). This bound may soon be lower if the experimental

constraints on the l.h.s. of Eq. (26) improve. Notice, however,

that formula (26) results from the weak-coupling perturbative

calculations which are not applicable if heavy leptons become

the so-called sthenons i.e. effectively strongly interacting par-

ticles (with other sthenons) [7],

Much above this possible experimental bound of lepton and

quark spectra there appears, of course, the gravitational cut

when the particle's Compton wave length becomes smaller than its

Schwarzschild radius (then the very heavy leptons and quarks start

to play the role; of elementary black holes with spin 1/2). The

condition for this gravitational bound N is

m =„.* ™ i/̂ c _ "Vlanck /,Qx
m. and m ~ v-^= = (29)
\ N

g ^

where mp l a n c k
 ?= 1.2211027 x 1019 GeV/c2. Using our formula (15)

with values (17) for A and e we obtain for leptons

N » 18. (30)

It is exciting enough that we get for quarks just the same N =18

if we use our formula (16) and take A<s3.6 and e~3.4 GeV consist-
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ently with the experimental quark spectrum (of. Eg. (22)). Taking

A«3.5 one gets an only slightly higher N =19.

It may be interesting to remark that the idea of applying

some recurrence equations to series of physically analogical

objects, whose underlying dynamics is too complicated to be work-

able (or even is unknown), is not new in theoretical physics. For

instance, in nuclear physics there are Garvey - Kelson relations

of the form

E C± M(Ni,Z±) = 0, (31)

where C.=±l and M(N.,Z') is the mass of the i-th nuclide with N.

neutrons and Z. protons [8]. The simplest of these homogeneous

equations contain six neighbouring masses. However, the Garvey -

Kelson relations are obviously consistent with the* approximately

additive model of nuclei composed of nucleons, while our recur-

rence equations cannot be interpreted in terms of any approxi-

mately additive composite model (cf. Eqs. (15) and (16)). Formally,.
2 2

it is due to C =±1 in the former case and A ^1 (in fact X »1) in

the latter. Another difference is made by the inhomogeneous term

appearing in our case. So, the eventual composite model forleptons

and quarks should be qualitatively different from the nucleon

model of nuclei and even from the quark model of hadrons. Our

recurrence equations, if true, would rather suggest an approxi-

mately multiplicative composite model, whatever this term might

mean. Then the additivity would be lifted to the exponent. Such

an exponentiation process would remind the act of quantization

of classical mechanics, where (in the case of weakly interacting

particles) the approximate additivity of the classical eikonal

was replaced by the approximate multiplicativity of quantal wave

function (for a toy-model following this analogy cf. Appendix).

4. What about the proliferation of intermediate bosons?

This question, though strange at the first sight, arises

naturally in a world where leptons and quarks proliferate. For

example, one may consider the possibility of sequential triplets

(WN, Z°, W~) of intermediate vector bosons
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(32)

— W

numerated by n=0,l,2,... , where

n =

3N-3

3N-2

3N-1

(33)

with N=l,... labelling intermediate-vector-boson generations. In

this case, however, the idea of universality of electroweak in-

teractions, realized along the lines of the standard model, would

lead to the catastrophic proliferation of massless photons, ex-

cluded by all our experience with QED. Nevertheless, it might be

interesting to ask the question which masses m(n) of intermediate

vector bosons would occur if the sequence (WN, Z°, W~) were con-

structed in analogy to lepton and quark sequences by means of the

difference equations

and

(A+l)3 m(n) = X3 m(n)+EQ2(n)

Q(n) = Q(n).

Eqs. (34) and (35) are obvicusly equivalent to the recurrence

formulae

and

m(n+3) = X3 m(n)+eQ2(n)

Q(n+3) = Q(n),

(34)

(35)

(36)

(37)

respectively, the latter of which expresses simply the splitting

of intermediate vector bosons into three equicharge branches

with 3N-3, 3N-2 and 3N-1 (cf. Eq. (33)).

Solving the coupled difference equations (34) and (35) under

the physical boundary conditions
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m(o) = n^, , m(2)

and

Q(0) = 1 , Q(l) = 0 , Q(2) = -1

one obtains the following mass spectrum:

X X3-l
)x

X3-l

m i3N"3

mzX

where

If

"•w +

where sin 6 =0.23, one gets

X3-l

mz cos 9W

= 19

and

90 27 mg = 31

(38)

(39)

(40)

(41)

(42)

(43)

(44)

when taking X~3 in accord with our previous conjecture. The rapid

rise of spectrum (40) causes that the higher intermediate vector

bosons with N>1 have practically no influence on the weak pro-

cesses in the leading approximation because taking X=3 one obtains

+ 0.00015 -~ < I
m* N=l m^

< 1.0014 -~

4- = 1.0014 -4
N=l m'

(45)

(46)

UN

Other possible manifestations of the higher bosons would require

further study.
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Notice that in the case of sequential doublets (h.., h°.) of

Higgs scalar bosons

_ . += n ,..
(47)

numerated by n=0, 1,. .., where

n = -
2N-2

2N-1

(48)

with N=l,..., our recurrence formulae would have the form

and

m(n+2) = A2m(n)+£Q2(n)

Q(n+2) = Q(n).

(49)

(50)

Here, Xsl due to our previous conjecture. Hence the linear mass

spectrum would follow (if taking A=l):

m , = m + e(N-l),
hN h (51)

Remember, however, that the idea of universal electroweak inter

actions, realized in the standard way, would lead to the cata-

strophe with the proliferation of massless photons.

5. Comment on possible compositeness of neutrinos

At the end of this talk I would like to show that a super-

symmetric massive pair of a Dirac particle and a Klein - Gordon

particle can form a massless bound state with spin 1/2 if both

particles interact mutually through a Coulomb-like potential

V--a/r with the critical strength ot=2.
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To this end we must first write down a relativistic two-body

wave equation for a system of one spin-1/2 particle and one spin-0

particle interacting through a potential V(r\-r_). This equation

should display features of the Dirac equation with respect to the

first particle, and those of the Klein - Gordon equation with

respect to the second. It is evident that in the case of free

particles (when Vfr^r.JsO) such an equation should factorize as

follows

Thus, if switching on a potential Vtr.,-^) transforming as the

time component of a four-vector one gets the wave equation of the

form [9 ]:

(r1#r2j = 0. (53)

In the center-of-mass frame it can be reduced to the equation

m2-m2+a-[p,V] „ - ^1 % v £/W(r) = 0 (54)

which describes the internal motion of the considered twoparticle

system.

For a supersymmetric massive pair, when m.=m2 (=m>0), inter-

acting through the Coulomb-like potential V=-a/r, Eq. (54) can

be solved explicitly, providing bound state solutions if and only

if

/ ~ 2
•n =0,-1,-2,..., (55)

where j=l/2, 3/2, 5/2,..., whilst

l ± ^ j + l ) 2 . ^ > 0 ( S 6)

in order to get / , Z
l±j/j . + lj . 21

) ~ r2" 2 4 -*0 (57)
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at r-+0. Here, the upper sign + applies If 0<ct£2j+l, while the

lower sign - can be used only if /(2j+l) -l<a<2j+l. The bound

state condition (55) gives the Sommerfeld-like formula

2 r 1 / 2 . (58)

We can see from Eq. (58) that in the case of n =0 and j=l/2 the

zero-energy level E=0 appears if only a=2.

One may wonder whether neutrinos could be constructed in

this way. In such a case, however, each kind of massless neutri-

nos would seem to require the existence of an appropriate kind

of supersymrnetric massive pairs. Then the economy would not be

certainly the virtue of such composite model, (cf., hewever,

Appendix). It is to me an open question if such a supersymmetric

composite model could be so extended as to explain the spectrum

of the basic fermions, (at least those of the first generation;

for a possible mechanism producing higher generations cf. Appen-

dix). In this case, subelementary constituents of the basic

fermions should be very heavy, indeed as no structure of the

electron is experimentelly observed (but its electromagnetic

structure, consistent with QED).

I
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Appendix: A toy model with statistical

interpretation of spectrum law

As mentioned before (at the end of Section 3), our phenom-

enological spectral law (cf. Eqs.(l5) and (16)) having exponential

and multiplicative character might suggest that a new kind of

quantization process (call it "zeroth quantization") could be its

real origin. Then the quantity

PN =
N

A2-l

should have a probability interpretation in the space of genera-

tion quantum number N=l,2,3,... (like p(r)=£pm|i|im(r) | of the
m

first quantization in the ordinary space). Unfortunately, our

spectrum
_ 2£nX(N-l) ,. 0,

PN Pl IA.2)

is obviously not normalizable. Thus, one may argue that, in fact,

a damping factor should appear in the correct spectral law.

Let us consider a toy model with the damping factor

exp[-3<o(N-l) ](8>0,K Q>0). Then, the corrected spectrum pN can

be written in the form of a grand canonical distribution:

where

z = _L = z ea(N-l)-eta)o(N-l)+Ko(N-l)
2] (A 4 )

pl N

and

a-gu> = 2HnX, (A.5)

while a=6y and 3=1/KT with the "chemical potential" y being here

positive and large. The form (A.3) would suggest that we should

have here to do with the equilibrium problem of a Gibbs ensemble
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of physical systems containing N-l identical interacting Bose
objects (call them "generatons") whose number might change
(N-l=0,l,2,...). Thus, in the sense of this zeroth quantization
(whatever it might be) a fermion of the N-th generation would be
a composite system of a fermion of the first generation and N-l
generatons. Generatons should be obviously spinless.

One can show that in this toy model the recurrence formulae
are _ -

eQ,N+l £Q
N (A.6)

and

V
(A.7)

If hopefully 0<3K « 1 , our previous discussion of low-lying

generations remains practically unchanged, though the problem

of gravitational cut may change drastically.

The reason why we used here the term "zeroth quantization"

may be explained by the following hypothetic logical scheme:

Oth quantization: N,...

phys. operators

1st quantization;

2nd quantization:

x, p, Y/ m,...

phys. operators

+
ty, ip , A, A, ...

phys. operators

m
Trm

probability
function

iji o r p

probability
function

or P
probability
function

(Tr m
Trm

= 1)

(Trp = 1)

(TrP = 1)

Here N denotes the quantum number of generations, so N-l is the
number of "generatons". Thus, this notion seems very primordial.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the past eighteen months the energy range covered by e+e" annihilation
experiments has been considerably extended. While experiments at SPEAR and

2 2

at DORIS I were limited to values of the energy parameter s = W below 60 GeV ,
the boosting up of DORIS ' into the energy range of W ~ 10 GeV and the
commissioning of the positron electron tandem ring accelerator PETRA ' have

. — p— — —
pushed this limit up to about 1000 GeV , i.e. by roughly a factor 17. This
large step in s has not only led to the verification of QED at distances much
smaller than attained previously, but also to a quantitative interpretation of
the T-resonances in terms of a bound (bB) system were b is the so called
"bottom" quark with charge -1/3 and to the confirmation of the theoretical
models describing high energy hadron production in terms of quark- and gluon-
jets. Since the results obtained at DORIS on the T and T' have been reported
at previous occasions ', they are omitted in the present report.
Our report includes the following topics :

Validity of QED at small distances
Multihadron production in e e" annihilation
Search for a new flavour (t-quark)
Gluon bremsstrahlung
Two-photon processes.

Essentially all data presented have been obtained at PETRA in four distinct,
but simultaneously running experiments. Before turning to the results, we
give a brief description of PETRA and of the detectors used in the PETRA experi-
ments .

II. PETRA and PETRA-Detectors
t

t Fig. 1 shows the lay-out of PETRA. The circumference of the ring is 2.3 km
and the bending radius 197 m. The ring has octogonal shape with rounded corners.

'{ There are eight straight sections, two of which house the radio frequency
;1 system. The other six are available for experiments, but for the time being

only four interaction regions (located in halls NE, SE, SU and NE) are equipped
for experiments. The 7.5 GeV electron synchrotron DESY is used as injector.
To fill PETRA with positrons, a small dedicated storage ring, the so called
positron ^intensity accumulator PIA Is used as intermediate storage ring. The
injection scheme is indicated in Fig. 1. Positrons of 450 MeV from a linac are
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injected into PIA, where they undergo phase space compression before being
transferred to and injected into the synchrotron. After acceleration up to
6 GeV, these bunches are injected into PETRA. The injection of electrons
proceeds directly from the linac to the synchrotron, without using PIA as
an intensity accumulator.

The first generation of experiments includes 5 different experimental set-ups,
namely :

CELLO (DESY-Karlsruhe-Munich-Orsay-Paris) 4 )
JADE (DESY-Hamburg-Heidel berg-Lancaster-Manchester-

Rutherford-Tokyo) '
MARK J (Aachen-DESY-MIT-NIKHEF-Peking) 6>
PLUTO (Aachen-Bergen-DESY-Hamburg-Maryland-Siegen-

Wuppertal) 7>
TASSO (Aachen-Bonn-DESY-Hamburg-IC London-Oxford-Rutherford-

Wei zmann-Wisconsin) '

Sketches of these detectors are shown in Figs. 2-6. Their location in the
different experimental halls is indicated in Fig. 1.

Both PLUTO ' and CELLO ' use superconducting solenoids and, to economize on
the cryogenic infrastructure, they are installed in one large experimental
hall. They will take turns in using one interaction region. PLUTO is an improved
version of the detector previously used at DORIS. Fig. 2 shows the PLUTO
detector in a cross section parallel to the beam. In PLUTO a magnetic field
of roughly 2 Tesla, parallel to the beam-direction, is produced by a super-
conducting coil of 1.4 m diameter and 1 m length. To measure the tracks of
charged particles the interior of the coil is filled with a system of concentrical
multi-wire proportional chambers. Hard photons and electrons are identified
and angle- and energy-analysed in a system of shower counters which covers
94% of the full solid angle. Muons are identified by planar proportional tube
chambers outside the iron yoke and by large planar drift-chambers behind
additional iron slabs. Like all other experiments, PLUTO also has two foreward
spectrometers for luminosity measurement and for two-photon scattering experiments.

CELLO ' (Fig. 3), aiming primarily at the investigation of photon and lepton
production, uses a liquid argon calorimeter system outside a thin walled coil
for photon and electron deteccion and planar drift chambers outside the return
iron yoke for muon identification. JADE 5^ (Fig. 4) and TASSO 8* (Fig. 5) both
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use normal conducting solenoids. In JADE good momentum resolution is
achieved by means of high pressure drift chambers with a spatial resolution
of about 100 u- Hadron identification is provided by ^measurement in
48 samplings. A system of 2724 Pb glass counters is used for electron and
photon identification. Muons are identified in planar drift chambers outside
the hadron absorber, formed by steel-boxes containing iron loaded concrete.
In TASSO (Fig. 6) good momentum resolution is obtained by a relatively large
radius of the solenoid, using conventional MWPCs and drift chambers as
tracking elements. About 9 sterad of solid angle are going to be covered with
liquid argon calorimeters for photon and electron detection. 3 x 1.5 sterad
on both sides of the interaction region are covered by hadron identification
systems, each consisting out of three consecutive Cerenkov counters, one
using aerogel, the other two gas as radiators. Contrary to the four experi-
ments described, which aim at measuring all possible processes at the same
time, the MARK J detector (FigJ 5) is primarily designed to detect asymmetries
due to weak interaction effects, such as u pair asymmetries, but it is also
capable of measuring hadron production. It uses a toroidal magnetic field
inside large iron blocks which are interspaced with large planar drift chambers.
Close to the interaction point a system of Pb glass counters provides electron
and photon identification.

The PETRA proposal was submitted te the authorities in autumn 1974 and approved
one year later. Construction started in January 1976. In October 1976 the
above 5 experiments were approved. According to the original schedule, the
machine was supposed to be finished at the end of 1978, and the experiments
were to start in summer 1979. It turned out that the machine was assembled
and the first beam stored in July 1978. As a consequence, the experimental
schedule was advanced as well, and three experiments, namely MARK J, PLUTO
and TASSO, were moved into the interaction regions in November 1978.

In January 1979 the first physics runs took place at total energies of 13
and 17 GeV. From May till August 1979, physics runs, also involving the JADE
experiment, took place at 22, 27.7, 30 and 31.6 GeV. The maximum luminosity
obtained so far was L <v 5 x 10 cm sec" and integrated luminosities of up to
100 nb per day were achieved.

The next step in the development of PETRA will be the Installation of 30
additional R.F. cavities, bringing their total number to 62, and pushing the
total C M . energy to 38 GeV.
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III. TESTS OF Q E D

Processes of the type e+e" •+ u (where i = e, v or T ) and e+e" •* YY» because
of the ?-particle nature of their final state, are relatively easy to study
experimentally. To the extent that weak interaction effects are negligible
they are expected to be purely electromagnetic. Therefore they may be used
to test the validity of QED at large momentum transfers by studying their
differential cross sections as a function of angle and energy, and comparing it
with the QED prediction.

Fig. 7 shows the results of the JADE experiment ' for the reactions e+e" •*• e+e"
and e+e" •»• YY« Thfi differential cross section times s the square of the C.H.r

energy is plotted as function of cose. The QED predictions ' including
radiative corrections up to order a as well as the correction due to hadronic
vacuum polarization are shown as solid curves. There is good agreement between
the data and the prediction for both reactions. For Bhabha scattering similar
results U* 12* have been obtained by MARK J and PLUTO, while the JADE 9*
results for e+e" •»• YY are the only ones obtained so far at PETRA energies.

Fig. 8 shows the total cross sections for e+e" •* v\~ and e+e" -»- T + T ~ as a
function of the total C M . energy as measured ' by MARK J. Within the errors,
there is good agreement between the data and the curve presenting the QED
prediction for muon pair production (Fig. 8a). The same is true for T pair
production (Fig. 8b, where the dotted curve is identical to the solid curve in
Fig. 8a). The good agreement of the data with the calculated cross sections
confirms the iniversality of the electromagnetic coupling of e, y and T.

To express the agreement between experimental and QED cross sections in terms
of limits on the theory, it is necessary to make some assumption on how QED "
might be modified at small distances, i.e. large momentum transfers.

For the process e+e" + YY a modification of the lepton propagator is assumed
which results in the following modification ' of the two-photon annihilation
cross section :

= (l± ^ sine)

where e is the angle between the photon direction and the beam axis and either
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sign is possible. The limits of A+ and A_ derived from JADE (95% confidence
level) are given in Table I .

For Bhabha scattering and for muon- and T-pair production a modification of
the photon propagator is assumed, that results in the multiplication with a
form factor F{q)^, being given by

F(q') = 1 t•
2-4

where either sign might occur and, in the case of Bhabha scattering, the A
2 "

may be different for time-like and for space-like q . Assuming A (space-like)
= A (time-like) = A, the lower limits derived from the different PETRA
experiments on Bhabha scattering, as well as on u-pair and T-pair production
are given in Table I.
The limits on the cut-off parameters of the order of 100 GeV confirm the
validity of QED and the point-like character of the leptons down to distances
* 2 x 10"16cm.

The JADE collaboration has fitted its Bhabha cross sections to the Salamr
14} 2 2Weinberg model ', with sin 0 as free parameter. A limit sin 0 < 0.66w w

is found. It is worth noting that this is the first test of the model at
Q2 as large as -v 1000 GeV2.

The Bhabha scattering data can also be used to test other models of electro-
weak interactions. Of particular interest are models reproducing the predictions
of the Sal am-Weinberg.model at zero Q but possessing a rich neutral boson
structure, usually with one boson mass below the standard Sal am-Weinberg Z°.
Low q experiments cannot distinguish these from the standard model. The high
energy PETRA data, however would be sensitive to the existence of a neutral
boson with a mass not too far above the available energy. The JAOE collaboration
has fitted their Bhabha data to the two-pole model of de Groote et al., '
to test this possibility. The two independent parameters of the model were
chosen to be the width r^ and the mass M1 of the lighter neutral boson. The
result is shown in Fig. 9. The data exclude at a 953! confidence level the
region on the left hand side in the Tj - Mj plot for this model.
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IV. ENERGY DEPENDENCE OF CROSS SECTION FOR HADRON PRODUCTION

According to the quark-parton-model ', hadron production proceeds throuqh

a virtual quark-antiquark-pair. Quark and antiquark then materialize into

normal hadrons.

The diagram describing this process is therefore the same as that for muon -

pair production, except for the fractional electric charges of the quarks

(Figs. 10a and 10b). Therefore the ratio R of the hadron production cross

section to the muon pair production cross section is a direct measure of the
* 2

sum of the squares e of the charges of the quarks

o ( e V - h) 2 a.(s)
3 J ( S

o(eV - uV) q

2 ()
3 t eJ (1 +-S— )

The factor 3 is due to the fact that each quark flavour occurs in three

different colours, and the paranthesis is a correction factor due to diagrams

like those of Fig. 10c and lOd, representing gluon-emission by the quark and

the antiquark. The gluon-quark coupling constant a.(s) is given by

12 it
a (s) =
s
()

s (32 - 2f)

where f is the number of quark flavours, and A an empirical constant, * 500 MeV.

According to this formula, R should increase steeply whenever a threshold

for qq production is passed, but show a slow decrease with increasing energy

between thresholds, except for isolated resonances.

Before discussing the behaviour of R in the PETRA energy region, it is worth

recalling that the observed R-values (Fig. 11) up to the T-resonances ' are

in agreement with the above formula for u-, d-, s-, and c-quarks contributing.

Just below the J/> the R-values are * 2.2, corresponding to contributions from

u-, d-, and s-quarks only. The b6-threshold (expected somewhere around 11 or

12 GeV) will be rather difficult to localize, since only a step of AR -V 1/3

is expected for the b-quark with q = -1/3. The data 1 8) 1 9) 2 0) taken by

MARK J, PLUTO and TASSO at 13 and 17 GeV and by JADE 9), MARK J UK PLUTO 12)

and TASSO 2 l) at 22, 27.7, 30 and 31.6 GeV are consistent with R * 3.9 expected

for u-, d-, d-, c-, and b-quarks contributing. They exclude R = 5.3, the value

expected above the threshold for tt-production.
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That the threshold for tt-product1on 1s located above 31.6 GeV can also be*
seen from an analysis of the event topology (Chapter VI).

V. MULTIPLICITIES AND INCLUSIVE SPECTRA

Fig. 12 shows the average charged multiplicities as a function of energy as
determined at PETRA ' ' ' and by lower energy experiments. The new
high energy results show the multiplicity to increase more rapidly with
energy than Indicated by the low energy data. A linear dependence on Ins
is definitely excluded, and a second order polynomial in Ins 1s needed to
fit the data. As Indicated In Fig. 12, a good fit Is also obtained by an
expression * s ' .

Turning to Inclusive spectra, we recall that the T O S S section for the prod-
uction of a hadron h of mass m, energy E and momentum p may be expressed
1n terms of two structure functions Wj and fl2-

where 0 • p/E, E = energy of hadron, x = 2E//? and v = (E/m) /i" .

The structure functions w\ and w? are closely related to the functions w,
and Wo determined in inelastic 1epton-nucleon scattering, and in general
are functions of both s and the scaling variable x, but if scaling holds,
only depend on x. Since the first term dominates, we see that the so called
invariant cross section 4 •£ can be approximated by

s da
J 3x

i.e. a function of x alone if scale Invariance holds.

According to the quark-parton model scaling should occur at energies large
enough for the particle masses to be negligible. The number of hadrons h
produced by a quark q with fractional energy x, ul(x) 1s Independent of s.
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Therefore

* ( e V • qq * h) - oq- . 2Dq
h(x) * ^ e ujjx)

21 \
Fig. 13 shows the results of the TASSO experiment ' for /s* between

13 and 31.6 GeV. Since particle masses were not identified, the quantity
xp = p^beam was u s e d i n s t e a c l o f t n e scaling variable x = E/EDeam and s g£

was plotted instead of f ^jf • Low energy results ' of DASP

and SLAC-LBL are shown as well. For x > 0.2 the TASSO results agree within

errors (^ 20 - 30%) with the low energy results. At x < 0.2 there is a

drastic increase of the cross section with energy. For example, at 0.06,

the particle yield increases by an order of magnitude in going from 5 to

27.4 GeV. The strong increase of the charged multiplicity with energy ob-

served in Fig. 12 is related to this rise of the yield.

VI. SEARCH FOR NEW FLAVOUR

I f hadron production proceeds via pair production of qq (see Fig.10)

with q and q fragmenting into normal hadrons, one expects the momenta of

the final state hadrons to be contained in a rather narrow double cone

centred around the momenta of q and q (Fig. 14).

The mean half opening angle <6> of the cone wil l be given by the ratio

<PT>/<p,,> of the average transverse and longitudinal momenta. As long as one

does not cross a threshold for pair production of new heavy particles, one

will have <pT> * const, and <p,,> ^ <P> i.- — • * s ' .

Therefore

* 7*r
i.e. the widths of the two "jets" decrease as the total energy increases.

For spin 1/2 quarks the jet axes will have an angular distribution with
respect to the beam axis (integrated over the azimuth) given by

& « 1 + cos2© . '



The formation of quark jets in e+e~ annihilation originally demonstrated
at SPEAR ' by a complicated event analysis and later on confirmed at higher
energies at DORIS ', can be read off the events directly at PETRA energies.
Fig. 15 shows a typical 2-jet event observed by JADE '. The tracks of
charged particles and of photons are shown by solid and dotted lines,
respectively.

For a quantitative jet-analysis one needs a well defined procedure for
finding the jet axis. The most popular methods are based on sphericity S
or thrust T. To find sphericity ', one has to diagonalize for each event
the sphericity tensor

P? P? P?
(1=0) 1 1 1 .

where p" is the o component of the i particle momentum vector.

The eigenvalues Q^ (i - 1,2,3) with Qj < Q2 < Q3 and Qj + Q 2 + Q3 = 1 are
measures of the square of the longitudinal momentum, with respect to the
principal axes of the momentum ellipsoid. The sphericity, defined by

S - f (Q2 + Q2)

equals unity for spherical events and vanishes in the limit of an ideal
2-jet structure.

Thrust 2 3) is defined as

T =

i.e. as the maximum directed momentum. In the limit of an ideal 2-jet
structure one obtains T = 1, and for a spherical event one has T = 1/2.

Fig. 16 shows the polar angular distribution of the jet axis for all data
with W >, 27.6 GeV as measured by TASSO 21*. Within the errors the data
agree quite well with a 1 + cos2e behaviour.
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The differential thrust distribution measured at 27.6, 30 and 31.6 GeV by

PLUTO ' are shown in Fig. 17. Assuming hadron production to proceed through

pair production of u-, d-, s-, c-, and b-quark only, one expects the thrust

distributions to increase monotonously with T reaching a peak near

T a. 0.9, as indicated by the solid curves. On the other hand, events

proceeding through tt-production ' are expected to have a relatively

large multiplicity, caused by the t-decay chain t •*• b -»• c •+ s which implies

a minimum number of 14 quarks in the final state. The structure of tt-events

near threshold will hence be almost spherical rather than 2-jet-like and

the thrust distribution will be shifted towards smaller T-values (dotted

curves in Fig. 17). The data are rather well represented by the solid curves,

but in disagreement with the dashed curves. The conclusion therefore is,

that the threshold for tt-production has not yet been passed in the energy

range covered. The same conclusion was reached by the JADE ', MARK J '

and TASSO ' experiments. As an example, Fig. 18a and 18b show the measured

and the calculated plots of Qj vrs. (Q3 - Qg)//^ for the JADE experiment,

assuming tt-production to contribute. In these plots the right hand corner

corresponds to ideal 2-jet-events, the left hand upper and lower corners

will be populated by spherical and by planar events, respectively.

In both diagrams the majority of the events is seen to be concentrated at

the right hand corner, but there is a striking difference in the region

S > 0.55 and Qj > 0.075, where the tt events would manifest themselves;

only 3 events are observed, while 25 would be expected. There is no significant

evidence for spherical events, i.e. for tt-production.

This conclusion is supported by the energy dependence of the mean

sphericity 9' 1 2) 2 1) <$> shown in Fig. 19. There is a monotoniG decrease

of <S> with w, except at resonance and threshold energies. While the data

are consistent with the bB threshold ' being passed somewhere between

10 and 13 GeV, the step corresponding to the tt-threshold is excluded for

the energy range covered by the present PETRA experiments.
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VII. GLUON BREMSSTRAHLUNG

In spite of the dominant two-jet structure of hadron production in

e V " experiments and the evidence against tt-production in the energy

range covered, one expects a specific type of deviation from the simple

two.jet structure : According to Fig. 10c and lOd, gluon bremsstrahlung
+ - - 27}

e e -*• qqg will occur ' with a probability ^ ae(s) « 1, causing a
2

broadening of one of the two jets. (Since a (s) « as(s), the probability

for two-gluon-emission is small compared to that for single gluon emission).

The momenta of q, q and g define a plane and since each of the three will

fragment into a jet of hadrons, the momenta of the final state hadrons

will be essentially contained in that plane with relatively small momentum

pointing out of the plane. For sufficiently hard gluons emitted at large

angles with respect to q or q, the gluon jet will be distinct from the

two quark jets and the event will have a 3-jet-topology. Since the average

transverse momentum <K»> of the gluon with respect to the quark is proportional

to the total energy,

<KT> -v as(s) W

the high energies W s 30 GeV available at PETRA were essential for the

observation of gluon bremsstrahlung in e+e" annihilation. Fig. 20 shows a

3-jet event observed ' by TASSO. Similar events are observed by JADE ',

MARK J U ) and PLUTO 10).

Fig. 21 shows the average values ' 'of the longitudinal and transverse

momentum plotted vrs. the CM. energy W. The longitudinal momentum grows

roughly ^ /ff. The average transverse momentum shows a relatively small, but
2

significant increase between 13 and 31.6 GeV. The average <p-r> rises rapidly

for energies above 13 GeV. While at 13 GeV the measured value is still
2

in agreement with the qq model, the <Pj> at higher energies deviates

increasingly from this prediction and is well described by the qqg model

of Hoyer et al. . '. For a detailed analysis of jet broadegning it is

advisible to divide each event into two halves by a plane perpendicular to
2

the jet axis and to determine <p^> separately for the two sides. Fig. 22

shows separate plots of <pl> for the narrow and the wide jet as a functionof P/Pjjeam by the PLUTO group '. The difference for the narrow and the

wide jets is strongly increasing with energy. The low energy data are
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consistent with the qq model. However the high energy results do not agree

with the qq model, even with increased average transverse momentum, but

are well represented by the qqg model. Fig. 23 shows the number of events
2 2 2

as a function of <P T i n> and <p^ Q u t> , the average pT in the event
plane and perpendicular to the event plane for the TASSO experiment 21^.

There is no significant increase in <p* Q u t> , but a considerable increase in
<pT,in> as the en e rSy 9 0 e s UP-

The MARK J group l1' has analysed its data in terms of the energy flows

along 3 orthogonal directions e 1 § e2 and e 3, the thrust axis pointing along

e,, and the flow along %~ anc* ®

"Major" = max -LJL±- and

f\
"Minor" • min

respectively. The quantity "oblateness", 0

0 = Major - Minor

is -v 2 <pj> gluon / /!" for 3-jet events and is approximately zero for 2-jet

events.

The oblateness distributions for low and for high energies are shown in

Fig. 24. For the 17 GeV data the difference between the qq model and the

qqg expectation is not very large, but the data are better represented

by the qqg model Z7K At the higher energies, the data are in good agreement

with the qqg model, but in disagreement with the two-jet model, even if

the average p T is taken to be 425 MeV instead of 325 MeV. Fig. 25 shows the

measured energy distributions for a selected sample of events (T < 0.8,

U i 27.6 GeV) a) in the plane defined by thrust and "Major" and b) in the

plane containing thrust and "minor" axes. In the event plars (Fig. 25a)

one observes three distinct jets, while a flat distribution is seen in the

thrust-minor plane, in agreement with the qqg model (dashed lines).
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Fig. 26 shows a comparison of the Q-plot of the JADE experiment ' for the

27.5 and 30.0 GeV data with calculated Q-plots for the qq and qqg models.

There is a striking difference between the experimental distribution and

the qq model ' distribution in that the data show a considerable excess

of planar events with small Qj and small Q 3 - Q2 : There are 23 events in

the region (Q, - Q9) / /3~ < 0.35, Q, < 0.07, compared to the 6 predicted

by the qq model. The qqg model of Hoyer et ai. ' predicts 22 events in

that region, in good agreement with the observed 23. Fig. 27 shows the

distribution of the JADE data as a function of Q2 - Qj (planarity). The

excess of the large planarity data compared with the qq model prediction

persists even if G is increased arbitrarily from 250 to 350 MeV.

To establish the 3-jet structure in a model independent way ', a sample

of planar JADE events was selected with Q 2 - Qj > 0.07, which excluded the

bulk of two-jet events. For each of the remaining events the wider one of

the two jets along the thrust axis was analyzed to see whether it actually

consisted out of two jets. This was done by a Lorentz transformation of

the 4-momenta of all particles in the wide jet into the rest frame of that

jet. If the wide jet really does consist out of two sub-jets, these will

become collinear ' as a result of that Lorentz transformation.

The thrust of particles in the wide jet alone T* was then calculated in its

rest system. The T* distribution obtained is shown in Fig. 28a. It peaks at

high T*, consistent with a two-jet structure. The invariant mass distribution

of the wide jet hadrons, after the planarity cut is shown in Fig. 28b.

The mean value of the invariant mass is about 9 GeV, which is above the

energy (/?= 7 GeV) at which SPEAR 30* and DORIS 31* data have proven that

a two-jet structure, if present, shows up. For comparison, the thrust

distribution for e+e" •*• two jets as measured by PLUTO at 9.4 GeV is also

shown in Fig. 28a (solid line histogram). The agreement between the two

distributions is good, i.e. in its own rest frame the wide jet has a two-

jet structure with a thrust distribution similar to that of the two-jet

events produced in e+e" collisions at total energies comparable to the

average mass of the wide jet.

As a check, the same analysis was repeated without planarity cut, i.e. for

the dominant two-jet events. The distributions, shown in Fig. 28a as the

dotted histogram (normalized to the number of planar events in this figure)

is peaked at low T* (less jet-like) and has a shape different from that
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for planar events. This proves that the dominant two-jet events do not

artificially produce the high T* peak observed in the planar events. This

point was further checked by selecting "planar" (Q2 - Qj > 0.07) events

from a sample generated according to the qq model with o = 250 MeV.

The resulting T* and M* distributions are shown in Fig. 28b and 28c as

shaded histograms normalized to ;ie total number of events before the

planarity cut. Compared with the data there is definite disagreement both •

in the number of events and in the shape. If the qq model is modified by

an arbitrary increase of o to 350 MeV, the agreement is still poor

as seen in Fig. 28b and 28c. Less events are el minated by the planarity

cut but the T* distribution is peaked at smaller T* values.

Fig. 29 shows a typical 3-jet event measured by the JADE detector '

projected into the event plane (containing Q3, Q 2 ) . and Into the planes

defined by Q3, Q, and Q.J, Q2- The sma'lness of the momentum components in

the Q, direction, i.e. the planar character of the event 1s clearly visible.

VIII. TWO-PHOTON PROCESSES

With the exception of Bhabha scattering and two-photon annihilation

of e+e~, the processes discussed so far are based on the diagrams of

Fig. 10, i.e. they proceed through annihilation of e+e" into a time-

like photon which materializes into a final state consisting out of one,

two or more particles. It has been pointed out a long time ago '

that with increasing total energy another type of process becomes in-

creasingly important, namely the inelastic e+e" scattering via the

emission of a space-like photon by each of the colliding particles, result-

ing in particle production by the interaction of the two photons (Fig. 30).

Although the cross section corresponding to this diagram is of fourth

order in a, it overtakes the one photon annihilation cross section
2 ? ?

(a <v a /s) as s becomes large, due to a factor In (s/nC) from the
6

integration over the bremsstrahiung spectra of the two photons. The
bremsstrahlung character of the photon spectra is also the reason why
the production cross section for a hadronic final state of mass M decreases
stronlgly with increasing M :

do(eV eVM) „. 2 , 2 / s \ l n / s \ Q(YY -> M)
"7
IT
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As a consequence; this process may be separated from e+e" annihilation

by a cut in the total energy of the produced hadrons. Fig. 31 shows the

distribution of the measured energy of the PLUTO experiment at 27.6 GeV.

The low total energy two-photon events are well separated from the annihi-

lation events by a cut near E . = 1/2 • /s» The shaded area gives those

events, for which one of the scattered particles with an energy» 3 GeV

has been observed in one of the forward spectrometers. To verify that these

events are indeed produced via two photons, the PLUTO collaboration has

studied the invariant mass distribution of the reaction e+e" -*• e+e" + 2 prongs.

Since IT+IT~ production is expected to be negligible compared to e+e" •*• e+e"e e"

and e+e" ->- e+e~p*u~, the observed distribution may be compared with the

prediction of QED for these two lepton pair production processes. The result

is shown in Fig. 32. There is good agreement between the histogram represent-

ing the experimental data and the QED-curve, indicating that the two-photon

interpretation is correct.

Hadronic events were required to have at least three tracks in the central

detector (or two tracks plus at least one shower not associated with the

tracks) in coincidence with either the scattered electron (or positron) in

an angular range of 20 - 70 mrad. Essentially all photons emitted by the

unregistered positron (or electron) that interact with the photon emitted

by the registered electron (or positron) are practically on the mass shell.

The reaction may therefore be described as scattering of electrons (or

positrons) on free photons, using the parametrization of Hand ' for the

cross section :

^ 1 = r(at(Q
2, W2) + e^(Q

2,W2)

where r gives the flux of the virtual photons, e the polarization parameter

arid at and at are the total cross sections for hadron production by virtual

photons on a free photon target. The differential cross section for

e+e" •* e+e" + hadrons fs given by

d a ( e V + e V h ) = r(ot + ea}) N(E J d E ^ E
1 ^

where N(E ) dE is the number of 'target' photons per electron.

Fig. 34 shows a = at + eat, as a function of the visible energy W y i s of

the hadronic system for beam energies of 6.5 and 8.5 GeV and Q = 0.1 GeV .

The range of W that contributes (FWHM) is indicated by the horizontal bars.
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The solid curve is the expectation for o t = o assuming a pure Regge
asymptotic behaviour for YY scattering extrapolated to low energies via
duality and factorization

\ 2
0 0 n o T / i \ t

at((T,vr)

where a p-formfactor is assumed for the Q -dependence (virtuality of one of the
photons) of the amplitude. In the highest energy bins there is reasonable
agreement between the model and the data.

In the lower bins, there is an excess in the measured cross section which
at least partially can be accounted for by quark-box diagrams ' (dotted curve)
The cross section determined for beam energies > 13.8 GeV is smaller than
those of Fig. 33 by an amount consistent with the higher average Q of
0.4 GeV2.

CONCLUSION

(1) No deviations from QED are observed to distances ̂  2 x 10 cm.

(2) The ratio R of the total cross section for e+e" annihilation into hadrons
to that for annihilation into muon pairs is constant within errors for
total C M . energies between 17 and 31.6 GeV. Its value R : 4 is consistent
with the production of u-, d-, s-, c- and b-quarks only.

(3) No evidence is found for the t-quark.

(4) The invariant cross section for inclusive hadron production scales

for x > 0.2 and H >_ 5 GeV to within 302.

(5) The charged multiplicity shows a stronger rise with energy for

U > 10 GeV than at lower energies.U > 10 GeV than at lower energies.

Hadron production in e+e" annihilai
with the angular distribution of the jet axis indicating quark spin 1/2.

(6) Hadron production in e+e" annihilation exhibits quark-jet formation
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(7) Planar events (some of which are resolvable into three-jets) are
observed at a rate way above the statistical fluctuations of the
two-jet process. This shows that a fraction of the e+e" annihilations
into hadrons proceeds via a three-body process followed by the
materialization of these three primaries into hadrons.

(8) Quantitative as well as qualitative properties of the planar three-jet
events agree in detail with the predictions based on the gluon brems-
strahiung process e+e" + qqg and the subsequent fragmentations, and
therefore strongly suggest hard gluon bremsstrahiung as the source of
the planar three-jet events.

(9) The cross section for hadron production via 2y interaction has been
measured for invariant masses of the produced hadron system > 1 GeV.
For invariant masses * 6 GeV the agreement with Regge asymptotic
behaviour is good, while at lower masses quark-box diagrams seem to
contribute significantly. •
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Fig. 1 Schematic view of the 2 x 19 GeV electron-positron storage ring PETRA.
The 7.3 GeV electron synchrotron DESY, the storage ring DORIS and the
positron intensity accumulator PIA are located inside the PETRA ring.

Fig. 2 Cross sectional view of PLUTO in vertical plane containing the beam axis

Fig. 3 Cross sectional view of CELLO in planes containing beam axis and
perpendicular to beam axis

Fig. 4 Cross sectional view of JADE in plane containing beam axis

Fig. 5 Cross sectional view of MARK J in plane containing beam axis

Fig. 6 Cross sectional view of TASSO in plane containing beam axis

Fig. 7 (JED results of JADE : s ~j^ as a function of 0 for e+e" + e+e" and
e+e" -»• YY at four different energies

Fig. 8 QED results of MARK J : Total cross sections for e+e" •* y+u~ and e+e" -* T +T"
vrs. /s" as measured by MARK J.

Fig. 9 Allowed and excluded regions for the two-pole model of de Groot et al.
The width of the lighter neutral weak boson is plotted versus its mass

Fig. 10 Diagrams for muon pair production and for hadron production via qq pairs

a) Muon pair production, b) quark pair production,

• c) and d) quark pair production with gluon emission.

Fig. 11 R vrs. total energy

Fig. 12 Average charged multiplicity

Fig. 13 Inclusive cross section (TASSO)

Fig. 14 2-jet formation in e+e" •+ hadrons (diagram)

Fig. 15 Typical 2-jet event measured by JADE

Fig. 16 Polar angular distribution of JET-axis (TASSO)

Fig. 17 T-distribution at 22, 27.6, 30 and 31.6 GeV (PLUTO)
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Figure captions contd.

Fig. 18 Q plot for the JADE experiment

a) Combined data for W >_ 22 GeV. The cut for spherical events
(s >_0.55 and Q, > 0.075) is indicated by dotted lines

. b) Monte-Carlo prediction with tt production included.

Fig. 19 Mean sphericity vrs. total C M . energy

Fig. 20 A 3-jet event observed by TASSO

2
Fig. 21 Energy dependence of <pn>, <pT> and <Pj> relative to thrust axis

for charged particles. The curves show the prediction for qq (dashed)
and qq + gluon (Ref. 27).

2
Fig. 22 Average <p-p > as a function of the fractional hadron momentum

x =« P/Pbeam seParated for the narrow and the wide jet.

2 2Fig. 23 Distributions of <Pj t> and <Pj 1-n>, the transverse momenta squared
transverse ta the event plane, respectively in the event plane for
the TASSO low and high energy data.

Fig. 24 Oblateness distributions measured by MARK J :
a) at 17 GeV
b) at energies >_ 27.6 GeV

Fig. 25 Energy distributions for events with thrust < 0.8 and oblateness > 0.1
measured by MARK J at 27.4, 30 and 31.6 GeV,

a) in plane defined by thrust axis and major transverse axis
b) in plane defined by thrust and minor transverse axis

Fig. 26 "Event shape" Q-diagrams of JADE-experiment
a) High energy data
b) qq model prediction with o = 250 MeV
c) qqg model prediction

The planarity axis is perpendicular to the sphericity axis. The dotted

line indicates planarity = 0.07.

Fig. 27 The planaricy distribution of the JADE data compared with model

predictions.
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Figure captions contd.

Fig. 28 Three-jet - nature of the "planar" (Q2 - Qj > 0.07) events
a) Distribution of T* (thrust of wide jet in its rest system) for

planar events compared with the thrust distribution of two-jet events
measured by PLUTO at W ='9.4 GeV. The broken line histogram shows
the normalized T* distribution for all events without the planarity cut.

b) The invariant mass (M*) distribution of the wide jet system for
planar events compared with the distribution expected from the qq model
with o = 250 MeV/c (shaded broken line histogram), and with
cr = 350 MeV/c (dash-dotted histogram). The full line histogram
represents the M* distribution predicted by the qqg model.

c) The same T* distribution as shown in a) compared with the predictions
of qq and qqg models.

Fig. 29 Typical 3-jet event measured by JADE, projected into the event plane

(containing Q,, Qo). and into the planes defined by Q,, Qi and Q,, Q«.

Fig. 30 Diagram describing YY collision.

Fig. 31 Distribution of measured energy per event (charged plus neutral) as
measured by PLUTO in units of the total C M . energy.

Fig. 32 Invariant mass distribution of two prong events recorded in the central
PLUTO detector in coincidence with a scattered electron or positron.
The thin curve represents the QED expectation.

2 2
Fig. 33 Cross section for YY •+ hadrons at <Q > = 0.1 GeV and beam energies of

6.5 and 8.5 GeV.
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TABLE I Lower Limits on QED cut-off parameters

(95* confidence level)

Reaction Experiment A_ (GeV) A+ (GeV)

eV

eV

eV

e+e"

- e + e "

+ -
-»• T T

JADE 9)

JADE 9)
MARK J n )
PLUTO 12)

MARK J l l)

PLUTO 1 2)

MARK J U )

> .31

> 75
> 74
> 40

> 71

> 16

> 47

> 43

> 89
> 95
> 60

> 97

> 31

> 53
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DIRECT PRODUCTION OF X AND RECENT EXPERIMENTS

J.H. Kilhn

Max-Planck-1nstitut fur Physik und Astrophysik,
Mtinchen (Fed. Rep. Germany)

ABSTRACT

The formation of heavy QQ bound states of even charge conjugation in e e~

annihilation is discussed. We calculate the production through the neutral

current and through higher order electromagnetic processes. Translating the

QED results to QCD, we can predict the cross section for x production in

hadronic collisions. The recently observed abundance of P Ix-. in n~ N colli-

sions is explained.
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I. Introduction

Up to now only the formation of resonances with negative charge conjugation

has been observed in e e annihilation, whereas resonance with C = +1 appeared

only among the decay products of the former. States with positive charge conju-

gation can be produced directly only through the neutral current or through

higher order electromagnetic processes - both possibilities however are strongly

suppressed in comparison with the ordinary annihilation through one virtual pho-

ton into C = -1 states. Despite this relative smallness the production of narrow

axial vector resonances may eventually be measurable, because of the resonance

enhancement together with the clarity of the signal . . .

The formation through the neutral current will be discussed in chapter II.

It can be evaluated in a simple and straightforward manner in the nonrelativistic

quarkonium model, identifying the resonances as P. bound state . The observa-

tion of this reaction would test the coupling of quarks to the axial part and of

electrons to the vector and axial vector part of the neutral current. Although

this process is neglegibly small for the Pcl%{3500) , it may contribute a measurable

amount, if a toponium system were found around 35 GeV.

The competing mechanism - the electromagnetic annihilation of e e through
++ ++

two virtual photons into 1 and 2 states will be investigated in chapter III.

The various models (quarkonium model, vector dominance model, generalized vector

dominance model) all consistently give values between 0.1 eV and 0.4 eV for

f( P r * e e ) .In this case the electromagnetic production dominates the weak

production whereas for heavier quarkonium systems the situation is reversed.

Finally it is quite straightforward to translate our results from QED to QCD

(Chapter IV). We then calculate X production in hadronic collisions, in parti-

cular the contribution which comes from quark-antiquark annihilation. This can

be compared to estimates for charmonium production by "colour evaporation" which

gives quite different results for the relative weight of "Xo, XA and "X,_ •

Quantitative estimates indicate, that qq annihilation into colour singlett states

dominates "colour evaporation". This allowed, to predict ' abundance of Xj produc-

tion in hadronic collisions, where light quark annihilation dominates "gluon amal-

gation". Recent experiments compare favorably with this prediction.
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II. eV->"Zo"-»
3P1

At first sight it may look quite hopeless to consider a weak amplitude, which

does not interfere with an electromagnetic amplitude and which will be quite small

even at the highest energies available in the moment. However, we may hope to

profit from the resonance enhancement (P( P1)«beam spread !) and from the distinct

and prominent decay mode P.-*- S + ff , which constitutes a clean experimental

signal.

The cross section for the production of a narrow resonance is determined

by its electronic width

£ P h
where g, , g*, g are the weak coupling constants of leptonic and hadronic current;

M and M are the masses of z and P., and 1/f. is the axial coupling constant
Z O 1 A

4
(2)

Because we are dealing with a weak process, the question arises immediately

whether one can observe parity violation in this reaction. The answer is positive.

However, as the hadronic current is purely axial for hadronic states with C = +1,
e e c

any parity violating effect will be proportional to g,.ga • This quantity is
V A

very small in SILxU gauge theories of weak interactions with the presently pre-

ferred value of sin ©«» 1/4. If there is a violation of parity one has to measure

the relative difference between the annihilation of right-handed and left-handed

electrons:

Given the first derivative of the wave function at the origin, the axial vector

coupling constant f can be calculated:
A

(4)

In the Weinberg Salam model with sin 9 «: 1/4 and M « M we finally obtain

r -.-k o, >.-•
Obviously any numerical estimate depends crucially on the behaviour of the wave-

function for heavy quarkonium states. While this quantity has been calculated

for the charmonium system ( \(f)'(O)l » O . l GeV), no reliable information exists
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about the heavier states. For simplicity (but without justification) we assume •

\(f>\ (0)/ e<M in analogy to the well known scaling law \<fi (0)/ 2c< M~2

Pi 3Sl
The cross section for a narrow resonance depends of course on the beam spread A £.

On top of the resonance we find

D ~ c(e*e
Ov

(6)

III. e+e~- " y.

An alternative mechanism for the production of C = +1 states is the formation

through two virtual photons. As we shall see, it has a quite different energy

dependence. At 3.5 GeV it dominates the neutral current completely, whereas the
(2)

situation is reversed for heavier states (M > 10 GeV). Therefore we shall con-
3,

centrate on the charmonium system and identify "P and S with the X and W.

particles.

To calculate the coupling of X to two virtual photons, we have to ressort

to specific models. In the quarkonium model (fig. 1)

we treat the X as a non-relativistic bound-state

and expand the amplitude in the relative velocity

k/mc. The [%,"$","f")-coupling is then given by

3 2.A -

The final result is again proportional to the first derivative at the origin,

however, exhibits an additional logarithmic dependence on the binding energy

r
W

This logarithm shows up also in the result for the reaction %.—* e e V" and

reflects the fact that the main contribution comes from the region, where one

photon is soft and the other carries most of the momentum. The result is there-

fore largely determined by the sign of the binding energy b = 2m -M and the num-

bers can be found in the table. For completeness we give there also the results

for the particle. In the limit of m -* 0 the

width for X̂ """*1 <=> e is z<?ro dan to chiral in-

variancp independent of any model. Alternatively

we nave used vector dominance for the

(/£,"?•"," JT")-coupling (fig. 2).
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-1.

Effectively this means to replace C M — /% "~ ̂ z + 0 r\~i£ J b y a fOrmfactor
X

<s>c (/^J-c^1") f/̂ i -£*/• The ( ^ V ^ ) and ( ̂ ^ ) couplings are adjusted

to reproduce the width of X ~~*~ VV- Expanding in (M -f-)/M and keeping only the

leading terms in the real and imaginary part, this gives

Note that the absorptive contribution, given by the imaginary part alone, yields

a model independent lower limit:

r-*™**) /~Y 'M/ -> P*P~)
(10)

We now investigate more closely the effect of higher resonances like "U/' •

They might enhance the effect or interfere destructively - depending on the

sign of the various coupling constants. We start with an amplitude of the

following form

(in

fy (f^) is related to the electronic width of

From equ. (11) we can deduce the amplitudes for

= -e

and (Xy/'ft) coupling

(12b)

and if we neglect the recoil on the "U/ these reduce in fact to the well known

dipole transitions of nonreiativistic quantum mechanics, a and a' can now be

calculated from

o n I\A. ,,x (13a)

(13b)

x>Here f- ((*') denotes the mass of
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However, there is an ambiguity in the relative sign of cc/-f and Cc 'fx ', which '

has to be fixed theoretically. The relative sign of a and a* is in the potential

model equal to the relative sign of the two dipole matrix elements, which equals

the relative sign of fttv U^ir) rU4p(r) and J*6>~ uts [r)T U^p (I*) • For a

"r-*-oo "*" ̂ A- Marfcin has shown,

that their sign is identical. With the same convention f and f have opposite

signs, because ^^(0)>0 ,' while <f) - ,. has a node and thus (j>%^0)<0. Thus

we deduce a relative minus between °-f ̂ and &/r'and find for the generaliEed

vector dominance model destructive interference between y and f contribution.

Here la'/a/ and /f /f' / can be deduced from the previous considerations,
1 J 9'S f*'V/V\* , and R(P ) is a complicated expression in terms of log,

( 2)
arctan and spence functions . While in equ. (9) the contribution of the real

part to P is roughly 14 x Abs P , in equ. (14) the real part is only of the

same magnitude as the imaginary part, which in itself is of course the same in

both models.

For a realistic treatment it would seem necessary to include also the higher

resonances V , y , .... We do not want to pursue this because of various rea-

sons: The (\j,",X ,y ) couplings are unknown. The contributions above charm thres-

hold are unknown and difficult to handle in the GVD model and finally we are in

the moment (at the present state of experiment) interested rather in the quali-

tative aspects of the problem.

However, we want to emphasize, that the destructive interference of yr and Y

contribution suggests that equ. (9) gives rather an upper bound than a realistic

value and therefore we estimate P( ^(3500) - > e e ) =0.1 -0.5 eV. The various

model predictions are listed in the table - together with the corresponding re-

sults for the J = 2 state.

IV. Hadronic X Production

If we translate our results from QED to QCD, we get predictions for hadro-

nic X, production, which may be tested in the near future. In the following we

shall only consider the contributions of quark-antiquark annihilation. These can be

extracted from experiment by considering either differences between particle and anti-

particle cross sections or pp, 1T p, K p collisions at relatively low energies

(S ^500 GeV ). The inclusive Ti cross section is given by
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where q , qfi, denote the quark and antiquark distributions in hadrons A and

B. The width for Z, (and similarly for "Xx ) can be derived from P ( * V * e V ) , if we

substitute 3Q 4 crt 4 by

(16)

which means in practice the multiplication of the electronic widths by 3/4 $/<£..

Prom chiral invariance (and explicit calculation) we deduce ' (%, ~* 1V=D.

The relative magnitudes of the widths, which we obtained in the QED calcula-

tions, remain of course unaltered:

* o : 7- - ̂

This can be transformed into a prediction for the relative cross sections:

crU.) : <r_(xj : (r_(^) - o : t :<i
An alternative model has been proposed by Fritzsch and Reya . In this

model qq annihilate into a single gluon which then

converts into a charmonium system together with

a soft gluon (fig. 3). In this case the cc

system will have small relative momentum (high

effective masses of the cc-system will be strongly

suppressed by the steeply falling quark distri-

butions in the hadrons) and will thus be preferen-

tially in an S-wave triplet state. Emission of a soft gluon will change the orbi-

tal momentum by one unit, but will not flip the spins of the quarks. Thus spin

and orbital momentum are decoupled and the three P_ states will be created with

their statistical weight: 1 : 3 : 5 .

An quantitative estimate of the absolute cross sections is more involved and

less certain than the previous relative predictions since the coupling strength

of the soft gluon is quite ambiguous. We nevertheless again use the nonrelativistic
2 3

short distance approximation. Substitution of 3 Q. o< by

l>t
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translates previous results for e e

07,?

from QED to QCD:

f
where Q is the effective mass of the ( % -gluon-system), and the contribution to

the TC^ cross section is

(20)#• U" 7~K
Before performing quantitative estimates let me just mention that the

two models give also significantly different angular distributions for the

emitted photon and muon in the cascade decay /t ~* f <f —> (? (f }T

These angular distributions are of the general form '

d

c
e

• (21)

where Y)^ denotes the quark (and beam) direction and K?r , W y the directions

of muon and photon momentum. For J=O nothing can be learned about the formation

mechanism from the angular distributions. For J=l, 2 the coefficients are

given in the table

a,b,c,d,e

qq fusion model

J = 1

1
3

1
3

0,0,0, -1,0

J = 2

1
3

1
3

0,0,0,1, -2

evaporation model

J = 1

1
5

1
5

_ rt 1 1

J = 2

21
73

21
73

3 3 1 3
U'll'22'22
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V. Quantitative estimates for O.CD and comparison with experiments

For quantitative estimates we have to make some assumptions for the charmo-

nium wave function, for the value of o< and for the valence quark distribution.

Only the ratio between 7( -production through qq annihilation and the (*• M.

production through the Drell Yan process is in some cases insensitive to the

quark distribution. In the fusion model one obtains

1

I
r 7

•y > i

Particularly simple are cases where the contribution of one quark specied domi-

nates, e.g.

In particular in the region of large X p and relatively low energy (S £ 200 GeV)

(dominated by qq annihilation) the particle-antiparticle subtraction is no longer

necessary and we expect r, P«sr, P and r;PP p p <w r^ . For absolute

predictions we use for the valence quark distribution of mesons
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and for the valence part of the u and d quark distribution in the proton

(25)

The results for pp and K p at an energy S = 1OO GeV are given in figs, a, b.

We have checked/ that for this energy the contribution of sea quarks can safely

be neglected. For comparison we give the contribution from gluon annihilation

into %2, using A^- 1" 99 )=(?.?

as gluon distributions for mesons and nucleons. Apparently %. production do-

minates the reaction completely. The quantitative estimate for the evaporation

model, using equs. (19),(20) is given in figs. c,d.

-1.0 -0.8 -0,6 -04 -0.2 0.0 0.2 06 06 0.8 1.0 -0B -0.6 -Q4 -0.2 0.0 02 0.4 0.6 OS 1.0

do(nb)
dx

0.00
-1.0 -0.6 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0B t.O -Q8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0/ 0.6 0.8 1.0

0.00
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For the evaluation we have used <xg = O,25, \<fi'(O)/
2 = 0.1 GeV5; b = -0.5 GeV.

The relative smallness of this result compared to the previous one is largely due

to the suppression by (Q2-M2)3, which corresponds to the factor E in ordinary

dipole transitions. Obviously our result depends on the value of b, which ef-

fectively plays the role of a infrared cutoff. However, any reasonable choice for b

does not alter the order of magnitude.

It is encouraging to compare these predictions to experimental results.

Until recently the resolution was insufficient to discriminate between the various

yC states and it was widely assumed, that one did in fact observe the

"X

12

0

a)

_l_

3.2

VI. Conclusions

3.4

cascade. The first experiment, which can clearly separate the ~)C states

has been presented at the FNAL conference

" In TJ~ - y- Yff •+ X at 175 GeV the

Y' tf -mass has been reconstructed and only

one peak has been found at the mass of %..

The predictions for f^ can be

compared with experiment. From ref. (12)

one deduces C y / jf/M /} <y&e v ^ 200-300 GeV.

Roughly 11% +_ 4% of the y-'s originate from

?Cj production., Taking the branching ratio

S W X / -* V^)£: 3 !T /y into account, one

finds Cy, /^S/'j.y &tV ^ 50-100 GeV in

reasonable agreement with our expectations.

3.6 GeV/c

+ -
~X production in e e annihilation has a number of attractive aspects. In

particular the possibility to measure the axial coupling of new heavy quarks

justifies the large experimental effort which As necessary to verify a change

in cross section of about 5%.

^production in hadronic collisions might teach us about the underlying

theory of hadrons. Predictions of a simple model calculation have been confirmed

by experiment.
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M(GeV)

ei

EM/. NC
b=+0.5 GeV

E M / N C
b=-0.5 GeV

3.5

2/3

23

170

10

- 1/3

7.4%

21 %

35

2/3

2 %

3.6%

Tabel I: Ratio of electromagnetic to weak production,
calculated through formulae (5),(8) with b • + 0.5 GeV

J

Quarkonium model
(equ. 8, b = 0.5

Quarkonium model
(equ. 8, b = -0.

Vector dominance

(equ. 9)

GeV)

5 GeV)

model

0.

0.

0.

1

023

17

46

0.

0.

0.

2

013

027

014

Generalized vector
dominance model
(equ. 14) 0.08 0.005

Unitarity limit
(equ. 10) 0.044 0.0023

Table II: f1 { % -* e e ) ineV under various assumptions
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1. EQUIVALENCE PRINCIPLE OF GP.AV1TY *)

The archetype of a nonabelian gauge field 1s the gravitational field. The properties
of gravity are well understood on the classical level. In this and in the following
section I Intend to review some of those features of gravity that are common to non-
abelian gauge theories 1n general. In particular I would like to show that'one of the
crucial properties of QCD, viz. asymptotic freedom has Its counter part 1n classical
gravity even 1f perturbative quantum theory on which this notion 1s founded does not
apply to gravity.

We know that 1t all emerged from the dust. The Lagrangian of dust reads

S - f $ v2 dt

for velocities small compared to the velocity of light (which in the following I put
equal to 1 together with ft). For velocities comparable to c the correct action for a
dust particle 1s

S - - m I |l - v2 dt - - m Cds (1.1)

where

ds2 - dt2 - dx2 (1.2)

Is the H1nkowsk1 line element: the action Is proportional to the M1nkowsk1 length of
the world line (minimal action means maximal proper time).

The action 1s Invariant under a group of symmetry transformations, viz. under Lorentz
transformations

x1 • Ax + a (1.3)

(A 1s a 4 x 4 Lorentz matrix and a is a translation). Let us apply the gauge principle
to this symmetry group. To promote the symmetry to a gauge symmetry we have to allow
the group element {A, a} to depend on x, I.e. we have to consider general coordinate
transformations

x' - f(x) (7.4)

Under these "gauge" transformations the action (1.1) is not invariant as it stands.
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To make "it invariant we Introduce a gauge field, the metric g (x). In an arbitrary
curvi-linear coordinate system the Minkowski distance ds 1s not simply given by the
difference of squares (1.2) but by the general quadratic form

ds2 - guv{x)dx
wdxv - goo(dx°)

z + 2 g ^ d x V • ... + g 3 3(dx
3) 2 (1.5)guv

(Take e.g. polar coordinates for which ds2 - dt2 - dr2 - r2de2 - r2 sin 26 d* 2). In
an arbitrary coordinate frame the action may new be written as

S - - m ^ds - - m ̂  * V dt; x» - * £

This expression is invariant under the gauge transformation (1.4) provided we change
the gauge field g (x) according to

Up to this point we have only rewritten the action in a form that is valid in arbitrary
coordinate frames - it still describes freely moving dust. To determine the motion in
the coordinate frame at hand we have to specify the gauge field guv(x) - by doing so
we manifestly violate the gauge invariance we are looking for: the field guv(x) is
not gauge Invariant. The only way to avoid violation of gauge Invariance is not to
specify the field g (x). Einstein has shown that this field indeed has a life of Its
own - it is the gravitational potential. Its values are not to be prescribed In advance*
but are to be determined dynamically from the energy distribution of the dust. The
metric obeys a second order differential equation roughly of the type

" D9v v-8ir6Tw v (1.8)

where T (x) is the energy-momentum density and G is Newton's constant. In contrast to
an equation of the type 9uv(x) •... which necessarily destroys gauge Invariance there
do exist differential equations of the type (1.8) that are gauge Invariant. In partic-
ular E1nitt1n'i equation!

are gauge invariant. The left hand side Involves, in addition to the second derivatives
* O 9yv also terms proportional to the square of the first derivative - these non-
linear terms are necessary to insure g&uge Invariance. Physically* these nonlinear
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terms arise as follows. The source of the gauge field 9uv(x) is the energy density.

Whoever carries energy contributes to this source, i.e. influences the tine evolution

of the metric. Like any other field the gravitational field itself carries energy;

the correspnding energy density Is proportional to the square of the field strength.

The terms involving (3g/3x) on the left hand side of (1.9) may be viewed as minus

the gravitational part of the energy density. The equation is nonlinear because the

gravitational field contributes to its own source - gravity couples to itself. This

Is a characteristic feature of nonabelian gauge fields (among which gravity plays a

very special role). In general the source of a gauge field is referred to as a charge

density (electric charge for the photon field, weak isospin for the gauge fields of

the weak interaction, colour for the gluon fields of the strong interaction, energy

for the gauge field of gravity). Whoever carries the corresponding charge influences

the time evolution of the gauge field. Nonabelian gauge fields (weak gauge fields,

gluons, gravity) carry their own charge, i.e. couple to themselves. Abelian gauge

fields (photc) are not charged - they do not contribute to their own source. Their

equations of motion (Maxwell's equations) are linear.

I return to the gauge theory of gravity. The equations of motion (1.9) may be em-

bodied In the action principle, if the action (1.6) is modified as

(I only book the contribution of a single dust particle). The quantity R is the

curvature Invariant of the gauge field g . Variation of this action with respect to

g leads to Einstein's equations. The equations of motion for the dust world line are

where ru is the Christoffel symbol Involving the first derivatives of g . For slow-

ly moving particles and weak gravitational fields

(and similarly for the other components of g ) this becomes

? + jr V hfl0 - 0

This equation of motion coincides with Newtons law if we Identify the deviation h .

of g Q 0 from unity with Newtons potential
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'Newton* (1.12)

(This identification 1s confirmed by the corresponding approximation to Einstein's
equations). The orbits of the planets are as straight as it is possible in the curved
space-time around the sun: they follow lines of maximal length. The gauge field 9_(x)
plays the role of the gravitational potential and is physically on the same level as
the vector potential A (x) of electrodynamics, or, more generally, on the same level
as the gauge fields of QCD or QFO. The Christoffel symbol r* which collects first
derivatives of g measures the acceleration (see (1.11)) - it 1s a force term to
be compared with the field strength F of electrodynamics. Finally, the curvature
R? is the derivative of the field strength (tidal force) and plays a role similar
to the derivatives of the electric and magnetic fields $ • 1, ^ x t that occur In
Maxwell's equations.

2. WEAKENING OF GRAVITY AT SHORT DISTANCES

As a consequence of the fact that the gravitational field carries energy the energy
distribution in the vicinity of the sun e.g. looks as follows

energy density

field energy

This implies that a test particle that probes the surroundings of the sun penetrates
Into a region where only part of the sun's total energy attracts 1t toward the center
- part of the outer layers act in the opposite direction. The potential

"Newton
GMm
r (2.1)

represents the interaction accurately only at large distances. In the vicinity of the
sun Newton's law is modified; the effective value of the quantity GM becomes smaller
than the asymptotic value known from Kepler's third law, GM • 1.475 km.
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energy within
radius r

1.475..

(GH)eff

To evaluate the effect ' of this weakening of the gravitational attraction at short
distances on the orbits of the planets we make use of the fact.that for a static,
spherically symmetric object the space-time metric may by a suitable choice of the
reference frame be brought to the form

ds2 • G(r)2 dt2 - H(r)2(dx2 + dy2 + dz2) (2.2)

where r2 » x2 + y ••• z ; two gravitational potentials G, H suffice to describe the
geometry in the vicinity of the sun (Instead of 10 potentials guv(x) needed 1n the
general case). For distances large compared to the Schwarzschild radius ro«2GM>2,95km
these functions may be expanded in a power series

62(r)-l - « T + ! <T>

H2(r) - 1 +YTT+ —

(2.3)

(Einstein's field equations imply a • 0 • Y * ! ) •

The planets move ilong geodesies

Mb an

6 G £1 - (2.4)

The velocity of a planet 1s small compared to c. For a circular orbit It Is given by
(recall that in our units c - 1):

GM r o
T* " Ir (2.5)

•$•2

Even for elliptic orbits such as mercury's the quantity x 1$ of order r f l/r\
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r 2
We expand the integrand in (2.4) up to terms of order {•—):

6 fdt {1 - L, - L2 - L3) - 0

r_
*• M O *

0f , ,i

(2.6)

The Newtonian approximation retains only terms of order rQ/r. In this approximation
the Lagrangian Indeed reduces to the Lagrangian L, of Newtonian celestial mechanics,
provided a • 1 (this value of a has been used in the expression for L 2 ) . The term
L2 which produces a distortion of the elliptic Newtonian orbits contains four dif-
ferent effects:

4-4

(1) Reiativistic kinematics. The term proportional to x arises even in'the relativ-
istic treatment of classical electron orbits. It stems from the fact that the kinetic
energy at velocity x is slightly smaller than | x . Sommerfeld has evaluated the ef-
fect of this contribution on the orbits of the electron 1n the hydrogen atom.

(2) Space curvature. The constant y measures the curvature of the three-dimensional
space t * const. This curvature manifests itself 1n a tiny correction to the non-
relativistic kinetic energy term •j S 2 •*• j S 2 (1 + y - p ) .

(3) Red shift. The contribution of the classical kinetic energy to the action 1s
further modified by the fact that a proper measurement of the velocity (and of the
time interval in the action) involves a gravitational red shift factor

(4) Weakening of the gravitational attraction at short distances. The effect we are
looking for is the velocity independent piece of L9 which indicates that the correct
potential is not given by the Newtonian approximation - £? but by - •~r(l-(6- jrf"")*
to the accuracy at which we are working.

It is not difficult to calculate the distortion of the Newtonian orbits arising from
each one of these contributions. Many textbooks on general relativity contain a
derivation of the following formula for the shift of the perihelion due to the sun of
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the four terms contained 1r> L,;

5
a(1-e

2)

(A* measures the angle by which the perihelion 1s displaced In one revolution of the
planet, a Is the semi-major axis, e Is the excentridty). According to Einstein's
theory we have

a(l-eZ)

For mercury A $ E amounts to 43 seconds of arc per century. Since the space curvature
Y only affects the contribution (2) we may read off from (2.7) that

The red shift effect 1s of the same forn (y * j):

The constant 8 directly measures the weakening of the gravitational attraction at

short distances. We may read of Its effect from (2.7):

4* 4 - - J (0 - \ ) A<f>E

The rest must come from Sommerfeld's term; hence

A * l * «Si A * E

Insert ing the values B » Y « 1 predicted by general r e l a t i v i t y we thus get

1 2 1 1
A$i • T A<frc» A$» " 7 ^*E* ^ 3 " 3" ̂ E * ̂ 4 " " ? ^*E (2>8)

If there was no weakening of the gravitational attraction at short distances the
shift of the perihelion would be given by A ^ + A$2 + A<h « ̂ &<Pc> <-e. by 50" per
century. The weakening of the gravitational attraction at short distances reduces
this value by ̂  A<ftE> I.e. by about 7" per century. We close this discussion with two
remarks:
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(1) To relate the weakening of the gravitational attraction quantitatively to the
energy of the field surrounding the sun one needs an expression for the local energy
density of a gravitational field. Unfortunately the equivalence principle makes 1t
impossible to localize this energy in an unambiguous manner.

(2) There is an Important difference between spin 1 gauge theories such as QCD or QFD
and the spin 2 gauge theory of gravity: renormaHzability. For spin 1 gauge field
theories the weakening of the interaction at short distances can be described in a
general, quantitative manner within nerturbation theory. For gravity this is not
possible since perturbation theory does not work '. We have to be content with the
classical reasoning given above.

3. SYMMETRY OF THE DUST

We now ignore the gravitational interaction and start again with free dust. The dust
of today's theories consists of quarks and leptons. We do not know why this dust
occurs in so many different forms: e, v , u, u , T,V (?), u, d, c, s, t (?), b. The
old puzzle of why there is a muon in addition to the electron remains puzzling; the
standard theory of the weak, electromagnetic and strong interactions would work
equally well and would even look more satisfactory if there were only one pair of
leptons (e, ve) and one pair of quarks (u, d). What has however been achieved 1s a
remarkable understanding of the glue that makes the dust stick together. Apparently,
the only glue that nature makes use of is the gauge glue: all interactions appear to
be mediated by gauge fields (perhaps with the exception of the interactions respons-
ible for spontaneous breakdown of gauge symmetries which are as yet poorly understood).
The properties of the gauge fields and of the interactions they mediate reflect sym-
metries of the dust - in fact these symmetries determine the interactions up to a few
er.-.-'Mr.g constants. To discuss the symmetries of free dust I denote by i{>e,i/je,iJ/Ve,
ij;u", -ĵ R, i(iUW... the left-handed two-component fields associated with leptons and
quarks (the two components of tjie describe left-handed electrons and right-handed
positrons) and collect all these fields in the multicomponent spinor ¥. In the ab-
sence of interactions these fields obey the equation of motion of a massless spin j
field:

o w 3 y * ( x ) . 0 (3.1)

The action of free dust therefore reads

S - 1 ^ d 4 x # + o w 9 • (3.2)
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It Is Important for the structure of the electroweak Interactions that the Lagrangian
does not contain any mass terms. (The fact that say the electron moves at less than
the speed of light 1s not due to a mass term In the Lagrangian, but to a self-energy
effect: the electron has to move through an asymmetric vacuum. The energy the electron
needs to move at momentum p turns out to be larger than the bare energy E • |pj c,
see section 8).

The Lagrangian (3.2) has a high degree of symmetry: In the absence of any Interaction
the various quarks and leptons are Indistinguishable. The tranformation

•'(x) - U*(x) (3.3)

where U 1s a unitary matrix that mixes the various components of <l> leaves S Invariant.
(Note that U has to commute with av, I.e. must transform the two components of each
one of the fernrions in the same manner). If the Lagrangian contains N two component
fields then 1t 1s symmetric under the group U(N). For the standard set of fermions
we have 6 quarks, each in 3 colours (I.e. 36 left-handed fields) plus 3 charged
leptons (6 f.h. fields) and 3 neutrinos (3 t.h. fields): N » 45. The global symmetry

2
group of free dust Is U(45), a huge group with N • 2025 parameters 1

Gauge field geometry states that any continuous global symmetry of the free dust
Lagangian may be promoted to a local symmetry by Introducing a suitable set of gauge
fields. A symmetry group with p parameters calls for p gauge fields. In the standard
model only the subgroup SU(3)xSU(2)xU(l) of U(N) 1s a local symmetry: there Is evid-
ence only for 12 gauge fields (8 gluons associated with SU(3) . , plus 3 vector
mesons W^, Z and the photon which gauge the group SU(2)xU(l) f i a v o u r ) - 1* 1S not

clear at this time whether nature makes use of any of the 2025-i2 other gauge fields
that the geometry of the Lagrangian describing free dust offers. (Gauge fields that
happen to acquire a lot of self-energy after symmetry-breakdown may be difficult to
observe. Whether they are there and are very heavy or are not there at all may make
little difference in the low energy region explorabie today). In the following I will
only discuss the standard model and first describe some qualitative features of QCD,
the gauge field theory of SU(3) c o l o u p.
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4. EQUIVALENCE PRINCIPLE Of THE STRONG INTERACTIONS

In the standard model the strong interactions are associated with the colour symmetry
of the dust. The fermions that are unaffected by this symmetry are called leptons,
those that transform according to the representation 3 (3*) are called quarks {anti-
quarks) - recall that we are using separate two component fields for particles and
antiparticles. There is no evidence for dust that would transform according to a
higher dimensional representation of SU(3), I.e. dust seems to be either neutral, red,
green, blue, antired, ant 1 green or antiblue. The equivalence principle of the strong
Interactions states that colour is not only a global symmetry of the Lagrangian, but
is a local symmetry: it is Impossible to distinguish a red quark from a blue ont
even if one was able to deposit a red quark for reference in Paris.

X

UB

X

UR
equivalent to

X

UR

X

u

The free Lagrangian does not have this property. The equivalence principle can only
hold if the fermions interact (compare equivalence principle of gravity). In fact the
interaction has to have very specific properties. If the transformation uD •*• un 1s to
be a local equivalence transformation then there must exist a gauge field B that
couples to this transition

SU(3) requires 8 gauge fields Interacting in this manner. The coupling of these gauge
fields {gluons) 1s specified by the equivalence principle: every field that carries
colour [i.e. transforms in a nontrivial manner under SU(3)] emits and absorbs gluons
with a universal strength. Like gravity the theory is characterized by a single
coupling constant which I denote by g_.

l

As a consequence, quarks interact with one another by exchanging gluons. Leptons do
not participate in this interaction since they do not carry colour and are therefore
unable to emit or to absorb gluons. The gluons carry colour themselves. Hence they
act as their own source:
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In complete analogy with gravity. The equations of motion for the gluoris must contain
self-Interaction, i.e. are non-linear. The giuon cloud that surrounds a quark carries
colour. As 1t 1s the case for gravity the cloud amplifies the effect of the source.
If the quark 1s red the cloud will on average also be red. The bare colour of the
quark is smaller than the total colour of the object. A test particle that penetrates
the cloud will sense a smaller Interaction if 1t comes close to the bare quark than
1f it passes at large Impact parameter

Impact
parameter

Momentum
transfer

In "normal11 field theories like QED the opposite is true: If a bare electron Is put
Into the vacuum it surrounds Itself with a cloud that predominantly contains positrons:
the vacuum shields the charge of the bare particle

—____—__—____— Momentum
transfer

(The photons contained in the cloud do not carry charge; their presence does not af-
fect the charge distribution and therefore does not show up 1n the effective strength
of the Interaction between a test particle and the electron.)

There 1s a shielding effect due to the quarks contained in the cloud also 1n QCD. In
fact 1f there are too many (> 16) quark flavours then the shielding effect even over-
comes the amplification due to the gluons.

In contrast to gravity QCD is a renormalizable theory. The dependence of the coupling
constant on momentum transfer can be described quantitatively within perturbation
theory. The coupling constant of QCD is renormalized by the interaction which 1t
generates. It does not make sense to give a value to the strength g3 of the inter-
action unless one specifies the momenta of the particles that participate in the
Interaction. This problem arises in any renormalizable theory. The coupling constant
o « e /4ir of QED e.g. Is subject to a similar renormalization. In that case one may
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however adoot a convenient physical renormalization prescription by identifying o
with the value of a physical cross section like contpton scattering at threshold.
This procedure does not work in QCD since one 1s not able to quantitatively relate
physically accessible low energy parameters to the coupling constant of the theory.
At this time quantitative statements are only possible about high energy processes
- for these there 1s no natural value of the momenta at which to specify g,. This
problem is not a serious one because one has control over the dependence of the
strength of the interaction on the momentum q of the particles that participate 1n
this interaction:

.2.2
93 12 IT

The number N3 stands for

N3 - 33 - 2 Nq

where N is the number of quark flavours that are sufficiently light to be produced
by an interaction at momentum q. For a purely gluonic cloud N, • 33; if u, d and s
quarks contribute then N, = 27. Note the opposite sign of the gluon and quark contrib-
utions to N3 (amplification/shielding). Instead of specifying the value of g3 at some
given momentum one may equivalents specify the value of Ag. {Formula (4.1) Is valid
for sufficiently large q, i.e. sufficiently small g,).

There is at least a qualitative test of the validity of (4.1). It predicts that for
deep inelastic electron scattering on protons the interaction between the quarks
should become negligible if one probes with sufficiently high momentum transfer. The
quarks should then behave as if they were free (asymptotic freedom, Bjorken scaling)
with small and calculable "radiative" corrections due to the interaction mediated by
gluons. The qualitative prediction concerning the way in which these gluon corrections
to free quark behaviour should show up is verified by the data. One may even extract
a rough measurement of the value of A3 from these data: A,* 500 £ 200 MeV.

2
The corresponding values of g,/4ir are plotted as a function of q in Fig. 1. For

2q « 3 GeV, N. * 3 we have g-/4ir = 0.4; the value then very slowly decreases with grow-
2 ifi

ing momentum to reach g3 /4rr B 1/45 at q a 10 GeV (allowing for 6 quarks). If we
wanted the strong interactions to become as weak as the electromagnetic ones are at
low energy g3/4ir « 1/137, we would have to go to outrageous values of q of the order
of 10 5 3 GeV !
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1020 (GeV)

Fig. 1: Coupling constants of SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) as a function of the momentum scale.
The width of the bands Indicates the uncertainties 1n A3 and in s1n

2ew.

5. CONFINEMENT

The same property of QCD that explains why the quarks in a proton appear to behave as
if there was essentially no binding - provided one only probes the proton with suf-
ficiently high momentum transfer - may also explain why quarks have not been seen as
Isolated objects. The formula (4.1) shows that near q - A, the coupling constant
should become very large. Of course the perturbation calculation on which this form"
ula 1s based then becomes Invalid. The perturbation theory picture that takes free
quarks as a zero order approximation to the real world miserably fails at low ener-
gies. This should be so if quarks do not occur as Isolated on-shell particles. Per-
turbation theory itself suggests that the force between quarks becomes strong if
they are far apart - the assumption that this property of perturbation theory 1s
Indeed a property of QCD is referred to as infrared slavery. The picture associated
with this notion 1s that 1f one attempts to separate the quark from the antiquark in
a meson then one has to build up a gluon field that requires more and more energy as.
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the distance increases - the energy In the giuon field of an Isolated quark may in
fact be infinite. What presumably happens If one pulls sufficiently strongly on the
two quarks is that the strong giuon field that builds up creates an additional quark-
antiquark pair which then splits - the new ant1quark remains In the vicinity of the
old quark and the new quark marries the old antiquark. Instead of getting out a quark
one will get out a meson.

Gluon field configuration
in the ir+ meson

This is of course in marked contrast with the situation for positronium, where the
energy needed to separate the electron from the positron is a small binding energy

2 2

of order j i c , For QED the coupling constant decreases with Increasing distance

- perturbation theory guarantees that there is no Infrared slavery in QED.

Infrared slavery explains 1n a very satisfactory manner why quarks occur only in bags
of three (baryons) or in bags containing a quark and an antiquark (mesons). A given
number of quarks can be separated from the rest of the world if and only if its total
colour is zero such that there is no long range gluon field to be built up. Configur-
ations which are colour neutral are invariant under colour transformations, i.e. are
colour singlets. The simplest colour singlets that we can construct out of the quark
fields (which transform according to the triplet representation of SU(3) , ) are
states containing a quark-antiquark pair (symmetric state with equal probabilities
for a red-antired, green-antigreen and blue-antiblue pair) or states involving three
quarks (one of each colour). A state containing a single quark or two quarks is not
colour neutral and therefore requires a long range gluon field. A state containing
four quarks and one antiquark also gives rise to a singlet configuration; it may be
interpreted as a two particle state containing one baryon and one meson.

The same property of QCD that explains free quark behaviour at high energies (scaling)
thus also gives a natural (although at this time only qualitative) explanation of
quark confinement. A quantitative solution of the infrared problem in QCD should
allow us to calculate the size of a meson or a baryon, to determine the energy of tht
ground state, the excitation energies (slope of Regge trajectory) etc. fn terms of
the single parameter A3 that characterizes the strength of the strong Interaction.
He will come back to this problem in section 10.
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6. FLAVOUR AND CHIRAL SYM1ETRY

Once the strong Interactions are switched on the symmetry group U(?l) of free dust
ceases to be a symmetry of the lagrangian. QCO distinguishes between leptons, quarks
and antiquaries. It does not hoever distinguish the different flavours of the quarks
as it affects u, d, c, s, ... in exactly the same manner. We denote the set of all
elements of U(N) that commute with the colour subgroup as the flavour group. This
definition implies that the flavour generators do not carry colour - flavour trans-
formations must take leptons into leptons and cannot mix quark fields with ant1quark
fields. For N^ two component lepton. fields. N two component quark fields and N
antiquark fields the flavour group has the structure (J(Ng)xU(N )xU(N ). The factor
U(Nt) represents the symmetry group of the leptons which are described by free mass-
less fields at this stage. The chiral factor U(N )xU(N ) acts on the quark fields; it
allows to independently transform the lefthanded quarks among themselves and the
righthanded quarks among themselves (the righthanded antiquarks follow the lefthand-
ed quarks).

Formally, the QCD Lagrangian is Invariant under the futT flavour group. Accordingly
the N2 vector currents V^(x) and the N 2 axial currents A (x) associated with the
chiral group are formally conserved. In our notation the vector current Vy (x)
e.g. is given by the sum <£ ^ • • J y l ^ the axial current A J + 1 2 ( X ) by the differ-
ence t|MJ t|>d - i|>gc <!!»; a trace over the colour indices of the quark fields is under-
stood. It is however dangerous to draw conclusions from formal manipulations with a
Lagrangian that requires counter terms, renormalization and all that. An analysis of
the Ward identities satisfied by the vector and axial currents 1n fact reveals that
the flavour singlet axial current has an anomaly and fails to be conserved. The tru«
global symmetry of the quark-gluon Lagrangian is not U(Nq)xU(Nq), but
SU(N )xSU(NJxU(l). There are N 2 conserved vector charges:

Tj . £d3x Vj (x); [Tj H ] - 0; i - 1 N 2Tj . £d3x Vj (x); [Tj, H Q C D ] - 0; i - 1 N2, (6.1)

but only N - 1 conserved axial charges

j{xj; [Tj H J . 0; 1 - 1 N 23x Aj{xj; [Tj, H Q C J . 0; 1 - 1 N2 - 1 (6.2)

Note that quark mass terms in the Lagrangian would break this, symmetry. If all quarks
would e.g. be given the same mass term, the syismetry group would reduce to U(N ), if
they were given different masses, only U(l)xU(l)x... would be left. It is a crucial feature
of the standard model that the quark masses are not put Into the Lagrangian by hand,
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but arise as a self-energy effect due to the electroweak Interactions. The violations
of exact flavour symmetry that we observe In the particle spectrum are due to QFD, not
to QCO. Since we did not yet switch on the electroweak Interactions we nay at this
stage enjoy the full cMral symmetry of massless quarks.

This high degree of symmetry has the following consequences for the hadron spectrum.
Since the vector charges commute with the Hamiltonian,the state Tj |f> has the same
energy as the state |f>. The spectrum therefore consists of degenerate multiplets of
SU(N ). In the three quark sector the ground state multipiet consists of P, N, A, £,
5, some charmed baryons and baryons containing the quark responsible for the tips 11 on
- all of them at the same mass at this stage. In the quark-anti quark sector the
pseudoscalar multipiet 1s lowest 1n energy: v, K, n» D, F, n c ... . As mentioned
above the fact that these multiplets are not exactly degenerate 1n mass 1s the merit
of QFD, not of QCO. In fact there Is more symmetry. The axial charges commute with
the Hamiltonian, too: Tj|f> has the same energy as |.f>. Since, the axial charges carry
negative parity we should find a state of opposite parity, mass degenerate with any
given state. There seems to be no trace of this symmetry 1n the spectrum of the
baryons and mesons 1 Nambu and Jona-Lasinio have given a beautiful explanation for
this apparent discrepancy between theory and experiment: they have pointed out that
for some dynamical reason the lowest state of the theory, the vacuum, may happen not
to be symmetric under T7:

This implies that we must have N{j - 1 states with the quantum numbers of T^ |0>: no
energy, no momentum, no angular momentum and negative parity (spontaneously broken
symmetry, "Goldstone-Theorem"). Indeed the 8 lightest hadrons (*, K,n) are 0" part-
icles. If we anyway have to have them at equal mass 1t 1s as good an approximation
to the true situation if we Identify them (and their charmed, top and bottom partners)
with the Goldstone bosons of the spontaneously broken symmetry generated by the axial
charges. Then there 1s no need for a parity partner of the proton: the state T^|P>
simply consists of a proton and a pseudoscalar meson knocked out from the vacuum by

It still remains to be clarified why the symmetric Fock space vacuum that perturb-
ation theory uses as a starting point to solve QCD 1s not stable; states with lower
energy than the dressed perturbation theory vacuum remain yet to be found. Since
confinement already suggests quite a drastic failure of perturbation theory 1n the
low energy region it should however not C O M as a surprise that tht structure of tht
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state which is in the extreme Infrared, the vacuum, differs from what perturbation
theory would suggest.

To summarize the picture at this stage: The quarks and gluons form colourless drop-
lets. Droplets that differ only In the flavour of the quarks that they contain, not
in their state of Internal motion, have the same mass. There are K ~ 1 massless
pseudoscalar mesons. The leptons .are still moving around freely waiting for flavour
to be appreciated. The quantity A, which determines the QCO coupling constant 1s the
only parameter of the theory.

7. EQUIVALENCE PRINCIPLE OF THE ELECTROWEAK INTERACTIONS

As described in the Vast section the QCO Lagrangian possesses a global flavour sym-
metry group with the structure U(Nt)xSU(NJxSU(N )xU(1). The standard model 1s based
on the assumption that a particular subgroup of this symmetry, a subgroup with the
structure SU(2)xU(l) is Indeed not only a global, but a local symmetry. The SU(2)
factor acts exclusively on the lefthanded dust particles (and on the righthanded
antiparticles); it leaves the righthanded particles untouched. A lefthanded up-quark
e.g. may be transformed Into a lefthanded downquark and vice versa(c +* s, t +•* b,
e +-* ve> . . . ) . The U(l) factor only affects the phases of the various fields without
changing their flavour. The equivalence principle of the electroweak interactions
thus states that what is called left-up 1n Peking may be called left-down in Moscow;
what is however considered right-up 1n Santiago is called right-up everywhere. Again
the equivalence principle fixes the couplings uniquely in terms of the two coupling
constants g~ and g, associated with SU(2) and U(l) respectively. At low energies tht
values of these coupling constants are

A i A

(The sum of the two denominators 1s the inverse fine structure constant, the ratio

29/137 - 0.21 is sin 2 8 W ) .

Since the 3 gauge fields of SU(2) carry the charge to which they are coupled (non-
abelian gauge field theory}, the vacuum amplifies this part of the electroweak Inter-
action. Perturbation theory describes this amplification through a formula analogous
to (4.1):
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.2
99 2 12ir
Via

with No • 22 If there 1s no shielding from quarks and leptons and N- • 22 - 4G If G
generations of fermions participate 1n the cloud, each generation consisting of two
quark triplets, a charged lepton and a lefthanded neutrino. (First generation: u, d,
e, v_; second generation: c, s, u, v ; third generation: t. b, T , V ). The dependence

2 •

of g,/4n on momentum Is depicted 1n F1g. 1 for 3 generations of fermions, 6 - 3 . The
2 '

value of A- may be read off from g|/4ir = 1/29 for q a 10 GeV (the energy has to be
sufficiently large to have all three generations participate 1n the cloud):-

-231^2 a 10 GeV. Since there are only 3 gauge fields 1n SU(2) as compared to 8 1n SU(3)
the amplification effect 1s less pronounced here. This 1s responsible for the fact
that the two curves cross at a momentum of the order of 10 GeV.
The.strength of the U(1) coupling 1s not amplified by the vacuum, because the cor-
responding .gauge field does not carry the charge to which It 1s coupled (abelian gauge
field theory like QED). In this case only the shielding effect due to the fermions 1n
the cloud of a bare charge is present. Perturbation theory describes this effect as

91

N, In

5 2
With lt| • 0 - i * 4 G. The dependence of g?/4ir on q 1s also shown In Fig. 1 for G • 3.

The value ̂  - ̂  for q - 10 GeV Implies A] * 10
4 5 GeV.

In contrast to g2 and g, the normalization of the U(l) coupling constant g, 1s not
fixed by the geometry. In unified theories for which the fermions are Indeed organized
in generations with the content, described above a more natural normalization 1s to

g2 *Z g2
replace ~- by - j — " § 37 • (Compare the values of N,, N.* N,: N, • - \ • 4 G;
N2 * 22 - 4 G, N, • 33 - 4 G). It is very Interesting to observe that this renormal-
Ization of g, shifts the 11(1) curve up in Fig. 1 such that the three coupling con- •'
stants do obtain roughly the same strength |^ a ^ at q « 10 GeV. This may be a

sign of a common origin of the three Interactions. Note that the unification scale
is not very far from the Planck mass Mp - trfc/G^)"2 • 1,22 • 10 1 9 GeV, which
characterizes the scale of gravity.
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8. SPONTANEOUS SYMMETRY BREAKDOWN

Desoite the deep relationship between QCO and QFO there Is a very crucial difference:
colour seems to be confined, flavour certainly 1s not. In the standard model this
fundamental difference 1s associated with the symmetry properties of the vacuum. Thi-
Lagrangian of QCD+QFO 1s Invariant under SU(3)xSU(2)xU(l), the state of lowest energy
only has the symmetry SU(3)xll(l).

There are many examples 1n solid state theory which Illustrate the fact that the
ground state of a system need not have all the symmetries of the Ham11ton1an. If a
symmetry of the HamiltonIan 1s not a symmetry of the ground state (spontaneously
broken symmetry) then It ts very difficult to see a trace of that symmetry in the
phenomenological properties of the system. (Example: magnet, the symmetry under
rotations 1s lost in the spontaneously magnetized state - measurable quantities
depend on the direction of the magnetization). The hidden symmetry only manifests
Itself indirectly in the appearance of modes for which there is no restoring force
(In the example given long wave length spin waves have zero frequency).

It is crucial for QFD to be a realistic theory that the local SU(2)-symmetry 1s
broken spontaneously by the vacuum. If S U ( 2 ) ^ a v was as perfect a symmetry as we
think SU(3) c o l ( J u r 1s, then:

- the weak interaction would have long range like the strong Interaction between two
colours or the electromagnetic Interaction between two charges (gauge invariance 1n
QED requires the photon to be massless, I.e. the interaction to have long range);

- quarks and leptons would be strictly massless fs^(2)fiavouP only affects the left-
handed electron; a mass term produces left-right transitions and hence violates
this symmetry).

There are specific models involving Higgs fields which demonstrate that what is known
to happen in solid state theory may also happen in a relativistic quantum field
theory. In these models there Indeed are asymmetric states with lower energy than
the symmetric Fock space vacuum. In these models a W-particle moving through the'
asymmetric vacuum surrounds Itself with a cloud that senses the asymmetry - it picks
up self-energy and moves at v < c. In fact every field occurring In the Lagrangian
acquires a mass, unless it has some special excuse not to do so. The point is that
in field theory the Interactions have to be arranged in a very special manner if ont
wants to prevent the fields from picking up self-energies, not 1f one wants them to
become massive. The chiral symmetry of QFD provides for such a special arrangement
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only if the vacuum is symmetric. Among the four gauge fields of SU(Z)xU(1) only the
photon Is excused: for this particular field the U(l)-symmetry of the ground state
(gauge invariance of QED) guarantees that It does remain massless. The quarks and
lepton fields are exposed to the same self-energy effects. It Is a very satisfactory
feature of the standard model that it does not ascribe the actual values of the quark
and lepton masses to terms that have to be Inserted Into the Lagrangian by hand, but
blames them on the asymmetries of the vacuum. These asymmetries depend on the details
of the spontaneous symmetry breakdown. There Is no reason why the various fermions
should get the same mass. We need a better understanding of the way 1n which the
symmetry 1s broken to calculate these masses In terms of the basic constants appear-
ing 1n the Lagrangian.

9. QUARK MASSES

The propagation properties of the fermion fields may be characterized by a general
mass term of the form

em * + h.c. (9.1)

(e is the antisymmetric 2x2 matrix, e • 1o 2). Since the vacuum 1s assumed to be
SU(3)-symmetric, the mass matrix m does not connect quarks with leptons. Further-
more, U(l)-symmetry Implies that quarks of charge + ?(--?) are only connected with

2 1

antiquarks of charge - j {+ j ) . In the quark sector the mass term 1s therefore des-
cribed by two 3x3 matrices:

\
/"uu

mcu

mtu

V
mcc

mtc

m£t f
msd

"•Bd

"ds

ms"s

IBs

mdb

msb

"Bb

The mass matrix allows us to distinguish the three quarks of charge + j from one an*
other: u, c and t are the eigenstates of the first one of these two matrices. With
an appropriate change of basis the mass term may be written as

h.c.

or, equivalently, in the more familiar notation which collects the two component
fields (4>u(x)) ciji-j{x)) in the four component spinor u(x):
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m uu + mj 3d + m cc + m Is + mfc It + m. 5b (9.2)

Note that this diagonal1zat1on Interferes with the weak couplings. In the new basis
the emission of a W+ by an up-quark will not always produce a down-quark, but some
linear combination of d, s, b described by Cabibbo angles (the mass matrix determines
these mixing angles).

I emphasize that although the origin of the fermion masses 1s assumed to be in the
weak and electromagnetic Interactions 1t 1s by no means necessary that the quark and
lepton masses are small compared to the scale A,of the strong Interactions. Spontane-
ous breakdown involves new mass scales whose magnitude depends on the mechanism
responsible for the breakdown. (In a H1ggs model the parameters characterizing the
Higgs Lagrangian are relevant.) The weak and electromagnetic Interactions lead to
two classes of effects in the world of hadrons:

- there 1s a small direct perturbation due to weak boson exchange. This direct
effect is responsible for the weak and electromagnetic decays of hadrons, for the
electromagnetic self energy of the proton etc.

- there is a much more sizeable indirect effect on the spectrum of the baryons and
mesons: the quark masses. To a very good approximation one may neglect the di rect
effects of the weak and electromagnetic interactions on the hadron spectrum. Only
if we also neglect the Indirect effects, viz. the quark masses, then we obtain the
very coarse picture described in section 6: massless pseudoscaiar mesons, no mass
difference between P, N, A, E, H, ... etc.

As far as the strong interaction goes the net effect of spontaneously broken QFD is
that it supplies the QCD Lagrangian with a quark mass term. The values of the quark
masses m , m., m , m , ... reflect the mechanism of symmetry breakdown for which we
only have provisional models. Up-quark is the name of the lightest quark with charge
+ % , c is the name of the next heavier one with this charge etc. It 1s plausible
that 1f one gives the quarks a mass the states containing quarks become more heavy.
The heavier the quark the heavier the meson or baryon that contains it: IT, P, N
should become the lightest mesons and baryons because they only contain the quarks u
and d and are 1n the ground state of Internal motion. In the limit of very large
quark masses we expect that the mass of a baryon approaches the sum m1 + m2 + n»3 of
the masses of Its quarks - the effect of the gluon field energy and internal motion
should be comparatively small, of relative order v2/c2. In the opposite extreme, If
we neglect the quark masses, then the baryon ground state will be a degenerate state
of mass Mfl, the partners of the proton differing from it only 1n the flavour of the
quarks then get the same mass. A simple formula that Interpolates between these two
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extremes is

M " Mo + ml + m2 + m3 t9<3)

There is a slightly more learned justification of this simple formula for the depend-
ence of a baryon on the mass of Its quarks. The quark mass term may be considered as
a perturbation of the QCD Lagrangian. Writing H • Ho + Hj with H<| representing the
quark mass term, the first order shift 1n the energy levels 1s given by

E - <Hj> • f d x <mu uu + md 3d + m$ is + ..;> (9.4)

If we assume that the quarks move around nonreiativisfrically, there should be only a
small difference between uu and uy°u. The value of the Integral £ d xuy°u 1s how-

ever known: 1t counts the number of up-quarks (minus the number of ant1-up-quarks)
1n the state 1n question. The energy shift therefore becomes AE • ntj + m2 + m^. Add-
ing this to the expectation value of HQ leads to (9.3).

It 1s a simple matter to check whether the formula (9.3) works. It predicts

H p - M o

H o + mu + 2 md

MA • "zo " Mo + mu + md + "s

etc. The formula thus fails to explain the mass difference between A(1115) and
£°(1192) - this deficiency 1s an indication of the order of magnitude by which it
falls in general. To estimate m$ - mu from the baryon spectrum we use the masses of
S" and P:

The difference between m and RVJ must be smaller. To explain why the neutron Is some-
what heavier than the proton we need

» d - mu - 2 HeV
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(This difference 1s reduced by the direct effects of the electromagnetic Interaction
which are however too weak to Invert the sign of the proton-neutron mass difference.)

The formula (9.5) may also be applied (with a different value for Mo) to the decuplet
of baryon resonances. Here It works perfectly (the familiar equal spacing rule) and
gives ms - mu • 145 MeV. For the mesons the analogous formula reads

H - MQ + mj + m2 (9.6)

Applying It to the vector mesons p. u>, K* and$1t again works quite wall, however
with a somewhat smaller value for m - m :

ms - mu • 120 MeV

From the mass of the ty we get the estimate

"c * "u ' J < V V "1160HaV '
With this input we may then estimate the mass of the 0* and F* mesons (consisting of
.cu and cs respectively). We get MQ* * 1940 MeV to be compared with the experimental
value 2006 MeV and Mp# > 2060 MeV to be compared with (2140 + 60) MeV. In view of
the coarse interpolation between the relat1v1st1c regime (p meson) and the non-
reiativistic regime (t|>) the agreement Is better than we have any right to expect.

The formula (9.6) does not work at all for the pseudoscalar mesons - as indeed It
should not. The pseudoscalar mesons play a-special role - they become massiess
Goldstone bosons if the quark masses tend to zero: the quantity MQ vanishes. The
formula (9.6) would imply that the mass of the pion is simply given by the sum of the
masses of its quarks with no effect from binding. There is a general argument that
for small quark masses the mass of the pseudoscalar mesons M should not tend to zero

1n proportion to m1 + m2> but In proportion to f(n»j + nig):

M2 - M ^ + m 2 ) (m r m 2 * 0 ) (9.7)

The simplest interpolation between this behaviour and the large quark mass limit
(M • m.| + mg + finite binding effects) 1s

M2 • M1 (mi + m 2) + (m] + m 2 )
2 (9.8)
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This formula does work for the pseudoscalar mesons. It allows us to extract absolute

values for m , m., m , ..., not only quark mess differences. The numerical analysis

- which I invite you to do-it-yourself - shows that for the light quarks m , ntj, m

the term (m, + nu) 1s small compared to the term M^(m, + m»). We may therefore use

(9.7) as a first approximation and get

2 1

i.e. the s quark is about 24 times as heavy as the u or d quarks. Putting the various

estimates together we obtain a coherent picture with the following orders of

magnitude ':

mu - 4 MeV, md • 7 MeV, ms - 150 MeV, mc - 1200 MeV, mb - 4400 MeV (9.10)

The quantity (m^ - mu)/(m.- £ (mu + m^)) measures the strength of the isospin breaking

effects in comparison with SU(3) breaking. This quantity may be evaluated rather ac-

curately from the observed pattern of baryon and meson masses without making use of

the coarse arguments described above. A recent analysis ' gives

m: - a
0 u - 0.021 + 0.002

ms " 1 {mu + md>

The absolute values of the quark masses are more difficult to pin down. It 1s Interest-

ing to observe that the values (9.10) agree quite well with the old SU(6) formula

5.4 MeV

I should however point out that thfs value for the light quark mass 1s not entirely

uncontroversial. Part of the problem derives from the fact that the quark masses are

of course subject to renormalization. If one quotes values rather than only ratios

one is implicitly choosing a renormalization convention. The scattering of the quark

mass values found in the literature ' can however not be blamed on this ambiguity.

The root of the discrepancies between the various theoretical "measurements" 1s the

question whether (9.7) describes the chiral limit correctly, with a sizeable value

for Kjdetermined by the strong Interaction seal* A3. If this is the case then (9.9)
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follows to within SU(3) breaking effects. Note that what we are talking about here are
the quark mass terms in the Lagrangian ("current" quark masses). Thest masses describe
the Inertia of a quark against hard kicks. If one Instead probes their reaction to
soft kicks for which the cloud of soft gluons surrounding the quarks 1n a bound state
has enough time to readjust one does not measure this quantity but measures a constitu-
ent mass of order A3 that Includes the Inertia of the giuon cloud which the quarks havt
to drag along In this state. (In some cases the quark mass 1s simply confused with the
quark momentum, the quark wave length is mistaken for the quark Compton wave length).

It 1s an amusing exercise to work out the masses of the 0 or F mesons (the pseudoscalar
part-teles containing one charmed quark) or the mass of the pseudoscalar and vector
particles that contain the b quark plus one of the ordinary u, d, s, c quarks etc.
within the simple scheme described above. For the particles that have already been
seen experimentally the mass values'agree to within about 100 tteV. The mass HQ and
M-, for the various multfplets turn out to be of order 1 GeV - these quantities havt
nothing to do with the perturbation* caused by QFD, they are determined by QCD alont.
Hopefully we will some day learn how to calculate them in terms of the QCD coupling
constant A3 * 500 MeV.
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10. BOUND STATES

After this readers' digest ' of the Ingredients Involved 1n a theory of the hadrons
I return to the issue of confinement. Perturbation theory splits the Ham1lton1an Into
a part that describes free giuons and free quarks and an Interaction term

HQCD • "free + H1nt t10-1*

At short distances (high momenta) H f r e e indeed dominates the matrix elements of H Q C 0

(asymptotic freedom, g -. 1s small) and it makes sense to treat H. t as a perturb-
ation. In a meson the quarks are however moving only at modest momenta and the cloud
surrounding these quarks Involves soft giuons. In this situation H. . has the same
weight as H f r e e (geff is large), perturbation theory falls. If one treats H^nt as a
perturbation nevertheless, one is punished with Infrared singularities.

To arrive at a quantitative description of mesons or baryons we need a better split-
ting:

HQCD " Ho + H1nt' <1().2)

where H represents a dressed form of Hf that includes the collective effects of
the soft gluons surrounding the bare quarks or bare gluons. More specifically, HQ

should be chosen in such a manner that it dominates the matrix elements of H Q C D at
small as well as at large momenta. If one succeeds in finding such an improved zero
order approximation to QCD then the full theory may be recovered by treating H^n^'
as a perturbation. Of course, the splitting is not unique - what counts is the total
Hamiltonian. Different zero order approximations merely lead to a different remainder
Hint'* In Particu^ar» every Hamiltonian HQ that has the same behaviour at short
distances as H f will work equally well In the region where standard perturbation
theory works; what one 1s looking for 1s a deformation of H f r e e that allows one to
extend this region.

To be more specific, let us consider a meson of momentum p. I denote the correspond-
ing state vector by |p, n> where n stands for the remaining quantum numbers such a,s
spin, spin direction, mass, charge etc. In QCD this state Is expected to have a non-
vanishing overlap with the two quark sector. The corresponding matrix element

<O|Tq*(y) q°(x) | p. n> - •(x.y)*6 (10.3)
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represents a wave function describing the quark distribution In the meson. Since
gauge 1nvar1ance with respect to the colour group is the central feature of QCO it
is important to look at the gauge transformation properties of this wave function.
Both IO> and >p, n> are assumed to be invariant under the colour group (colour sing-
lets). The quantity q(y) q(x) is not - it transforms into q(y) U+(y) U(x) q{x). This
implies that the wave function as defined in (10.3) depends on the gauge in which
one chooses to work. To get a meaningful quantity one changes the definition of the
wave function by allowing for a gluon factor

<0|Tq(y)8 G(y, x) qa(x) |p, n> - tfx, y ) 0 *

G(y, x) « P exp 1g C dx*1' B (x')
x

P denotes ordering along the path of integration; a trace over the colour Indices 1s
understood: for fixed quark flavours \\> is a 4 x 4.matrix.

In the nonrelativistic quark model the spectrum of mesons is accounted for by only
counting the quark degrees of freedom. In this picture the gluon degrees of freedom
are considered to be frozen in - the gluon cloud follows the motion of the quarks.
In QCO one expects however that sooner or later giuonic excitations should start to
show up in the meson spectrum, even If there is no experimental evidence for these
excitations at this time.

One way to describe giuonic excitations is to allow the Integration in (10.4) to run
along a curved path connecting x with y. If one knew how the wave function changes
from path to path one would presumably be able to distinguish the various modes of
excitation of the giuonic cloud. An alternative, intuitively perhaps more plausible
method to cope with excited giuonic degrees of freedom (in particular, in a non-
relativistic picture of the bound state) is to consider wave functions associated
with operators of the type

q(y) G(y, z) Buv(z) G(z, x) q(x)«, q G B^ G Bpff G q, ...

where B ( z ) stands for the gluon field strength. In this language a meson for which
the gluon degrees of freedom are not frozen in would be Interpreted as a bound state
containing two constituent quarks and one or several constituent gluons. One also
expects that purely giuonic states containing e.g. two constituent gluons should
exist. In the picture I am advocating here these giuonic states should be described
through wave functions of the form
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G(x, y) Bpo(y) G(y. x) |p, n> - ̂ ( x . y)

a trace over colour again being understood. (The axial anomaly indicates that wave
functions of this sort may have sizeable values even for mesons such as the n' which
in the nonrelativistic quark model 1s described as a bound qq pair.)

In the following we assume that excitations of the gluonic degrees of freedom do .
not play a decisive role for the lowest lying mesons. The success of the nonrelativ-
istic quark model suggests that for the lowest states it makes sense to assume the
gluon cloud to be determined by the quark configuration. We do not try to answer the
question how the gluon cloud looks like in these states. Accordingly we identify the
path of Integration that occurs in "the definition of the wave function with the
straight line from x to y, such that the wave functiont|/a^x, y) indeed only involves
the degrees of freedom of the two quarks.

An important consequence of this identification of the wave function with a matrix
element of local fields is the spectrum condition: not every function of x and y
can represent a matrix1element of the type (10.4). To state the spectrum condition,
let us for the moment take spinless quarks described by scalar fields A(x), B(y):

${*•* y) " <0| T A(x) B(y) |p, n>

and let us also suppose that the meson does not carry spin. In this case Lorentz 1n-
variance implies that the wave function is of the form

2

with z • x - y. The spectrum condition states that for z < 0 the Fourier transform
of <j> with respect to pz vanishes outside "the interval - » < g <i:

•i
•(Pz. z

2) - ( dee1*52 •(*, z2)
-r

(This property follows from the fact that A(x) and B(y) commute at spacelike separ-
ation.)

The spectral condition has a simple interpretation in the Infinite momentum frame:
it states that the two quarks move in the same direction as the meson. It also holds
for spinning quarks; the gluon gauge factor In (10.4) does not upset It as long as
the integration runs along "the straight line from x to y.
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11. 3ETHE-SALPETER-EQUATI0N

The standard analysis of bound state wave functions 1s based on the BS framework.
One considers the Green's function

S(xylx'y') -^{<O|Tq(y) G(y, x) q(x) q(x') G(x\ y") q(y')|O>

- <O|Tq(y) Gq(x)|O> <0 | T q(x') G q(y')|O> >

The second term in this definition subtracts those diagrams for which tht points x, y
are disconnected from x', y'; the factor j compensates tht trace over colour. In tht
free quark limit S reduces to a product of two free quark propagators:

Sfret M x ' y ' ) « S(x - x') x S(y' -y) (11.Z)

The differential equation

(- \y» 3* + •) x(iY
u 3* + m) S f r e a (xy|x'y') - «

4(x - x') «4(y -> y«)

shows that if one interprets the Green's function as an operator acting on 4 x 4
matrix functions^010(xy) of two variables then ft has an Inverse given by

Sfree M * ' * ' ) - (- ^ aj • •) * (1vwaJ + •) «4{x -x1) «4(y - y')

The BS equation is based on the assumption that the full Green's function also has
an Inverse (a property that holds in perturbation theory). Tht BS-ktrnel V(xy|x'y')
may then be defined as

or, equivalent^,

S " Sfret" sfret V S « " - 4

(products of two operators Involve an integration ovtr two coordinates as well as a
sum over two Oirac indices.)

The eigenvalue equation for bound state wave functions may be obtained as follows.
Translation Invariance allows one to represent S as .
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1
S(xy|x'y') •

with z • x - y, z' « x1 - y'. If there 1s a bound state at p2 • m then the quantity
•S(z|p|z') develops a pole at this value of p2:

m'-p

The residue of the pole 1s related to the wave function of the bound state 1n question:

y) - rrrt**) o(x-y) (11.6)

To exploit this Information 1n (11.4) one takes the Fourier transform and looks at
2 2

the pole at p • m . In order fo
of the bound state must satisfy

2 2 2 2

the pole at pfc • m . In order for the equation to hold near p • m the wave function

* " - sfree V *
or, multiplying with £

(" 1YP a£ + •) *(x. y) ( 1 / 1J: + m) + [ V(xy|x'y') d4x' d4y' tfx'y') - 0 (11.7)

If the BS kernel V 1s given then this equation amounts to an eigenvalue problem that
fixes the bound state wave functions as well as the mass of the corresponding mesons.

As such (11.7) 1s an exact equation accounting for the full QCD Hamiltonian. It merely
performs the splitting H0_D « H, + H. . on the level of the meson wave functions.
In contrast to H^nt the kernel V is however not given explicitly - this 1s the price
to pay for reducing the problem to the quark degrees of freedom. It 1s here that one
would run Into a problem if it should turn out e.g. that gluonic excitations play a
decisive role even for the'lowest lying states: a two-quark-kernel V exists also 1n
that case, but it would presumably be Impossible to calculate 1t without studying
these excitations in detail, I.e. without going beyond the qq sector.

In perturbation theory V can be calculated as a power series In the coupling constant.
For QCD the lowest order contribution to V (exchange of one gluon) 1s:

V(xylx'y') - $ 9g Y V*Y vD p v(x - y) 4»(x - x') ̂ (y - y') (11.8)

where D (z) 1s the gluon propagator. In addition, the lowest order expression for
V contains a quark self-energy contribution. One may separate the diagrams contribut-
ing to V Into those that represent qq Interactions, I.e. connect the quark line with
the antiquark line ("one particle irreducible diagrams") and those that represent
self-energy effects. The self-energy effects nay be summed up by replacing the free
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Green's function Ŝ- by a product of two dressed quark propagators. Accordingly,
the product of the two Oirac operators in (11.7) must then be replaced by the product
of two dressed inverse quark propagators. It is however quite questionable whether a
splitting into one-particle irreducible and reducible diagrams is a significant step
in an analysis of the confinement problem. The splitting does make sense if the quarks
are essentially moving freely; in the presence of a soft giuon cloud the propagation
properties of one of the quarks are presumably quite dependent on the location of the
other quark. Whether one uses free quark propagators as a zero order approximation or
uses a product of two dressed quark propagators - a zero order approximation that
factorizes presumably has little chance to be a good starting point.

12. VERY HEAVY QUARKS

The bound state problem of QED - positronium - is very well described by the lowest
4 2 2order expression for the one-particle irreducible part of V, eq. (11.8) (J g£ •* e ).

If one solves the bound state equation (11.7) to all orders in e with this input
(S ladder approximation) one obtains an excellent approximation both for the spectrum
and for the wave functions of the system. If the same approximation is.used for bound
quark states one of course finds the same spectrum, in particular, one finds that
the system can be ionized by supplying it with an energy of order m gi.

If the quarks are very heavy, then this description of the bound state spectrum may
be quite decent at least for the lowest lying states for the following reason. For
heavy quarks the Bohr orbits of the positronium-like bound states are small: the

2 -1radius is of order (m g ) . The average momentum of the quarks is large, of order
m g ; the average momentum of the gluons whose exchange provides the binding force
is also of this order. Hence one expects that the strength of the QCD coupling con-
stant g3 should be given by the perturbation theory formula (4.1) evaluated at a
momentum scale of this order. If m is sufficently large this leads to a small effec-
tive value of g^; in this situation a perturbativi&\ treatment of the interaction is
self-consistent. Only high excited states, in particular, states that fail to be bound
in this approximation will explore the behaviour of the qq potential at large distances
- for these the approximation of course breaks down. If the perturbative treatment of
the interaction applies, then the velocity of the quarks is of order g* c, i.e. the
motion is nonrelativistic. In this case it is appropriate to take the nonrelativistic
limit of the bound state equation 6 ) . In this limit the potential (11.8) takes the
form of an Instantaneous interaction at a distance: only the value of the wave function
at x° • y°»t matters. Furthermore, the wave function decomposes into large and small
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components. Only 4 of the 16 components of ty are large - we denote those large com-
ponents by x(t. x, y). The 12 small components are dependant quantities that may be
expressed 1n terms of x- In lowest order the bound state equation (11.7) the* reduces
to the Schrb'dinger equation

2

1f t + <mi ' 4 > x + «"2 - £} x - } 5 - j ^ -x - o (12.1)

The eigenvalue spectrum of this equation 1s given by

x 9 ~ _ in, in* *

n • 1, 2. ... (12.2)

Most papers on the qq bound state problem are based on this approximation. Two effects
are discussed to improve the approximation:

2
(1) Corrections of order ̂  <v g^. The fine- and hyperfine-spHttings of positroniua

belong to this category. These effects follow unambiguously from the BS equation based
on the one-gluon exchange approximation. In the mass spectrum these effects give rise
to contributions of order m g".

(2) To account for the failure of the 1/r potential at large distances one adds a
long-range potential to the nonrelativistic Hamiltonian (12.1). The most popular
potential 1s motivated by a classical picture of the gluon cloud. One assumes that
if the quarks are far from one another then the cloud takes the shape of a tube of
finite diameter,. The field energy of this string is proportional to the length of
the string and the corresponding effective potential between the quarks 1s
therefore proportional to their distance, V(r) » kr. The constant k has the
dimension of the square of an inverse length. Perturbation theory to any

finite order does not give rise to dimensional quantities of this sort -
one has to appeal to nonperturbative effects if one wants to squeeze out
a potential of this sort and a value for k from QCD. It is unclear at this
time whether the classical string picture is indeed appropriate, although
some arguments for it can be given on the basis of lattice gauge theories ' .
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13. NONPERTURBATIVE EFFECTS IN THE OPERATOR PRODUCT EXPANSION

A very interesting method to study nonperturbative effects Is due to tht
ITEP group {.2] . Shifman, Va1nshte1n and Zacharov propose to study the
short distance expansion of say two currents j^(x) - q(x) %^. Q q(x)

(13.1)

where z • x - y, X • j (x + y ) . The quantities c" are c-number functions
and {On\ stands for the complete set of gauge Invariant local operators 1n
QCO:

I, (13.2)

and G* v(x) 1s the giuon field strength. One may work out the functions c" u(z)
1n perturbation theory order by order. Suppose for simplicity that we are
dealing exclusively with massless quarks. In this case the quantity C° (z) e.g
Is given by

and similarly, the coefficients of the other terms In the expansion are given
by some Integer neg&tive power of z multiplying a homogeneous polynomial 1n
z and a power series in the coupling constant which 1n general Introduces
an additional logarithmic z-dependence.

In the following we will only be Interested In contributions from Lorentz
scalar operators 0n. The Lorentz scaiars of lowest dimension (giving rise
to the most singular contribution) are qq ••{uu, 3d, ... \. For massless
quarks the coefficients of these terms vanish however, because neither the
currents nor the Lagrangian contain couplings between right- and lefthanded
components. The first scalar that does contribute 1n the expansion
the operator Ga

H%l G ^ a . The corresponding coefficient function 1s pro-
2 "v ' 2 2

portional to g (g^O - d^v ) In z ~ z .
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In the dressed perturbation theory vacuum the expectation values of the
operators 0n vanish except for 0 « JL ; the quantity C?,^ (z) represents
the vacuum expectation value of the product of the two currents. Shifman
et al. now observe that two effects must be taken into account before one ap-
plies the operator expansion to the real world:

1) Nonperturbative contributions to the coefficients of the operator
expansion. Perturbation theory, even 1f summed to all orders does not
necessarily contain all contributions. (Perturbation theory accounts for
the fluctuations around the field G a ^ • 0. This field configuration is
however not the only one for which the eucHdean action has a minimum.
Other minima correspond to instanton field configurations; the fluctua-

2 2tions around these give rise to contributions <-~ exp - (8"K /g ) - they do
qot show up In perturbation theory.) Shifman et al. argue that these non-
perturbative effects only contribute to terms In the operator expansion
which Involve operators of rather high dimension (i.e. are suppressed
by a rather high power of z 1n comparison to the leading terms).

2) Even if the operator expansion holds up to some given power of z with
coefficent functions given by perturbation theory one has to make sure that
one Is taking matrix elements of this operator relation between the proper
states. For QCD to be a realistic theory the dressed perturbation theory
vacuum cannot represent the physical ground state of the system. The
physical gound state \0> must break chiral symmetry spontaneously) the
dressed perturbation theory vacuum 10) does not. Qunatitatively, in
the limit of massless quarks we should have

-M! (13.4)

whereas-: the corresponding expectation values with respect to 10} vanish.
For small, but nonvanishing quark masses the constant HQ determines the
pion mass in terms of the quark mass according to

•vv̂ r « ^\ C * w * w O (13.5)

With £ (mu + md) « 5.4 MeV, F,- - 0.68 m^. this gives

MQ • 250 MeV . (13.6)
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Once it 1s clear that the physical vacuum cannot be Identified with \O)
the vacuum expectation value of j., (x) j,, (y) Is not any more given by
C ° v (z). Instead all terms in the operator expansion may contribute. In
particular, we get a contribution from the term Involving the square of
the gluon field strength:

The ITEP group has extracted the behaviour of the current correlation
function at small values of z from the data on the e+e" cross section.
They come up with

M, - 330 MeV . (13.8)

In terms of the colour magnetic and electric fields this result states

,i —• t. q U -»t. Kit"

a 2 2

orentz i, variance requires that the expectation values of B and E are
equal in magnitude and opposite in sign. Hence the expectation value of B
is positive, the expectation value of E Is negative; magnetic and electric
contributions each produce half of the result (13.73 One should not be
disturbed by a negative value for an apparently positive quantity like E i
the matrix element <"0\ E2l0> 1s only what remains at x • y once one takes
away the positive perturbative contribution to <6\E(x)t(y)\0*> that
explodes at x -*• y like (x - y ) ~ 4 .

Note that the quantity g2Ga
v.vG^

 a Is not renormalization Invariant. To
make a statement that is independent of the renormalization point,one
should instead look at the operator £(g)/g • G ^ G ^ * that appears 1n
the trace of the energy-momentum tensor. To lowest order In g the /3 -function
is given by

' * 48T Z (13.10)

where N3 » 33 - 2 Nfl« The result of Shifman et al. may be stated In the
renormaiization group Invariant form
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with H 2 • 340 MeV. It may at first sight seem strange that the quantity
which for massless quarks should represent the trace of the energy-momentum-
tensor, acquires a nonzero vacuum expectation value. The expectation value
of the energy-momentum-tensor of course vanishes. If one Insists that the
operator G 2 be defined through the operator product expansion discussed
above then the relation between Q ^ a n d G2 Involves an additive c-number
which reflects the fact that a change of scale requires renormaiization
of the vacuum bubbles of the theory.

I hope that these few remarks on the work carried out by the ITEP group

Invite you to read their papers.

14. CHROMODIAMAGNETISM

In the following I discuss the effect of a nonvanishing vacuum expectation
value for the square of the field strength on a bound qq pair. The Idea Is,
best understood. 1n analogy with the effect that a magnetic field produces
In an atom. Suppose we expose a hydrogen atom to an external magnetic field.
The field slightly distorts the electron orbits and Induces a magnetic dipole
moment opposite to the applied field (this effect 1s at the origin of d1a-
magnetism)

2
where < r > 1s the mean square radius of the electron orbit. The magnetic
moment Interacts with the magnetic field and gives rise to an Interaction
energy

= - - -jr & (14.2)

This Interaction energy amounts to a perturbation of the system by a harmonic
potential given by

V — *~-!^ Vs- (14.3) .
V2 Wta
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In QCD we should find a similar effect: the nonvanishing vacuum expectation
value of the square of the colour magnetic field should give rise to i har-
monic potential

To work this out quantitatively I look at a wave function associated with
two scalar quarks and a meson of momentum p:

The path ordered gauge factor 1s Introduced to obtain a gauge Invariant
wave function. The field C^x) transforms like a colour triplet and obeys the
equation of motion

^ -*Vu*cfc> — O (14.5)

where

Dv«t» « ^ « t -»-;'^s^ 4* (146)

The derivative of the wave function may be worked out by means of the formula

• where x1 « y + 5 z, z • x - y. The first derivative of "^(Xty) 1s given by
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and the second derivative becomes

with xM • y + v\z. Using the equations of motion this result may be rewritten
in the form

V

I now make the following approximations:
1) Ignore the correlation between the gluon field and the quarks* I.e. con-

sider only the first term on the r.h.s. of (14.7).
2) Replace the product of gluon fields by the corresponding vacuum expectation

value at x1 • x".

The expectation value of G ^ (x) G*V(x) Is proportional to the unit matrix
and to g^y. and may therefore be rewritten as

With

2.
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this becomes

The t and v^ integrations give rise to a factor of ^ such that (14.7) takes

the form

V V X ^ (14.8)

i ^ ^ ( S ^ (14.9)

To check that the approximation used indeed reproduces the correct result 1n
the case of a hydrogen atom exposed to a magnetic field we replace g by e and
identify the field G.,v with the electromagnetic field. If there is no electric
field, the average of z* G... z°~ G*V over the directions of z 1s given by
- * B z . (If the wave function of the system Is not spherically symmetric,
then the atom has a magnetic moment even in the absence of an external
magnetic field and the system will respord by i Larmor precession, not merely
by a level shift.) The first term on the r.h.s. of (14.7) therefore becomes
- I t>2o z2. In the nonrelativistic Hm1t the wave function may be written
as

where ^ N R is slowly varying { I Identify 4>(x) with the electron f i e ld , <i>+(y)

with the proton f ield here; I should of course have used tow different symbols

to describe the wave function of the hydrogen atom). The nonrelativistic l imit

of (14.8) then becomes

This verifies that the term we retained in the above approximation procedure
indeed reproduces the proper effective potential generated by an external
magnetic field.
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After this check we now return to chromodiamagnetism. With the value (8) for
the expectation value of the field strength (22) becomes

The diamagnetic term corresponds to a harmonic potential which, taken by
2 2itself, would give rise to a linear level spectrum: H • HJ + 8 A n ,

n » 0, 1, 2, ... . The quantity 8 ^ measures the inverse of
the slope. Numerically, using the value M, * 320 MeV of Shifman et al. we
obtain 8"X <= m . Experimentally, the slope of the leading trajectory for
light quarks corresponds to 8 A « 2 nu. This shows that the chromod1amagnet1c
effect is sizeable.

To establish the significance of the above crude calculation in a more
precise context, consider a bound state of very heavy quarks. As discussed
above heavy quarks stay close to one another and remain in the region where
the potential is well approximated by the perturbative expression for the
gluon propagator. In this region the correction that we have been evaluating
is a small perturbation. It amounts to a power correction to the Coulomb
potential of perturbation theory. The operator expansion provides us with
a general method to calculate the leading power corrections of the potential
in the following manner. One first works out the operator expansion of the
product of two heavy quark fields. The matrix element of this expansion
between vacuum and a mesonic state provides us with the short distance
expansion of the wave function. From this Information it should be possible
to read off the behaviour of the potential near the origin. In addition to
the power correction due to £ G > this expansion also contains a power
correction due to the vacuum expectation value of the light quark fields

•, which yet has to be worked out.
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15. RELATIVISTIC BOUND STATES

In the remainder of these lectures I describe an attempt at a relativistic
at a relat-vistic treatment of the long range force between quarks ' .
The BS equation (11.7) does not suppose that the motion of the system 1s nonrelati-
vistic. Indeed, one may try to solve the BS equation as 1t stands for the one-gluon
exchange potential (11.8), suitably modified at large distances. There is however a
basic problem with this equation that arises as soon as one leaves the safe grounds .
of perturbation theory that guarantees nonrelativistic Internal motion. The problem
has to do with the appearance of two time variables. The equation Involves, in addition
to the time t • i (x° + y°) also a relative time variable z° • x° - y° that plays an
important role if one 1s not working in the nonrelativistic. instantaneous approxim-
ation. The trouble can be seen even 1f one switches the interaction..off all together.
In this limit 1t 1s clear that one is1 free to specify the wave function at any fixed
time t as an arbitrary function of x, y as well as of the relative time z°. The BS
equation then determines how these initial values evolve with t. The variable z° plays
a role similar to "x, y: we have a system with 7 degrees of freedom rather than only 6
as would be appropriate for two particles. (In other words, most of the solutions of
the BS equation for V • 0 are not describing two free quarks). The disease also mani-
fests itself if the potential is switched on: again, z° plays the role of an independ-
ent degree of freedom. A complete set* of eigenstates of the BS equation contains
states that involve excitations of the orbital motion in x, y as well as excitations
in relative time. One 1s free to prescribe the wave function as a function of x\ y
and z° at some fixed time t and to decompose it into the complete set of eigenstates.
In particular, one may choose the wave'function to vanish" in the vicinity of x° • y°
(say |x° - y°| < T), but to have nonzero values as soon asx° is sufficiently dif-
ferent from y°. In view of the field equations of QCD this 1s strange. The field
equations specify the time evolution of the state q(y) G(y, x) q(x)|O> both with
respect to x° and with respect to y°. A proper initial value problem for the wave
function should involve only the value of i|i(x, y) at a given time x° and a given time
y . The dependence of ij» on x° - y° should be determined by QCD. .In fact, just'as one
derives the BS equation one may also project the field equations on the two quark
sector:

Y W 3* *(xy) • ^W(xy|x'y') dx« dy1 ^x'y')

/ (15.1)

*(xy) yv 3J • \&(xy|x'y') dx' dy' *(x'y')

These relations are also exact. In perturbation theory, W and fif may be calculated in
a power series of g just as the BS kernel can be calculated order by order.If one swit-
ches the interaction off, these equations do however not allow unphysical solutions
in contrast to the situation for the BS equation. Accordingly, we nay expect that If
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we use some approximate expression for the kernels W, ft and solve the pair of

equations (15.1) there will be no unphysical excitations in relative time.

The heart of the problem Is again to find an approximate expression for the kernels

W, ft. Our model 1s characterized by the requirement that the contributions of the

long range force to these kernels 1s local:

W(xy|x'y') -v W(x - y) «4(x - x') S4(y -y') (15.2)

and similarly for ft. I will give a more precise formulation of this assumption In

section 17. It turns out that the locality requirement 1s extremely strong - 1t

essentially fixes the form of the long range Interaction. To motivate the locality

requirement I briefly discuss some aspects of quantum mechanics at Infinite momentum

(quantum mechanics on a null plane). The model can very well be formulated without

Invoking null planes; the excursion Is however extremely Instructive.

16. EXCURSION: INITIAL VALUES ON A NULL PLANE

In this section I again consider scalar quarks, I.e. a single component wave function

•(*• y). In this case the Poincarl generators take the form

(16.1)

Mass and spin of the meson are related to the eigenvalues of these operators.

If the quarks are free the wave function obeys the wave equations:

If one prescribes the wave function iji(x, y) on the null plane x" s x ° - x3 • 0,

y* £ (y° - y 3) » 0, then the wave equations determine It all over H1nkowsk1 space.

In fact, they may be solved for 3*, 3*:
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The operator on the right hand side requires only knowledge of the wavt function on

the plane x* • const.

The Hamiltonian of the system generates the translations 1n x", y":

— Z + T l 2 + i t

This shows that the Hamiltonian of two free quarks 1s a local differential operator

in the two transverse directions of the null plane; 1t 1s not local with respect to

the lightlike directions x+, y + [ (9*)"1 is an integral operator]. The fact that P*ree

is a local differential operator'In the transverse directions reflects causality: the

value of the wave function at "time" x" • y" • e depends only on those Initial data

on the plane x" « y" • 0 that can be reached by moving backwards with less than the

speed of light. In the limit e * 0 only the"data at points with the same transverse

coordinates matter.

free

Let us now switch on the interaction by adding an interaction term to P_ . We post-

ulate that the interaction does not destroy this causality property: even in the pre-

sence of interaction the value of the wave function at x" « y" • e is assumed to

depend only on those initial data at x" • y~>Othat are in the causal past of the

point in question. More precisely, we assume that P_ as well as the other generators

of the Poincar£ group are differential operators in the transverse directions of at

most second order (the dependence of these operators on x+, y + is left unspecified).

There is an equivalent, covariant formulation of this requirement. We have shown in

ref. 8 that the Poincari generators are local differential operators in the trans-

verse directions if and only if ty obeys a pair of covariant second order wave equa-

tions that may be written in the form (z • x - y)

v) - e" 7 P**1*) A(Z)
t J) • e c v\zl

- u » D - u , 0 - u . - n p j A ' O (16.4)
Z i o T

(P3 - v2 0' - v1 D - v0) * - 0
it

I
A

•-1 The operator D stands for 0 « zM a . the "potentials" u, v, n are functions of z

and pz. They may involve z 1n an arbitrary manner, but can be at most quadratic in

pz. Free quarks are of course a special case. !n the above notation they are described

by (n»j • «£ • m):
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{ Q + m2 - J- p2) * • 0 p3« • 0 (16.5)

The relat ivist ic harmonic oscillator

< n - X2 *2 + m2 - j P2} * • 0 {p3 - xpz} 4. - 0 (16.6)

1s another example of a system of this type. The oscillator may equivalently be

described by two equations of the type (15.1)

Q x * - (A2 z 2 - m 2 - 1 x Pz) *

(16.7)

n y « /» - ( \2 z2 - m 2 + 1 x Pz) *

In the language used 1n the last section, the harmonic oscillator 1s described by
field equation kernels U, ft that are'local 1n the sense (15.2). (The occurence of a
term linear 1n Pz requires a contribution proportional to the first derivative of the
wave function 1n addition to a strictly local .term).

One might expect that by choosing different potentials u, v, n in (16.4) one may
obtain a large variety of systems that all obey the causality requirement formulated
above. This expectation 1s false for the following reason: It 1s In general a crime
to Impose more than one equation on a single unknown. If one Imposes two differential
equations on the single wave function tp(x, y) with random coefficients the only solu-
tion will be ty • 0. In order for this not to happen the two differential equations
have to satisfy an integrability condition which Imposes very strong restrictions on
the potentials. We have shown in ref. 8 that these integrability conditions 1n fact
determine the potentials up to a few constants (the general solution Is a generalized
oscillator). To understand how this comes about let us consider the following partic-
ular case. Suppose that the field equation kernels are strictly local:

D x • - W(z) * ; n y * - ft(z) 0 (16.8)

The integrability condition is obtained by looking at the commutator of the two dif-
ferential operators:

[ O x - «. D y - * ] - - 4 ft' # aj' + W zw aj> + 4 {z2 H - z2 Vx y j j (16.9)

(Lorentz 1nvar1ance implies that W, W depend only on z ; W denotes the derivative of
W with respect to z 2 ) . Applied to a solution of the two wave equations the commutator
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vanishes. Hence ifr must be annihilated by the right hand side of (16.9). This imposes
a new differential equation on 0 . We require that the system of wave equations has
sufficiently many solutions in the following sense: 1t should admit arbitrary initial
values on the plane x" • y" • 0. The two wave equations (16.8) do not Impose any
rpit^dction on these initial value data; they instead determine the time evolution.
The new constraint does however impose a restriction unless W » w"* • 0 I.e. unless
the two particles are free. In order to have an Interaction without dropping the
locality requirement we have to allow the potentials W, ft to contain terms proportion-
al to the first or to the second derivative of $ [see (16.7)]. Even with this general
form of the locality requirement the class of admissible potentials 1s very narrow.

Why do we not find, say, the Coulomb potential as one of the possibilities ? Is the
locality requirement which I have shown above to be related to causality a necessary
condition ? Are we saying that one-photon or one-giuon exchange violates causality ?
The answer to these questions is the following: Field theory is manifestly causal on
the space of all states. Projecting the system on the two quark sector of Fock space
one in general has to live with interaction kernels that are not manifestly causal.
This is related to the fact that by specifying the wave function at some given time '
one is by no means making sure that there will be exactly two bare quarks in. this
state. The state will have Fock space matrix elements with two pairs of quarks or no
quarks, but several gluons etc. These components do not show up 1n the wave function.
If time evolves these components will however produce transitions to the two quark
sector of Fock space and show up as contributions to the wave function that are not
necessarily in a causal relation to the two-quark component at an earlier time.
Positronium theory keeps track of these other sectors of the Fock space of QED (vacuum
polarization). QED is of course causal, the equations of motion for the wave functions
of positronium are not. Only the zero order approximation to positronium - free
leptons - is causal even on the two lepton sector. We are merely pointing out that
there is a narrow class of long range interactions which'retain this feature of the
standard zero order approximation. We do not expect the full qq interaction to be
described by this approximation. Gluon exchange, which is known to dominate the Inter-
action at short distances, must be treated as a perturbation of this approximate
description much as one treats photon exchange in positronium.

In my opinion it is important to have a zero order approximation with decent proper-
ties. To my knowledge none of the alternative guesses at an approximate relativistic
description of the long range forces between quarks that can be found in the litera-
ture avoids the problem of unphysical modes associated with relative time. I am con-
vinced that the qq bound state spectrum of QCD does not contain modes of this sort.
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Whether QCO cures the disease by producing a soft gluon cloud that gives rise to a

causal effective qq Interaction (as we assume 1t to be the case) or whether QCO

solves the problem In a more subtle manner 1s an open question.

17. HARMONIC CONFINEMENT

Applying the above Ideas to spin » quarks we postulate that for large separations of

the two quarks the kernels W, ft In (15.1) are approximately local

W(xy|x'y') • Wfl 5{x - x') 6(y - y
1) + W^xylx'y1) • • # 0+ ^ + ...

_l" A ifi / w ) si Lf ' ill f V%/\ * ft1* tfi IW1 v^ el hi ill I W 1 /17 •• \
•I * Vi* \ "J" / ^ / \ V A \ X / I • V/% \ » / I rt V/* \ J" / ( I / • I )

We allow WQ and W*Q not only to depend on z - x - y, but also to Involve the differ-

ential operator P zu. Since we are dealing with first order equations here we assume

that the kernels are at most linear in Pz. We do not Impose any restrictions on the.

manner in which w*. or ft. depend on z or on the spin:o o r

2 2
The potentials w-j, w-, ... are functions of z and Pz, arbitrary 1n z but linear In
Pz.

Again the consistency of the two wave equations requires an integrability condition

to be satisfied. This condition imposes strong restrictions In the form of differential

equations to be satisfied by the potentials w^, w 2 ... . The general charge conjug-

ation symmetric solution W these differential equations Involves only three constants:

Y u 3y • • -X Y5 * Y 5 t - 1 A <|» + u Pz P+ I|I

3y • Y^ • X t Yc * Y5 + 1 A t|» + u Pz P+ <»
(17.2)

A •*» • (m - 2 u) P+ <> + ic P. • - j g P+ Y
V <» Yv

P+ * " 1 (* • Y 5 * Y5)

(To be precise there are two different solutions.The second one 1s however the adjoint

of the one given). The three Independent constants are a, K and u; the parameter A is
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related to these by X • icu •

If we set v • 0, K • m then we recover the free Dirac equations. If X 1s different
from zero then the wave equations Involve a potential that grows linearly with z;
the potential couples to the spin direction 1n a very particular manner. (Note that
a linear potential In the Dirac equation amounts to a harmonic potential In the cor-
responding Klein-Gordon equation).

The system has the following properties:

(1) The eigenfunctions are of the form [zZ - (z 0) 2 - (z)2]:

•(x, y) • e" I ip(x+y) el Az P(z)

where P(z) 1s a polynomial. This shows that the model satisfies the spectrum condition
discussed in section 10.

(2) The eigenvalues of P2 • M are equally spaced:

M2 • 4 K m + 8 X n, n • 0, 1,2 ...

(3) There are no time!ike excitations. The initial values of the wave function say
at x° • y° » 0 determine it all over Minkowski space. This implies of course that
the set of eigenstates is not a complete set on Minkowski space.

(4) Only 4 of the 16 components of 4> are independent. As a consequence of this
property and of (3) the spectrum of the model has the same degrees of freedom as the
nonrelativistic quark model. To every orbital wave function (characterized by an
orbital angular momentum I and a radial quantum number k - 0, 1, 2, ...) there are

4 states differing in the orientation of the quark spins. For one of these states

the quark spins are antiparallel (s a o), the other three have total quark spin s • 1.

The total angular momentum is given by j • € for s • 0 and j • t + 1, or J • I or

4 • t - 1 for s • 1, In terms of these quantum numbers the miss of tht stite 1s given
by

M2 • 4 K m + 8x(t+ 2 k + s
1) (17.3)

(5) For fixed quark spin and radial quantum number we have linear Regge trajectories

parametrized byfc. For the lowest states the spectrum Is shown In Fig. 2.
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• ' I1 1\2",3" 3*

V

F1g. 2: Spectrum of the relat1v1st1c oscillator.

(6) One of the main features of the model Is a strong hyperfine splitting. [Compare
(17.3); the spacing between s > 1 and s • 0 Is the same as the spacing between suc-
cessive states on a Regge trajectory, say between t • 1 and I • 0 ."lThis 1s in marked
contrast to positronium where the levels analogous to <|> and nc are essentially degener-
ate, the splitting being hyperfine. The same remarks apply to the radial (n^) and
angular excitations of nc< The strong spin-spin Interaction manifests Itself In the
relation

i - i*
(7) The qualitative features of the spectrum are best seen In the nonrelativistic
limit of the model, \ ocm. In this limit the system may be described by the Hamilton-
Ian

(17.4)

which explicitly shows that the strength of the spin-spin Interaction 1s governed by
the spring constant of the oscillator.
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(8) Since the short distance behaviour is governed by the highest derivatives In the

wave equation the short distance behaviour of the model 1s the same as for free

quarks.

(9) The model has h decent chiral limit. To see this consider the pion channel for

equal mass of u and d quarks. The matrix element of the axial current between vacuum

and pi on is given by tr [ y Y g ¥(x, x)]. According to the wave equations this quantity

obeys

8x tr ftp
 Y5 •<*• X>1 - 2 1m tr fr5 *{x, x) ]

The parameter m is therefore to be Interpreted as the quark mass. CMral symmetry

amounts to m »0. In this limit the mass of the ground state w • 4 K m Indeed tends

to zero as 1t 1s appropriate for a Goldstone boson. The wave functions do not dis-

integrate in the chiral limit, provided the parameters K and u retain finite values.

(Note that M^ tends to zero in proportion to m as discussed in section 9).

It should be clear that any model with a decent chiral limit (M • 0, M * 0) must
« PInvolve spin-spin interactions with a strength comparable to the force responsible

for the

tude).

2 -1
for the Regge trajectories (M and the slope |o'| are of the same order of raagni-

18. SHORT DISTANCE CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE qq INTERACTION

As pointed out •: section 16 a causal effective qq interaction can at most account

for the long range force due to soft gluons. What about the remainder ? In the follow-

ing I argue that perturbation theory allows one to make reliable statements about the

short distance behaviour of the interaction. It is possible to calculate the re-

mainder at least at short distances and'thus to improve the accuracy of the approxim-

ation 9 K

Asymptotic freedom states that the strength g3 of the strong Interaction is weak 1f

the quarks come close to one another. If g3 is small then perturbation theory 1s re-

liable and the lowest order graphs will dominate. The lowest order graph contributing

to the qq interaction is one-gluon exchange. This contribution which behaves like 1/r

should therefore dominate the qq interaction at short distances. The harmonic long

range interaction which we have been describing in the last section is soft at short

distances and may is neglected in comparison with the one-gluon exchange contribution
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of the square of the wtva function. If one estimates g£/4ir on this basis then ont
generally finds rather large values > 0.5. (The perturbation theory formula gives
93/477 • 1, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2 for q - 1, 2, 3, 5, 10 GeV respectively).

A different estimate 1s obtained from the decay i|» + 3 gluons, which leads to
2

g3/4n a 0.2 for the strength of the Interaction responsible for this decay. If
A3 " 500 KeV then it takes a momentum scale of the order of 10 GeV to produce such
a small value ! Even if A3 should turn out to be only 250 MeV, one would still need
a momentum scale of order 5 GeV which is hard to justify in a decay for which each
one of the gluons on the average only gets 1 GeV. I conclude that within the uncer-

2
tainties involved the value g«/4ir'• 0.4 is tolerable; smaller values such as the
value extracted from the decay ty + 3 gluons are hard to reconcile with the direct
"measurements" of the strong Interaction coupling constant based on deep inelastic
scattering.

19. OPEN PROBLEMS

One of the open problems concerns the high excited states. The unperturbed oscillator
contains two degenerate 1~" states at every second level (the two states correspond-
ing to S and 0 waves respectively). The consecutive levels have equal spacing in n .
The one gluon exchange corrections do not affect this equal spacing rule very strong-
ly, but produce a small splitting between the two degenerate states '•. (In the case
of iM3.685) and r|i*(3.77) the splitting does have the proper magnitude). The ex-
perimental situation concerning the 1~" states in the continuum 1s not very clear,
but there seems to be rather good evidence for a state at 4.03 - whereas the equal
spacing rule would place the two degenerate states at 4.19. The one-gluon exchange cor-
rection moves them to 4.18 and 4.24 respectively. The higher state 1s expected to
have smaller width; it may correspond to the peak seen at 4.16. We thus have a size-
able discrepancy with the data above threshold. The same phenomenon occurs 1n the Y
spectrum for which the analogous state Y" is below threshold. Again the model pre-
dictions are too high.

The model does appear to give a decent extrapolation from charmonium spectroscopy to
Y spectroscopy. The extrapolation is based on the following Input. The ocillator in-
volves three constants u, K, m. As such the model does not tell us how these constants
depend on quark flavour. From QCD one expects however that the properties of the qq
bound states involve only one flavour dependent parameter: the quark mass. The only
other scale that should enter the problem 1s the universal scale A3 of the strong
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interactions. We should therefore be aole to express Che two quantities u and K as a
function of the quark mass m. Concerning u the simplest assumption is that 1t 1s
flavour Independent. The quantity K cannot be flavour Independent, because in the
nonrelativistic limit < becomes equal to m up to effects of the order of the bindinq
energy. In the other extreme, when m tends to zero (chiral limit) K retains a finite
value < Q. The simplest Interpolation between these two extremes Is

ic • K + m

This Implies that the parameter X • U K grows with the quark mass 1n such a manner that
the frequency of the oscillator w • —• tends to a flavour Independent value for suf-

ul

ficiently large quark mass. Since A measures the inverse slope of the Regge traject-
ories an increasing value of \ leads to a slope that decreases with the mass of the
quark. There is good experimental evidence for this effect. Comparing the slope of the
I » 1 mesons with the slope of charmonium we get [m.« j (mu + md)]

x c c a 2 x u d * K o + m c " 2 K + f l l > -

Since the light quark mass A is negligible this leads to KQ * mQ • 1200 fteV. From the
value of the slope we then get u » 120 MeV. Furthermore, we may calculate the light
quark mass from the relation M| - 4 K. m with the result

\ {\ + «d) - 4 MeV

in reasonable agreement with the estimate given in section 9. (Note, however that this
calculation is very crude as it ignores giuon exchange corrections all together.)

Once <a and u are determined,Y spectroscopy Involves a single unknown, the mass of the
b quark. (The strength g, of one-gluon exchange is scaled up from charmonium to Y In
the standard manner.) The experimental value of the Y mass may be used to determine
mb> One may then calculate'the splitting Y1 - Y and obtains 563 tteV to be compared
with the experimental value 556 MeV. (As mentioned above, the prediction for the state
Y" 1s however too high: My,, » 10.52 whereas, experimentally My« « 10.38).

As far as the charge conjugation symmetric bound states go the model does seem to
offer a simple description of the flavour asymmetries caused by the quark masses.
There is however the following problem: It is not possible to describe bound states
containing quarks of unequal mass in terms of a strictly local effective qq inter-
action '. If one perturbs the symmetric oscillator by giving the quarks a mass dif-
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ference, locality is lost. This does not mean that for asymmetric mesons such as K or
D the long range interaction cannot be approximated by a local potential. It does
imply however, that there necessarily are nondominating contributions on the level of
mass terms (neither dominating at small nor dominating at large distances) that fall
to be local. This may cast a shadow of doubt on the hyperfine splitting. In fact, the
dominating long range force only Implies that all spin orientations have the same
Regge slope. The value of the hyperfine splitting itself 1s a question that does not
concern the slope but the intercept of the various trajectories. This intercept Is
affected by mass terms. If we allow suitable nonlocal contributions on the level of
mass terms we can of course choose the hyperfine splitting at will. In our opinion
this is however not the proper conclusion to draw. Since a large hyperfine splitting
is crucial for a decent chirai limit we do think that the model provides for an
adequate zero order approximation to pure QCD (massless quarks). The flavour asym-
metries produced by QFD via quark mass terms however perturb the system and give rise
to a nonlocal contribution to the potential that has to be treated 1n a perturbative
manner in the same way as the short distance contributions which 1n our language are
also non-local. From this point of view the proposal given above for the flavour de-
pendence of K, v amounts to the observation that for m-| « m2 even the mass terms re-
main local provided the range X of the long range force is renormalized (X grows

, with the quark mass).' Phenomenologicaiiy, the slopes of the Regge trajectories do
vary strongly with the mass of the quarks (My, - My • 10.8, M~, - M7 • 4,
H , - M • 1.8). One may however maintain the view that this is only a low energy
effect i Whether the range of the long range force 1n QCD is flavour Independent
or is subject to renormalization that depends on the mass of the quark is an open
question.

A further problem that we yet have to learn how to cope with is the calculation of
transition rates. In particular, to work out the rate of the transitions into e+e",
we need a proper normalization of the wave functions. In the case of the BS equation
the eigenstates, including the states involving relative time oscillations, are
complete on Minkowski space* This property may be used to construct the norm in an
unambiguous manner. In our model the solutions of the wave equations are only complete
on an initial surface, say x° • y° « 0. The cor
the corresponding norm 1s not a simple matter.
on an initial surface, say x° • y° « 0. The construction of conserved currents and of

The transition rates for photon emission or pion emission pose a similar problem. In
this connection it is important to realize that it 1s inconsistent to use the standard
minimal substitution in the wave equations - they fall to be compatible in the pre-
sence of external fields. Even in the mnrelat1v1stic limit the prescription is not
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unambiguous because the connection between the small and the large components of the
wave function Involves Interaction effects of order v/c. The magnetic dipole transitions
are matrix elements of this order and It 1s therefore not permissible to Ignore the
Interaction effects In a calculation of the corresponding rates.

It would of course be of Interest to generalize the model to the baryons. Some attempts
at formulating wave equations for three body systems can be found 1n the literature '
To my knowledge all of these models are sick. 1n one way or another (relative time
oscillations or failure to reduce to free particles when the coupling Is turned off).

The main problem of course Is the question whether (JCD cares about producing a long
range Interaction that remains causal when projected onto the quark degrees of free-
dom. If this question has an affirmative answer 1t.should be possible to establish the-
correct Interface between.the long range forces and the short distance contributions
of perturbation theory.
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ABSTRACT

We Investigate non-reducible 0(3) symmetric meron solutions to classical

SU(N+1) Yang-Mills theory in four dimensional Euclidean space. For even N the

solutions have topologlcal charge densities equal to a sum of delta-functions

with integer coefficients while for odd N (N>1) these coefficients can be

both integer and half-integer. In all cases they correspond to solutions of a

system of N coupled singular elliptic equations. He discuss the existence of

two meron solutions of this system and for N-3,4 give some numerical solu-

tions too.
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I. Introduction

Particular solutions to classical gauge theories have been

the focus of many recent investigations. Part of these solutions

- called merons - are infinite action solutions of Euclidean

Yang-Mills equations with topological charge density concentrated

at points. The interest in merons stems from the fact that they

Cl 2^

can be used in models for quark confinement ' . The first meron

solution was obtained in SU^*) > later it was generalized to

multiple merons on a line ̂  . These SU^) configurations of

course can always be embedded into any SU(M) theory believed to

describe the interaction among quarks. /The general belief is

that for the physical world M=3, however, with integer charged

quarks it may be 4 as well*' ' . The su(5) merons may play a role

in a so called grand-unification scheme w/. However, in these

cases there is a possibility that genuine S<J(M) configurations

exist which cannot be obtained from an su(2) embedding. We call

these non-reducible. It is our intention in this paper to

exhibit the existence and discuss the properties of such non-

reducible merons in an SU{N+1) gauge theory.

So far this kind of merons has been discussed only for

. There it was shown that non-reducible SU (3) merons

have their topological charge quantized in integers instead of

in halfintegers, as in the case for Su(2) merons. Here we derive

the generalization of this fact for any N /Sect.III./.

To obtain non-reducible merons in Su(N+l) we use an
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(8)

symmetric ansatz of ref. ' used to obtain non-reducible

instantons. In terms of this ansatz the original four dimensional

gauge theory gets replaced by N mutually coupled, two dimensional

Abelian Higgs models with a residual U (l) x x U^l) /N times/

gauge group. In the case N>2 we find a novel thing: the

possible meron charges in some different u(l) components are

different. For even N they all are integers while for odd N they

can be both integers and half-integers.

We reduce the problem of finding Su(N+l) merons to obtaining

solutions with appropriate boundary conditions to a coupled system

of elliptic differential equations for N real functions. We

outline a general proof of existence /for any N/ of two meron

solutions of this system using upper and lower bounds, that we

give explicitely for N=3 /Su(4)/ and N=4 /SU(5)/. In these cases

we also give numerical solutions for all possible two merons.

The paper is organised as follows. In sect. II. we describe

the 0(3") symmetric ansatz and derive the SU(N+1) gauge field

equations in terms of this ansatz. In sect. III. we look for

solutions to these equations that have topological charge density

appropriate to merons and derive the possible values of meron

charges. Sect. IV. contains the discussion of two meron

solutions together with the proof of their existence and the

numerical solutions for SU (4) and SU(5), while in sect. V. we

discuss some general properties of our two merons.
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II. O (3) Symmetric Ansatz for SU(N+l} Gauge Theory

To find 0(3) symmetric merons in an SU (N+l) gauge theory we

use the ansatz of ref. ' exhibiting in a manifest way the symmetry

under the mixed angular momentum operator

where l i s a matrix representation of SO (3). The ansatz which

is a generalisation for SU (N+I) of the expressions, used in

(47) ' •
refs. ' for cylindrically symmetric merons in SU(2") and Su(3)

respectively takes the form

Here H is a vector and T%O»*M a r e scalars under (l) and T is

the radial unit vector. Using the most recent results for

constructing gauge fields with given symmetry properties one

can prove in a straightforward way that the expressions above

are really the most general SO(3) symmetric ones for an Su(N+l)

gauge theory.

Though t*\ , 9[ and H c do depend on the spherical angles via

T the field strengths

depend only on derivatives with respect to f an^ x because the

angular derivatives in
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combine with the T X*T in (2) to yield commutators with T X ^

that are determined by the SO (.3*) symmetry alone . Therefore

from now on we shall evaluate all fields on the z axis. The SO(3)

symmetry then enables us to evaluate them along any other axis-10'.

As we want to have non-reducible SU (N+1*) merons we shall consider

the case when \ is the maximal embedding of SO (3) in Su(N+l)

with

Finally our ansatz for n c , n^ , t"\* /along the z axis/ is

fl"- ft-

M, 0

;

where we introduced a two dimensional notation with fc =•*. , / »

and the functions rL L^^) are real and ̂ ( ^ V complex with.u J*\*-J are real and H ' M

v[ = (t"\v̂  . /Note that the matrices are N+l dimensional but each

contains N functions only./ This ansatz is invariant with

respect to Abelian gauge transformations from a residual

u(l) x u(l) ...x U (l) /N times/ subgroup. To display this we

define

w>
(A)
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where H - n 3 0. The \5) equations can be inverted using

the £**• matrix

ft « - r*"«v t C6)
r f _

with C. ' = _i- • - -u ̂- » for k £ m and C ' «

for kt m. C ' satisfy two

important identities that the we shall frequently use:

The SU(N+1) field strengths evaluated on the z axis take the

following form in terms of Cx and

with V^v» ̂ fly - ^ ^ « C

and ^ 0 = \N^.SL 0. These field strengths transform covariantly

under the Abelian gauge transformation

!j for any real function /> v^t).

Now it is easy to express the action of the SV (tjt+1) gauge

theory in terms of a""* (̂ ,0 and ^ ^ Q ^ O ' after integrating
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over the angular variables we obtain an effective Lagrangian

half plane:

g
for the C\* and <4> in the 9 j

VI ^VI v ^

(.8;

This is the Lagrangian for N Abelian Higgs fields ^v^

interacting with each other as well as the N abelian gauge

fields q** of the residual u(l) x u(l)x....x u(l) group in the

-r~curved two dimensional half plane K̂ . with metric Cx^

The Higgs potential is of the symmetry breaking type with

several minima-. A particular feature of L is the coupling

between the field strengths of the different U (l) components

of the direct product group.

The field equations of the SU(N+I) gauge theory expressed

in terms of c\T and ̂  « <3f> r C i$>0 are simply given by the

variations of \-with respect to these functions. For o£ we

find

(9)

where

of the two component vector

C

Here we introduced the vector

the new covariant derivative

(p^ i= defined as

The (11 > equations can be written in a more compact, coordinate

free form
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where I * 1 ^ cU^ stands for the external derivative and K

denotes the Hodge adjoint. We note the appearence of the T 1

terms in the equ.(9) as a direct consequence of the curved

structure of K4 •

For the scalars v we obtain

Z

Equ. 8 (9) and (j.o) are the field equations for a general

SO (3) symmetric SU(N+1) gauge theory. In what follows we shall

find solutions to these equations with topological charge

density concentrated in different points on the r«0 line.

Ill. System of Equations for Non-reducible SU ̂ J+l} Merons

The topological charge /or Pontryagin/ density of the four

dimensional SU (jJ+l) gauge theory after some algebraic manipulation
tot ^

can be expressed in terms of a^ and <P- as

where V* is the curl of the vector X*^ : \L* m © X^-OVX^

i.e. \S*» cM*". Note that in (ll) in contrast to (8) there is

no coupling between the different u(l) sectors. Integrating

over the angular variables we obtain the charge density
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in Q h

Now as we want to obtain S0^3} symmetric merons, i.e. merons

located on the line r=0 a

to equ.s y9-lOy such that

located on the line r=0 at different t. we look for solutions

n2-
This means that in Kh we must have

Using the fact that Uo^» (p̂ -'-*
1)©* a n d that the field' equations

{9) imply

we find that the requirement ^.2^ is equivalent to

Because of the f2" in TVCA* .̂  a solution to ^13) and (9) is

given by

implying T** = 0 and '̂. •* 2. t̂ i .In what follows we take

this solution and reduce the remaining gauge field equations

(lO) to N coupled elliptic equations for N real functions of

r and t. It will also turn out that - within a class of gauge

transformations - $*\ must be an integer multiple of j w*wj
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in order for \*L be regular away from the locations of merons.

Following refs "' ' we find an Op such that ^ *,v" 9WQ^-3«
W

where P y is given by (l4):

With the aid of these V we carry out a rotation on the *v

vectors

These U rotate the covariant derivatives ^ into ordinary

ones as ̂ U ? - O^ t{tM^and U ^ fe (iP)"""
1* e so that

Therefore equ.s y.0) , the second set of the gauge field

equations, become

'0 (LB;

As a consequence of (j7) the circulation density of d*1^

—?

therefore Y'*'" maintains a constant direction in those connected

domains where Y** % 0 j i.e. by U ^ we rotated v^into a

single direction. If ^ solves (l8), it can, at worst, change

direction by tr across curves where "̂ • O. This means that

(l8) is equivalent to the following system
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—>

where ^ ^ is the component of f̂*"1 along a fixed direction which

is one of the two possible directions of *¥***. This is the system

of coupled elliptic differential equations we mentioned above,

these equations are the equivalents in SU ̂ T+l) of the equations

describing non reducible merons in SU (2) and SU (3) in refs^ ' '

respectively. Of course only those solutions of (19) can describe

Su(N+l) merons that meet some boundary conditions.

We require for merons that the SU(N+1) gauge field strengths

be regular at r=0 /away from the merons, i.e. for all tf tW.

This requirement implies that

Vn • Aj... N

as in this case - possibily after a gauge transformation -

Uw, M ~ 1 " • Note that \ ŵ,\
a [*,£: constitute the minima of

the scalar potential in (j3) . As long as (£0) is satisfied there

is always a gauge transformation such that applying this

transformation we obtain ^wi ^[\'a vwv* j -Uw» ^1"* 0 for

4:; 4-t ̂ "t: . 0= ky... Therefore when we move across t. at

r=0 from (l5,16y we see that ^ ^ changes direction by 2 £>;. ir/*,5J.

On the other hand as we have shown above V ^ can change direction

at worst by tr . Hence we conclude that ̂  must be an integer

multiple of

However, >̂"j can be changed by any amount by a gauge

transformation unless we restrict our attention to a class of
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gauge transformations that are continuous across t. at r=O. The

gauge transformation changing fb- has the formr

Clearly under this transformation fti

& -* ̂ .4 1 Vt }; ' w n i l e ^""8 undergo a rotation by

This U (A ) * s continuous for all m at r=0 across t. if ^^ir «

* 2V^TT with integer t̂j . This means that ^ is defined

/i.e. is gauge invariant/ mod mm.

In conclusion to find SU(N+I) meron solutions with,

topological charge density Q ( ^ ) ~ 2 (\$\ ) ^ \

reduced to solving (l9^ with boundary conditions

where >̂ £ are integer multiples of j wCT

Let us now discuss the emerging structure of topological

charges of SV (N+1J merons supposing for the moment that the

appropriate solutions to (L9,2l) exist. We say that a meron

configuration is elementary and is entirely in the k-th U fo.)

ft. **
sector if Y ̂  = O for m^k /wo recall that m-s index the

different U (l) sectors (4-6')/. For all values of m the smallest

/non-zero/ value of "̂j is 1 v̂ wT . Asm ranges from 1 to N

there are N types of possible elementary meron charges and of

them -~ are different for odd N and ~ are different for
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even N /because (vv^aw, /. Thus for N=l /Su(2)/ or N=2 /Su(3)/

we obtain the results of refsV ' ' 'i the elementary meron

charges are ^ and \ respectively, in the latter case this value

is valid for the elementary merons in both u(l) sectors. However,

as we go beyond su(p) i.e. as N exceeds 2 an unexpected thing

happens: there are elementary merons in the different u(l)

sectors with different chargesl /e.g. for N=3 and N=4 the possible

values are -x /m=l,3/ and 2 /m=2/ and 2 /m=l,4/ and 3 /m=2,3/

respectively/. It is clear that for even N all >̂- will be integer

while for odd N the $>[ -s can be both integer /for even m/ and

half integer /for odd m/. In a similar way as o(; * Z &\ for

non-elementary merons the total topological charge at t̂  is

integer for N even and can be both integer and halfinteger for

N odd / >1/.

It is also obvious that for all N the minimal elementary

meron charge at t. is obtained for m=l /m=N/ and is given by

Y>| - bi . This value is exactly the half of the minimal

topological charge for non-reducible SU (N+1) instantons found

in ref within the ansatz (2/3). This fact gives support us

to retain the name "meron" - that originated from fractional

charges - even when — is integer.

Finally, we would like to mention that these new values

for the topological charge for merons are not artifacts of

normalization. Rather they are the consequence of the form of

the maximal representation of the 0 (3) generators allowed by

the SU(N+1) generators.
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IV. Existence and Numerical Solutions for Non-reducible

Elementary SU \N+l) Meron Pairs

The *Y functions contain a hidden dependence on the index

m via the boundary conditions (21). We find it convenient to

make this hidden dependence explicite by introducing ^

as for *)(.** the field equations (19) take the form:

while boundary conditions (2l) change to '

l

i.e.'X are tA on the r=0 line independently of m. Note that -

as a consequence of the elementary identities m-l=m+lf in+l«m-l•-

the system (22) has a nice symmetry under the change X <r-̂  *)iv>1

Wt«U-N} • *£ $1 a r e such that the boundary conditions

(23) respect this symmetry we can reduce the number of equations

in (22).

If p>^ « ~ **"*% /mod mm/ for all values of m and i then

the substitution X*1* ")C reduces (22,23) to a single equation -

to the equation for merons in SU (2) -

with appropriate boundary conditions for multiple merons. A proof

of existence of solutions to (24) with these boundary conditions

was given in ref ̂  . As for X** = % m=l,..N M*. ̂ Xeverywhere
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in K, these solutions describe the trivial embedding of the

su(2) /multiple/ merons into the maximal so(_3) subgroup of

SU (N+1) .

In establishing the existence of the general solutions to

y24) a central role was played by the closed form two-meron

solution. As we expect that in the general case of (22,23) the

two meron solutions can play an equally important role we turn

now to the discussion of existence of elementary two meron

solutions to (22,23), though no analytic /closed form/ solution

to (22,23) is known for any choice of ^*\ different from the

previous one.

In what follows we consider only such elementary two meron

configurations when one of the merons is sitting at the origin

and the other is shifted to infinity. /The case when the two

merons are at a finite distance from each other can be obtained

from this configuration by a conformal transformation./ For the

'X***functions describing such an elementary two meron configuration

in the k-th U fl̂  sector the (23) boundary conditions read as

V = 0 *> •+k ft** 4because for such an elementary meron at t=0 (V = 0 *> •+k ft** 4 Lit

Further we assume that for these two merons X** depend on r and

t only via the combination ©.=, ewj L-t K f ) ? A, Hye)'* X. \V) This

' assumption changes (22) into a system of ordinary differential

equations / ^ =
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(26)

while ^25) become
J

*1-* A w, + k ; u Tk- U (-Tk)- 4

We also express the action density ^8) in terms of X*.
rt»v»

/recall that ^ 0 ( - 0 at r>0 as a consequence of (14)/:

L- % (28

where R, * t̂ t-x . Note that (26) are the variational equations

to (28) and that (27) are necessary to ensure the finitness of

L . In fact X^,(6)'2-/l constitute the minima of the / ©

dependent/ "potential" in (28) , for this case L a 0 ; for any

other X.u.(9) L ^ O . Therefore it is not obvious that a)

minimum of ) L ^ 0 -corresponding to a solution to (26,21)-exists,
a

and we must look for an alternative proof. On the other hand

from (28) it is clear that - for finite |_ - these S U ( N + I ) two

merons have the same kind of logarithmic interaction - i.e. are

just as singular - as the original su(2) ones because the total

action of the two meron is obtained by integrating L over R^. *.
*J? •'tr r>2

ft» Sftt\R ̂ a 0 L • Therefore the integral of K. L over Q
just measures the coupling constant of this interaction.

The alternative proof that we shall now sketch is the

adaptation to our problem of the proof given in ref ̂ / for the
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N=2 case. The proof also establishes that X iO)=X ( T 0 « O w>»4.

First, we note that it is sufficient to work in the \ 0 ^

interval with boundary conditions X (£)*0 'X^(^) s0 v*^

because setting X K{l>Q)* - *w (1-9) j 1^ (\>Q)^X^(\-Q) *+

will extend the solution to a continuous function on \OjTr) .

The general strategy is to give upper and lower bounds

for X ^ l © ) , i.e. to give 2N functions i^(9) 4 U^(9) that

satisfy both the boundary conditions at zero and at /l :

' (29)

and the following differential inequalities:

and to prove that the solution satisfies £ ^ 1 © ) ^

This proof goes as follows: With the aid of ^v®) and U^l©^ we

define a domain M in (O,"£J*RH : V^» {e}X^ \ t^[Q) ̂  %«<Ujfi

0£Q*-\\ and denote by S the boundary of M. As the equations

(26) are sufficiently well behaved for any © in C ^ xi £>0

there is a unique solution to (26^ in [o} -J) with the initial

The solution is a curve in ( 0 \ * ) &

The T l§) curve starts in iM if the am /m=l,N/ initial values
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are between the boundaries set by ^29^, i.e. if {<\...

where X^\< ... T* withl^CD, t\ W),Jl
For each (aA -• q^) fe X there is a unique point 1^ where "T

first intersects S. In the case fa ( © ) & M for all 0 fc (0, £

we define X •» ̂  lQ)» (0,1- \) . As long as 1. 13) €• M we

can divide (j26̂  by sin Q to obtain a uniform bound on (.Xw,)

of order unity. Since U^lO) » (J.̂  10) » 0 such a bound implies

that lim % - 0 . Therefore \ 1 9 ) is a solution to our problem

if T,w- C0.A...0

One can conclude that there must be an V.Q*— ̂ IM'^" such

that 3^ tO)» (0;A- 'Q by proving that the map T: I-*S is continuous

and that there is a curve C in I such that T(C^ surrounds the

point in question in S. The proofs of these statements for N=2

were given in ref ̂ ', and by trivial modifications they apply

in the general case too. Therefore we conclude that we can

prove the existence of the solution to our problem if we can

give the t^ 18), u^tw) functions with the necessary properties

(29-3l) .

In what follows we give some £ and U ^ functions that -

according to the previous discussion - ensure the existence of

all kinds of elementary two merons for N=3,4 /SU(4), Su(5)/.

Although at present we have no upper and lower bounds for the

general case we still expect that even in the cases not considered

here they can be established.

For all of our two merons we take for t^l©) the following
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They obviously satisfy (29) and a straightforward substitution

shows that they satisfy (30") for all m provided kk^iO /The

restriction comes from the (k+l)-th and(k-l)-th inequalities,

the others are satisfied for all values of k/. Note that the

lower bound for the function going through 0 at (3,is nothing

but the closed form two meron solution for Su(2).

The determination of upper bounds is more tedious and less

systematic. Finally, for N=3 /su(4)/ and k=l / $*\ > fi*$x® I

we obtained

With these functions it is easy to check the validity of the

third inequality in (3l) , but we had to use a pocket calculator

to establish the validity of the first and the second ones. /The

k=3 case is obtained from this one by interchanging all quantities

with indices 1 and 3/. For N=3 /Su(4)/ and k=2 l^-^^j ^"•2. /

when the boundary conditions allow the ' X . ^ X N substitution and

we have only two equations in (26) we found the following upper

bounds:

For N=4 /su(5) / and k=l / ̂ - 1 , f~* ̂ * ^ s 0 / w e found

H u-- A- i i(l?f- I l^f\ u » {- i ifW)"^. (i*

while for N=4 and k=2 ( ^a ft". ̂ * 0. f?"si)
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The SU^5) two merons in the third or fourth u(l) sectors are

obtained from the k=2 and k=l cases respectively by interchanging

all quantities with indices 1,4 and 2,3.

Having established the existence of all possible types of

elementary two merons in su(4) and Su(j5) we display on figs 1-4.

the numerical solutions of the equations describing them. From

the figures we see that - as a consequence of the rather similar

upper and lower bounds - the function going through zero at "^ Iz.

is almost the same in all cases. It is also clear that the farther

is a function in (26) from this particular one the better it

approaches the constant - identically one - function. These

numerical solutions also enable us to compare the coupling

constant of the interaction of the different elementary two

merons in SU(4) and SU (5) :

topological

at t =

~ ( US)

charge

0

tie

3

2

4.75

SU (4)

2

6.54

2

6.99

SU(5)

3

11.05

These values of the coupling essentially determine /up to a

factor of 4 ir*/ the action for our two merons in Hinkowski space

obtained by bringing back the other meron at finite distance

via a conformal transformation and continuing in t analytically

to ixQ as in ref w .
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Finally, we note that for the existence of non-elementary

merons at present we have no rigorous proof, however, the

existence of two meron solutions - though riot in a closed form -

gives support to the expectation that even in the general case

a proof could be given along the lines of the argument of ref*"^ .

In this case a search for numerical solutions can be carried out

in a way similar to the determination of multiple merons in

V. Conclusion and Outlpok

Let us now turn to the discussion of some further properties

of the elementary two merons in SU (N+1). First, we note that for

the merons with all of their £ -s /m=l,N/ different /e.g. for

all N the meron with smallest charge /one can establish whether

they represent a genuine non-reducible SU (N+l) configuration by

looking at a component of the field strength /e.g. B_/ which is

is diagonal on the z axis. The fact that all the diagonal elements

are different and non-zero /for all z/ implies that there exist

no other linear relation between them /expect the tracelessness

condition/ and guarantees that our solutions are not contained

in any subgroup of Su(N+l) .

As we mentioned earlier for all N the smallest elementary

meron charge is just the half of the topological charge of the

smallest non-reducible instanton ̂  . For N=l /SO (2)/ the relation

between the two meron and one instanton solutions is even more
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intriguing: there exist a family of elliptic solutions - indexed

by a continuous parameter k - interpolating between them ̂ 3'/the

k*»0 solution yields the two meron, the k«=l the one instanton/.

This family may describe the dissociation of an instanton into

two merons ̂  '. Naturally emerges the question: does the family

of the same kind of solutions exist for the general non-reducible

Su(N+l) instantons and two merons? We know of no definite answer

to this question but we note a striking difference between the

N«=l and the N>1 elementary two merons that may answer the

question in the negative: the N=l two meron has a higher

symmetry, it is 0.(4) symmetric while for N>1 it is not.

/Remember that we consider only such two merons when one of them

is shifted to infinity/. To see we note that using the recent

results for constructing gauge fields with given symmetry

properties> ' one can show that the most general 0(4) symmetric

ansatz for an SU(N+1) gauge theory has the form:

where v£« C"f*v t1)'** (XM ̂ ) *" and H^y are some representations

of the 0(4) generators constructed from matrices of the Lie

algebra of SU(N+1): 2 ty= L^Tjl 2̂ .=- Tj

where T- (v'» 4 ... 5 ) form an S0(3)/SU [2)1 subgroup of SU^N+l) .

(32) implies in our ansatz that X w = t for all nw Therefore

the field equations reduce to (.24̂) that really allows the 0(4)

symmetric two meron solution -̂s LQ->Q • /The o(4) symmetry can

be made manifest by a gauge transformation/.
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However, as we mentioned earlier in this case we have 0> " •; *•»*»

w\x\j.. |\) therefore only for N=l is this an elementary two meron.

Let us finally mention the possible physical application of

the Su(N+l) /SU(4) and Su(s)/ merons in the mechanisms^1'2 *

suggeFted so far to explain the confinement of quarks. According

to the first^ ̂  in a non-abelian gauge theory of quarks and

cjluons the contribution of instantons to the functional integral

determines the vacuum structure of the theory while the

contribution of merons gives rise to the confinement of quarks

via the dissociation of instantons into raerons. The critical

value of the coupling constant where this dissociation - and

the transition to confinement phase - begins depends crucially

on the value of the coupling in the two meron interaction. If

we apply this picture to an SU (N+1) theory then the existence

of non-reducible two merons with different couplings may signal

the existence of several such phase transition points.

/Provided the assumptions of the model are valid even after the

first phase transition./

In the alternative mechanism - that assumes no meron pair

dissociation*' ' - the meron pairs at high density behave like a

dense fluid thus changing the exponent of Wilson loop from

perimeter to area behaviour v '. Perhaps the best way to clarify

the role of non-reducible SU (N+l) merons in this scheme would

be to obtain 0(2) symmetric ones. For 0(2) symmetric merons in

SU (2) it was shown that they have 1/2 topological charge
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concentrated in points in a plane ̂  . It needs further

clarification whether the generalization of this for S

holds or not.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. The functions describing SU(4) two meron with ^ ' ^ ^

Fig. 2. The functions describing SO (O two meron with^>*^*Qj

Fig. 3. The functions describing SUls") two meron with ̂ » 2. $"•

Fig. 4. The functions describing Su(_5j two meron withP>*P>'^'
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Fig. 1
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ABSTRACT

In high p. quatrk-quark scattering a simple picture emerges for the

colour distribution In the final state: the scattered quark of one of the

Incident hadrons forms a colour singlet with the spectators of the other

hadron, I.e., the four fast coloured objects form two singlets. We assume

that the decay of each colour singlet pair - apart from a trivial boost - is

similar to that observed in deep inelastic lepton-hadron scattering. This

picture leads to measurable anticorrelations for energy fluxes carried by

low momentum particles. The predicted asymmetry is significant only in qq

scattering, but not in qq, qg, ... scattering, which leads to specific pre-

dictions.

*Published in Phys. Letters. 87B 127 (1979)
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I.

In the last few years we have learnt how to understand (and

modify) the parton picture in the framework of perturbative

Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). Perhaps the most important point

is the mass factorization theorem [1] the statement of which is

essentially the following: the large £n *j factors of the per-

turbation theory are universal (process-independent) and they

can be absorbed into the quark (gluon) distribution and fragmen-

tation functions.

In deep inelastic scattering (DIS) the operator product

expansion (OPE) is sufficient in itself to prove mass factoriza-

tion. According to the OPE

F ~ C-0

2 2
where F = F(£n *_) is some parton structure function, C = C(£n

P 2 Vi
is the operator coefficient, O=O(£n *^) is the operator matrix

V
element. 0 contains the factors which are responsible for the
long distance behaviour, they must be absorbed into the distribu-

tion (fragmentation) functions.

As clean tests of perturbative QCD can serve those predic-

tions, which are finite in the first nonvanishing order in the

sense, that they do not contain large logarithms (e.g. ov in DIS,

angular distributions in inclusive DIS). The factorized form
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above suggests the following "theorem": If a structure function

vanishes in the Born Approximation, then it is finite in the next

order. Writing P in the form

2 2
F~[c1+g

2(c2£n ^2 + 03) + 0(g
4) ] [ a ^ g ^ a ^ n ^ + a3)+o(g

4)],

it follows immediately, that a,c,.+a,,c, = 0, because F depends on

Hn »=• . From c,=0 one gets c2=0, that is the absence of the
P

logarithmic term in second order of g.

It is our purpose to show that the arguments above are not

valid in general. We do this on the example of the structure

function G, in polarized DIS. We briefly discuss the leading

order QCD corrections to the momentum sum rules. The method used

is well- known from the extended literature of the spin-averaged

DIS [2].

II.

The OPE for the product of two electromagnetic current is of

the following form [3,4]:

ifd4xeigxT(l (x)ly(o)) = symmetric

-±euv\a^ l (-T) % '•'% E El i(Q ' g ) Rl i
n—uizr••v y ' x n i

-

...vi_

where
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are the leading non-singlet operators (R, is of twist 2, R£ and
R3 are of twist 3). S denotes symmetrization in ofp-,...,jj , S'
denotes symmetrization in o,p,,...,p and antisymmetrization in
A,a. In quark gluon theory with massless quarks the operator R3

is absent [4]. Next we define matrix elements between quark
states:

Tpv(p,q,s) - ijd
4xeiqX<p,s|T(lu(x)lv(o)) |P,8>ST^ V+±TJ V ,

where

m P q Gl Bj-lla'. g l ( x ) ' {pq)2 5 G2 BJ-llm'. g 2 ( x ) {4)

are the scaling laws of the naiv parton model;

op, .. .p . p, p

Aop,...p . . . p. p
<p,s|R- . |p,s>sD (p s -p s )p ...p , (5)

£, i • *• n .

From (1), (3), (4), (5) we obtain the momentum sum rules by

standard methods {5]:
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1

dx x g.(x,Q ) = •=• Z E, . (Q ,g)A n even,1 2 ± 1,1 n

dx
o x

n odd, (7)

Prom (7) it is easy to see that the absence of the logarithimic

term in second order of g does not follow from factorization for

G2, because the right hand side is a sum of three (for massless

quarks two) terms.

III.

The operator coefficients satisfy the following renorm group
equations (we leave index i, thinking on flavour non-singlet
operators):

, 2

39 J j ,.2 ' ]._•

From the free quark model and from (8) we get in order-g :

2 . , 2 .
En = 1 2-5- (̂  y, ln»» + const.) + 0(g ),

, / 2 ?
En _ n+1 K _ _3 (1. ynl £n Q.

2 n + 2 V 16TT2 2 2 2 p:

•> 2
..nl n+1 „_ Q ,

where we have written for the anomalous dimensions the expansions

*1 = " A ^f + °^^' ̂ki = - 4 Y J J + 0(g4). (10)1 16ir2 -1 *D Z k:i
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For (10) we have got the following one-loop results:

„, - n+1 ,
Yl F U (n+lMn+2) + 4 £

n+2 ,

o.

4 ^ 1).

Our results do not agree with [4]. The reduced operator

matrix elements between quark states in second order of g, in the

leading log approximation are the following:

2 22 2
A » 1 + -3-5 (i Y? 1 An 3y- + const.),
n 16* 2 -1 y2

^ .] ,
(12)

Dn - > + ^ 2 [<I T S ^ =ji + g | r j j in ^ ) + const

0(g2).

We do not need the term of order g in H^. From (6), (7), (9),

(11), (12) we get the leading log corr<

moment sum rules (for quark target):

2
(11), (12) we get the leading log corrections of order g to the

(X,Q2) = \ (i - -a-j cF (i - ( n + 1 ( n + 2 )

+ 4 1 4) Jln2-y) n even, (13)
j=2

2
C

16TT

2 2
f dx xn+1 g (x,Q2) SC, c g | An JU n odd.
i * 16TT2 F n+3 -p 2
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We have checked that (13) corresponds to the perturbative result

of order g :

n+1
T3 =

n+1 lx 2
+ 4 2 4] An **__ + ...,

j-2 3/ - p
2

. n+2, 2

n=l,3,. ..

IV.

Finally a few comments are in order. Probably the sum rule

(6) (which gives the Bjorken sum rule for n=0) will be confronted

with experiment in the near future. For the Bjorken sum rule the

full g correction is known (6). It is much more difficult to

check the sum rule (7) (which gives the Burkhardt-Cottingham sum

rule for n=-l), because the contribution of g2 to measurable

cross sections is suppressed (7). It seems to be almost hopeless

to separate the contributions of the operators R, and R-, because

D~0(l), H~O(S) for nucleon states.
n n n .
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THE VERTEX DETECTOR SYSTEM OF THE
EUROPEAN HUON COLLABORATION

E. Nagy

C.R.I.P. - Budapest

ABSTRACT

The existing forward spectrometer of the European Huon Collaboration is

being extended at present by a vertex system which enables to detect complete

exclusive final states in the deep inelastic scattering processes of muons on

protons and deuterons. The system consists of a 2 meter long streamer chamber

with a 1 meter target in its upstream half inside a l.S Tesla analysing mag-

net/ of large surface proportional chambers and drift tubes to detect large

angle particles outside the magnet and of time-of-flight and Cerenkov counters

for particle identification. The scattered muon and the fast forward going

hadrons are detected with the existing forward spectrometer. Installation of

the system is forseen during the SPS shutdown and data taking will start

soon afterwards.
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